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ABSTRACT

School of Graduate Studies
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Degree:

Master of Science in Aerospace Systems Engineering

College/Dept.:

Engineering/Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Name of Candidate: Hunter Dunne
Title:

Marsbee Preliminary Design Analysis Tool

The Marsbee is a novel bioinspired flapping flight vehicle concept for aerial
Martian exploration. The Marsbee design addresses the challenges of flying on
Mars by mimicking the unsteady lift generation mechanisms seen in terrestrial
insects. To enable the comparison of the Marsbee system to other flying Martian
exploration concepts, a systems-based analyzer was created, consisting of several
physics-based models. Constraints were used to maintain dynamic similarity
between the Marsbee and insects on Earth. The current analyzer only models
hovering flight. The functionality of the analyzer was demonstrated by analyzing 2
million randomly generated two-wing and 2 million randomly generated fourwing vehicle designs. These 4 million vehicles were vetted to separate the
infeasible (designs that violated model constraints or minimum performance
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requirements) from the feasible solutions. Based on an objective function of
maximizing both flight time and payload mass, the best vehicles were selected
from the pseudo Pareto front. The results showed that wing flexibility had a large
impact on the performance of the vehicle, increasing the number of feasible
vehicles as flexibility increased. Although not simultaneously achievable, the fully
flexible two-wing vehicle designs on the pseudo Pareto front had an average flight
time of 50 minutes and carried an average payload of 322 grams. Inertial pitching
power for the Marsbee was magnitudes higher than inertial flapping power, which
is opposite of insects. The inertial pitching power was so dominant that flapping
flight appears impractical for missions on Mars without passively pitching wings.
Increasing from two wings to four wings nearly doubled the payload mass while
only slightly decreasing the flight times. This study lays the groundwork for future
optimization of the Marsbee system.

Abstract Approval: Committee Chair__________________________8/17/2020___

Department Chair _____________________________________

Graduate Dean ________________________________________
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Humans fly recreationally, but animals fly professionally.
John H. McMasters
The Flight of the Bumblebee and Related Myths of Entomological Engineering

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

1.1 Mars Exploration
Over the last several decades, Mars exploration has gained increasing
attention from both the public and private sectors. Rovers, satellites, and most
recently the InSight Lander, have been sent to Mars on exploratory missions [1].
The most recent foray to the Red Planet is the upcoming NASA Mars 2020
mission, which launched on July 30th, 2020. The mission includes the
Perseverance rover that carries the Mars Helicopter Ingenuity, a solar-powered
rotorcraft that is set to be the first vehicle to demonstrate aerodynamic flight on
Mars [2], [3].
Since the 1960s, NASA has sent 15 scientific probes to Mars to gather and
return data to scientists on Earth [1]. As seen in Figure 1.1, NASA has four primary
goals regarding Martian exploration: life, climate, geology, and humans [4]. Since
the 1990’s, NASA has oriented its missions to Mars based around these four goals.
Missions pertaining to the first goal of life search for sources of life (things like
water and chemical energy) and for signs of life (things like carbon and biosignatures of current or past life). Missions pertaining to the second goal of climate
1

do such things as study the dust storms of Mars to understand how they develop
and grow, observe Martian weather patterns and seasonal climate changes, and
analyze current atmospheric composition. Missions pertaining to the third goal of
geology study things like Martian rock formations, seismic activity, and the
planet’s magnetic field. All the other goals feed into the fourth and final goal,
humans, which relates to preparing for sending humans to explore Mars. These
missions include studying the radiation environment of Mars.

Figure 1.1 NASA’s four primary goals for Mars exploration [4]. Images courtesy of
NASA/JPL-Caltech [5].

Exploration of Mars is limited by contemporary technology. Rovers, which
are currently the primary collectors of data on the Martian surface, face three
major challenges that limit their exploration capabilities: incomplete knowledge of
terrain, short active operation periods, and long communication delays.
2

Incomplete knowledge of the terrain increases the risk of encountering
situations that could damage the rover. For example, Spirit’s mission ended in
2009 when its wheels became stuck in a sand trap [6]. The forward sensing
abilities of a rover are especially limited in rocky or hilly terrain. This could
potentially be resolved using satellite imaging, but satellite images of Mars are also
limited by current technology. The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter provides the
best satellite view of the Martian surface at 0.5 m/pixel [7], [8].
The second challenge rovers have is how long they can explore during each
day. Today’s rovers have limited active periods of about 4 hours every sol (Martian
day) when the Sun is at its peak and providing enough power for driving [9].
Scientists and engineers on Earth uplink defined tasks at sunrise. The rover
performs the commanded tasks during the 4-hour period while carefully avoiding
obstacles using instruments such as the Hazcams. This exploration is stop-and-go,
requiring constant communication and direct control from Earth. The data
gathered during the day is downlinked to Earth at sunset. Communication with
Earth resumes at sunrise when the new tasks are uplinked to the rover. This is the
third major challenge to rover exploration. Depending on the distance between the
two planets, controlling directly from Earth means a one-way communication
delay of between 2 and 20 minutes [10].
Obstacle avoidance, short working days, and communication delays all
combine to slow down the rover’s exploration rate. The average distance traveled
by the Curiosity rover per sol is just 32.1 m [11], lower than the maximum of 200 m
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per sol at which the drive system was designed to operate [12]. Flight on Mars
would open up a third dimension of reconnaissance and help alleviate all of these
challenges, enhancing the overall performance of a rover mission.
If a flying scout vehicle (or vehicle swarm) was packed with a rover, it could
greatly enhance the rover’s exploring and sensory capabilities. The flying scout
could provide more detailed information on the localized surroundings of the
rover including “over the hill” awareness, solving the terrain mapping challenge.
The flier could capture high resolution surface images on the order of mm/pixel
using current CMOS imagining sensor technology [13], a resolution much higher
than that currently available from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. Provided with
increased information about its surroundings by a flying scout, a rover could more
confidently, and possibly autonomously, explore the Martian surface without
risking damage. This would decrease the amount of time the rover would have to
be in communication with Earth and better utilize the 4-hour window of direct
sunlight, thereby solving the other two challenges to exploration. Thus, a flying
scout vehicle could increase the speed at which a rover explores the Martian
surface, which would increase the science return per unit time of the entire
mission – a valuable contribution.

1.2 Previous Mars Flight Concepts
Martian flight is not a new idea. Several research projects have been
conducted in the past decades exploring the feasibility of vehicle designs for flight
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on Mars, yet no vehicle has ultimately been fabricated and flown on Mars [2], [14],
[15]. These concepts include a variety of shapes, sizes, and flight methods – just a
few of which will be discussed here.
The Aerial Regional-scale Environmental Survey (ARES) concept ( Figure 1.2
is a fixed-wing, rocket propelled scout plane meant to fly several kilometers above
the surface and provide a wide survey of topographical data as well as data on the
atmospheric composition and magnetic field strength of Mars [14], [15]. However,
once the single-use vehicle ran out of fuel after about an hour flight, it would end
its mission by crashing on the Martian surface. Because missions to Mars are so
costly, generating the most scientific return over a long duration mission is much
preferable to short duration missions.

Figure 1.2 Concept image of the Aerial Regional-scale Environmental Survey (ARES).
Image courtesy of NASA/LaRC [16].
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The Mars Gashopper concept utilizes indigenous CO2 for propulsion [15],
[17]. The CO2 is heated and pressured to drive a series of thrusters to enable short
hops over the surface [15], [17]. Although the Gashopper design is capable of
multiple flights, the altitude, range, and duration of these flights are limited. The
payload capacity per vehicle size is also much less than that of a traditional rover.

Figure 1.3

Schematic of the Mars Gashopper. Figure reused from [17].

The Mars Cannon Assisted Flying Exploration (CAFE) concept (Figure 1.4)
utilizes a CO2 powered cannon to fire 21 single-use planes to survey the Martian
atmosphere and explore canyons and cliff faces [15], [18]. Not only does this
concept have a limited number of uses, but the stationary cannon holds much less
scientific equipment than a lander like the InSight.
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Figure 1.4 Concept of operations for the Mars Cannon Assisted Flying Exploration
(CAFE). Figure reused from [18].

The Mars Entomopter concept (Figure 1.5) is a rigid-wing flapping flight
vehicle powered via a reciprocating chemical muscle [19]. It was proposed to aid a
rover in the exploration of Mars, including soil sample retrieval. However, the
flight of the vehicle proved to be energy-intensive due to the rigid wings, requiring
a large portion of the vehicle mass to be dedicated to propulsion. This drove up
both the total size of the vehicle and decreased the available payload mass.
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Figure 1.5

Concept image of the Mars Entomopter. Figure reused from [19].

Various free-falling concepts and Mars Balloons have been proposed as
exploration vehicles [14], [20]. However, these also suffer from the short mission
durations that plague many Martian aerial vehicle concepts.
The Mars Helicopter Ingenuity has come the closest to achieving flight on
Mars. It was launched with the Mars 2020 mission on July 30th, 2020 and is to be
deployed in early 2021 [3]. While the Mars Helicopter might seem like a recent
advancement in Mars exploration, the concept of rotorcraft as scouts on Mars has
been around since 2002 [21], [22].
Ingenuity (shown in Figure 1.6) consists of two twin-bladed coaxial rotors
(1.2 m in diameter) powered via a solar panel positioned above the rotors [2].
Below the rotors is a cube chassis that houses the batteries, guidance, control, and
navigation computers, flight sensors, cameras, communication systems, and
thermal insulation. The chassis is suspended off the ground by four rods which
8

help to cushion landings. Rather than environmental surveying or aiding a rover,
Ingenuity’s mission is a technology demonstration, aiming to show that flight on
Mars can be safely performed. After using heat from the batteries and circuit
boards to warm itself over the cold Martian nights, Ingenuity only has enough
power for one 90 second flight every sol. While a minimum of 5 flights are planned
for the first 30 sols of the mission, it is hoped that Ingenuity will be able to fly 30
times or more. Each flight is expected to reach an altitude of 3 m to 10 m off the
ground and have a range of up to 300 m.

Figure 1.6 Concept image of Ingenuity, the Mars Helicopter Scout. Image courtesy of
NASA [23].

Rotary motion was chosen for Ingenuity because it is a well-matured
technology and is relatively simple to generate. Rotary motion also offers vertical
takeoff, hover, and landing capabilities, requiring much less infrastructure (such as
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airstrips) than horizontal takeoff vehicles. However, rotary motion is inefficient
and power consuming, as evidenced by the short flight durations of Ingenuity.
While the Mars Helicopter will probably be the first vehicle ever to fly on Mars
that by no means implies it is the best or only aircraft design capable of Martian
flight. Flight modes other than rotary motion should be considered.

1.3 Challenges of Flying on Mars
The basic goal of a flier on Mars (or indeed a flier anywhere in a planetary
atmosphere) is to generate enough aerodynamic lift, 𝐿, to balance out its weight,
𝑊, as expressed by:

1
𝑊 = 𝑚𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 = 𝐿 = 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑈 2 𝑆𝐶𝐿
2

(1.1)

Here, 𝑚 is the mass of the vehicle, 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 is the gravitational acceleration of Mars,
𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 is the density of the Martian Atmosphere, 𝑈 is the reference velocity of the
vehicle, 𝑆 is the wing planform area (total projected area of all lifting surfaces), and
𝐶𝐿 is the coefficient of lift. Even though the Martian gravity (3.72 m/s2) is about
one-third that of Earth's (9.81 m/s2) [24], the Martian atmospheric density
(1.42×10-2 kg/m3) is only 1.3% of Earth's (1.2 kg/m3) [25]. Designing traditional
fixed wing aircraft for Mars is especially challenging because of this low density
environment [26]–[30]. To maintain the same lifting force as on Earth, a fixed-
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wing Mars flier would have to do one of three things: either travel at a much
higher speed (𝑈), have a higher lift coefficient (𝐶𝐿 ), or have a large wing size (S).
Although increasing velocity generates more lift, traveling at high speeds on
Mars presents further problems. The speed of sound on Mars (244 m/s) is about
two-thirds of Earth's (344 m/s). Any fixed wing aircraft flying at higher speeds on
Mars would also have to take into account the compressibility effects of the
Martian air. Single use vehicles using traditional fixed wings have been proposed
in the past, but these designs require either rocket propulsion or are activated
during decent into the atmosphere [14], [15]. However, if the vehicle is intended to
fly multiple times, new infrastructure like catapulting mechanisms would have to
be developed to get a fixed-wing flier up to the appropriate speeds before take-off,
and landing would most likely require parachutes [28], [31]. To compound the
issue of traveling at high speeds, traditional airbreathing propulsion on Mars is
challenging because there is little atmospheric oxygen. The coefficient of lift for a
fixed-wing aircraft can only be increased up to the point of stall. The wing area
could be increased to increase lift, but enlarging the wings comes with its own set
of challenges: increasing the weight of the vehicle (meaning yet more lift is
required) and increasing the drag of the vehicle (meaning yet more thrust is
required). Thus, it would be quite the engineering challenge to design a traditional
fixed-wing aircraft that could operate in the Martian environment and be useable
multiple times.
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Rotary wing vehicles are able to overcome some of the challenges of flying
on Mars that plague fixed-wing vehicles. Minimal infrastructure is needed for
vertical take-off and landing. However, rotary systems struggle with
compressibility issues due to their blade-tip speeds. For this reason, the Ingenuity
was designed to operate at Mach 0.8 at the blade-tip, well within the realm of
compressible flow and just below the transonic flow regime [2]. The main
downside of using rotary wings for flight on Mars is their low efficiency. It takes so
much power to spin the blades from rest that the resulting lift generation is not
power efficient. Indeed, the Ingenuity was only designed to fly for 90 seconds every
sol.
Compared to fixed-wing and rotary-wing designs, flapping wing designs
have been relatively unexplored for flight on Mars. As discussed previously, the
Mars Entomopter concept was a flapping wing concept. However, it was not power
efficient at generating lift due its use of rigid wings [19].
One possible design approach is to consider bioinspired flapping flight
vehicles derived from flying insects. Terrestrial flying insects operate at low
Reynolds numbers between O(2) and O(4) [26], [28], [29], [32], [33]. This is a
similar range for flyers in the low-density environment of the Martian atmosphere.
Traditional fixed-wing fliers are not aerodynamically efficient at these low
Reynolds numbers. Insects and avian fliers utilize many methods of unsteady lift
generation that have only in the past few decades been explained by aerodynamic
theory [26]. Even at low Reynolds numbers of O(2) to O(4), insects can generate
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lift coefficients of O(1) [26], [32]. Insects are also power efficient at generating lift
due to their flexible wings allowing for passive pitching. Dynamic similarity can be
used to design man-made vehicles on Earth that imitate these lift generation
mechanisms by utilizing bioinspired wing designs and tailored flapping
kinematics. This same approach can be extended to developing bioinspired
flapping fliers for Mars.

1.4 The Marsbee
The research presented in this thesis focuses on the Marsbee, a novel
bioinspired flapping wing micro aerial vehicle (FWMAV) developed by a research
group led by Dr. Chang-kwon Kang at the University of Alabama in Huntsville
[29], [33], [34]. The Marsbee is distinguished from the many other flying Martian
vehicle concepts by being the first one to utilize bioinspired flexible flapping
wings. This is distinct from the previously discussed Mars Entomopter, which used
less efficient rigid flapping wings [19]. The effects of flexible vs. rigid flapping
wings will be discussed in this thesis.
The Marsbee is meant to aid a rover in the exploration of Mars. Figure 1.7
illustrates how a Marsbee scout system could enhance the operational and
scientific capabilities of a rover. Due to its many possible flight modes (e.g. hover,
forward flight, climbing, and gliding), the Marsbee would be capable of performing
a variety of different scouting missions. The design space of the vehicle is explored
in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Figure 1.7 Concept of operations for a Marsbee scout system. The vehicle shown
represents one possible form the Marsbee scout could take. Credit to Jeremy Pohly of the
University of Alabama in Huntsville.

The Marsbee is designed to fly in the low Reynolds number Martian
atmosphere by capitalizing on the unsteady, high-lift generating mechanisms
utilized by insects, such as wake capture, delayed stall, and wing-tip vortices [28]–
[30], [34]. The Marsbee retains dynamic similarity to terrestrial insect fliers to
generate these same beneficial aerodynamic forces. Pertinent non-dimensional
similarity variables such as wing-tip Mach number and reduced frequency are
preserved [29]. Using high-fidelity Navier-Stokes simulations, previous Marsbee
studies demonstrated that the average lift produced by the wings was sufficient to
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support the weight of the vehicle under Martian atmospheric conditions [28]–[30],
[34]. A 6 g prototype flapper was constructed and tested in a pressure control
chamber and the aerodynamic forces generated in Martian density conditions
were measured [34]–[36]. The results of these proof of concept experiments
confirmed the results of the Navier-Stokes simulations and demonstrated that the
mean lift of the flapper was sufficient to counterbalance the vehicle weight on
Mars. This supports the feasibility of the Marsbee concept.
The Marsbee project is a multidisciplinary effort that involves mechanical,
aerospace, and systems engineering working in tandem. Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization (MDO) [37] provides a methodology for ensuring consistent
couplings and the identification of the optimal design. MDO traditionally works in
a design space that is bound by constraints. The design space is formed from an
objective function created by the designers, and constraints are imposed on the
design space [38]. Several MDO architectures exist [39], [40]. The architecture
used in this current work is Multidisciplinary Design Feasible (MDF), which was
chosen because it produces a design that is consistent with the design variables at
each iteration of the optimization [37].

1.5 Research Goals
Flight on Mars is a highly interdisciplinary challenge. In addition to the
traditional engineering challenges, the flying system must interact with both the
environment and the rover in a highly coupled system of systems. An
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understanding of the flying system (performance, reliability, overall vehicle size,
etc.), as well as the desires of the stakeholders (cost, risk, mission objectives, etc.)
is required for a full system design process. There are three goals of this initial
research study: first, to create an analysis and preliminary design tool for Martian
flapping flight systems; second, to demonstrate the functionality of the tool by
testing randomized designs; and third, to conduct a preliminary exploration of the
Marsbee design space.
The first goal of the thesis was to build an analyzer for modeling Martian
flapping flight systems. The analyzer was designed to estimate the aerodynamic
performance of the Marsbee system (or a flapping wing flight system in general)
given selected vehicle design variables and environmental parameters. These
performance characteristics can then be used in future studies to compare the
benefits and disadvantages of the Marsbee system relative to other Martian flight
systems, such as the Mars Helicopter. The analyzer is composed of relatively
simple mathematical models linked together. All the models are currently lowfidelity, and hovering flight is the only flight mode modeled. However, this thesis
establishes the framework onto which a more complex analyzer could be created
for future higher-fidelity studies involving additional modes of flight.
The second goal of the thesis was to demonstrate the functionality of the
analyzer. Four million combinations of design variables were randomly generated
for two-wing and four-wing configurations. The wing kinematics of the resultant
designs were then compared against measured values from insects on Earth.
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Although the individual analyzer models are relatively well understood,
emergent behaviors were expected. Therefore, the links and flow of information
between the models of the analyzer were checked for consistency by comparing
the relationships between the inputs and outputs. For example, lift is generally
expected to increase with increased wing area and an increase in lift should show
an increase in available payload mass. These comparisons provide some level of
analyzer validation and that it is capable of producing physically reasonable
designs.
The final goal of the thesis was to conduct a preliminary exploration of the
Marsbee design space. Based on the outputs of the analyzer, the randomly
generated designs were deemed either infeasible or feasible (meaning that the
model constraints were not violated, and that the performance of the vehicle
surpassed a reasonable threshold). The variables that caused a design to be
infeasible were investigated. Next the design variables of the vehicles with the
highest performance were considered.
What this thesis does not do is attempt to optimize the Marsbee vehicle
design. However, the foundations are set for future studies to use mission-based
objective functions that will lead to optimized vehicle designs. When coupled with
an optimizer and an objective function, the analyzer will aid researchers in further
exploring the design space of the Marsbee and selecting the optimized vehicle
design.
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1.6 Thesis Synopsis
A brief overview of the current state of flapping flight vehicles and flapping
flight research is first presented in Chapter 2. A detailed summary of the previous
Marsbee research is then discussed. The chapter includes two case studies of
previous efforts to optimize flapping flight concepts using kinematic design
variables.
The design of the analyzer is explained in detail in Chapter 3. The analytical
tools are first described in a systems engineering context. The full design space of
flapping flight vehicles is then described. The intent is to encapsulate all the basic
design variables that contribute to developing flapping flight systems. This
complex design space is then reduced by applying a series of simplifying
assumptions about the wing shape and wing motion. The inputs and outputs of
the analyzer are then introduced, followed by a discussion of the mathematical
models that form the basis of the analyzer. In the final section, the tests that were
performed to demonstrate the functionality of the analyzer are discussed, as well
as data post processing techniques and the graphing methods.
The results are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. The results are
grouped into the various wing design types evaluated in this study (two wings
versus four wings, and flexible wings versus rigid wings). The design space of each
wing type is numerically and graphically explored. Conclusions about vehicle
design variables are drawn based on a combination of commonalities seen in the
highest performance vehicles and an analysis of the physical models that
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constituted the analyzer. These observations yield overarching insights into
flapping flight on Mars.
The conclusions are summarized in Chapter 5. The most important results
from Chapter 4 are contextualized with respect to flight on Mars. The chapter ends
with a discussion of how future studies could improve the analyzer capabilities,
and the next steps that need to be taken to identify optimized Marsbee vehicle
designs. This summary provides a big-picture overview of how this thesis fits into
the wider goal of exploring Mars.
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CHAPTER 2
PREVIOUS RESEARCH

2.1 Chapter Overview
This Chapter focuses on the research that led to the Marsbee concept and
this thesis. The growing interest in flapping flight micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) on
Earth is first discussed. The relevant history of the Marsbee project is then
presented. The flapping flight kinematics optimization work of Berman & Wang
[41] and Nabawy & Crowther [42] are then discussed. Next the framework of the
analyzer and the scope of the design space are defined. The chapter ends with a
discussion of the novel work that this thesis contributes.

2.2 Flapping Flight MAVs on Earth
Over the last two decades, a plethora of bio-inspired flapping flight MAVs,
with a wide range of sizes, have demonstrated the capability of both tethered and
untethered flight on Earth (Figure 2.1). Among these are the AeroVironment Nano
Hummingbird [43], the Chiba Hummingbird MAV [44], the DelFly [45], the
Harvard RoboBee [46], [47], and multiple bio-inspired vehicles from Festo,
including a butterfly, dragonfly, bat, and bird [48]–[52]. The Marsbee design was
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based on the Chiba Hummingbird MAV [35], [36]. This increase in physical
designs of flapping flight MAVs can be attributed to a greater understanding of the
unsteady lift generating mechanisms including: leading edge and trailing edge
vortices, the clap-and-fling mechanism, and delayed stall [26]. Advances in
material science, batteries, and the miniaturization of computing components
have also contributed to enable flapping flight MAVs. Flapping flight on Earth has
thus become better understood and more frequently utilized in solving
engineering problems. In contrast, flapping flight on Mars is a comparatively
young and underdeveloped problem.
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Figure 2.1 Several different flapping wing MAVs on Earth. a) AeroVironment Nano
Hummingbird [43]. b) the Chiba Hummingbird MAV [44]. c) the DelFly Nimble [45]. d)
the Festo Bionic Flying Fox [51]. e) and f) the Harvard RoboBee X-Wing, both tethered (e)
and untethered (f) [46], [47]. g) the Festo BionicOpter [50]. h) the Festo eMotion Butterfly
[48]. i) the Festo SmartBird [49]. All images reused from the respective sources.

2.3 Previous Marsbee Research
This thesis is only a small part of a much larger and ongoing Marsbee
project started by Dr. Chang-Kwon Kang at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville as a natural extension of his study of flapping wing fliers on Earth [28],
[33], [34]. This project has been ongoing for several years, but the technology is
still at a low state of readiness. The relevant background research and major
advancements in this project are presented in the following sections.
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2.3.1

Aerodynamic Modeling

Flapping wing aerodynamics has been the most in-depth area of study for
the Marsbee project. Insects utilize a variety of unsteady lifting mechanisms in
order to fly [26]. Modeling these inherently unsteady processes is difficult.
Previous researchers and the current Marsbee team have expended significant
effort to develop different models capable of resolving the aerodynamics of insectlike flight.
Shyy et al. developed a well validated Navier-Stokes (NS) model capable of
predicting the aerodynamic lift and drag responses of flapping wings [26]. The
base NS solver is robust with both 2D and 3D versions that can handle both rigid
and flexible wings. The inputs to the rigid Navier-Stokes solver are wing variables
(such as span and chord), wing kinematics (such as flapping and pitching motion),
and vehicle variables (such as mass). For flexible wings, additional wing variables
(such as wing density) need to be defined. The output of the NS solver are pressure
and viscous stress on the wing, which can be resolved into lift and drag forces.
Although this NS solver is not used in this current work, previous Marsbee studies
utilized it to define the scope of the problem on flying on Mars, including
identifying ranges for the design variables [28], [30], [33].
Bluman et al. used the 2D Navier-Stokes model with rigid wings to model a
bumblebee with normal sized wings hovering in the Martian Atmosphere [28].
The resulting calculated flapping amplitude of 366.3° was unphysical, as a half
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peak to peak flapping amplitude of greater than 90° would result in the wings
colliding mid-stroke. Thus, Bluman et al. concluded that bumblebees with normal
sized wings are incapable of hovering on Mars.
To try and achieve hovering flight on Mars, Bluman et al. scaled up the
normal bumblebee wings [28], [33]. Using the 2D Navier-Stokes solver for rigid
wings coupled with a flight dynamics solver, the response wing kinematics were
calculated and fed back into the Navier-Stokes solver. Flight solutions for modified
bumblebees of various wing scales were found. These flight solutions deduced the
lift and drag produced by the wings as well as the motion of the wing flapping and
pitching with time. Scaling the wings by up to 4.5 times resulted in feasible
solutions that also preserved all of the important non-dimensional variables of
insect flight on earth – Reynolds number, Mach number, aspect ratio, and reduced
frequency. Bluman et al. found that a scaling of 3.5 times nominal produced the
optimum power expenditure including the minimum inertial flapping and pitching
power for the wing. This minimum power required would yield the longest flight
time for a given power supply.
Building on these results, Pohly et al. ran further Navier-Stokes simulations
of the bumblebee with a body mass 0.18 g and wings scaled 3.5 times larger than
normal [30]. The focus was on the effect the wing kinematics have on lifting larger
payloads. Using the same 2D NS model for rigid wings coupled with Bluman’s
body dynamics controller, they showed that these larger wings could lift up to
100% extra body mass (an additional 0.18 g) as a payload, while still maintaining
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the dynamic similarity with terrestrial insect flight. The limiting variable in this
case was the wing tip Mach number limit of 0.1. When this limit is exceeded, it is
unknown whether the unsteady lift generating mechanisms hold, due in part to
increased compressibility effects.
The study concluded that it was more efficient in terms of power required
to increase flapping amplitude rather than flapping frequency to carry larger
payloads. Pohly et al. manipulated the power equations and determined that
inertial flapping power 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 scales with frequency cubed, but only scales
with amplitude squared, as shown by[30]

2
𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 = 𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 𝑓 3 𝜙𝑚
sin (4𝜋𝑓𝑡) ,

(2.1)

where 𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 is the mass moment of inertia about the flapping axis, 𝑓 is the flapping
frequency, 𝜙𝑚 is the flapping amplitude, and 𝑡 is the time. Furthermore, changing
the flapping amplitude was found to only affect the inertial flapping power,
whereas changing the flapping frequency will affect both the inertial flapping
power and pitching power. This makes sense because the pitching frequency is
coupled to the flapping frequency.
These past two studies were conducted using actual bumblebees as the base
vehicle. However, the general aerodynamic results can be extended to any vehicle
mimicking insect flapping flight, particularly vehicles with body masses greater
than that of bumblebees. When designing wings for hovering with increased lift
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and minimized power (which would yield a larger carrying capacity, a desirable
trait for a flying vehicle), the wing size should be increased first [28], then the
flapping amplitude increased, and then the flapping frequency increased [30].
However, this prioritization does not consider design tradeoffs between various
other performance metrics, such as payload mass and flight time. Depending on
the design, there could be a better way to increase lift.
There are two caveats for increasing the wing size. First, the mass of the
wing increases cubically with wing scale. Therefore, either the wing needs to be
lightened relative to the body (accomplished through lowering wing density) or
the increased weight needs to be balanced by the increase in lift. As shown in the
following simple analysis, this effect is mitigated with flapping insect scale
systems. If the wing is scaled up in one dimension by a factor of 𝑛, the volume of
the wing scales by a factor of 𝑛3 [34]. With a constant wing material density, the
mass of the wing would proportionally scale by a factor of 𝑛3 [34]. For flapping
flight, scaling the wing by a factor of 𝑛 would scale the lift by a factor of 𝑛4 [34].
The justification of this follows. First, the wing tip velocity is given by

𝑈 = 2𝜋𝑓𝜙𝑚 𝑏𝑟̂2 ,

(2.2)

where 𝑈 is the reference wing velocity, 𝑏 is the wing span, and 𝑟̂2 is a unit vector
along the span. Substituting both Equation (2.2) and the planform area (span
times mean chord) into the lift Equation (1.1) yields:
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𝐿=

1
𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 (2𝜋𝑓𝜙𝑚 𝑏𝑟̂2 )2 𝑏𝑐̅𝐶𝐿
2

(2.3)

The wing being scaled by a factor of 𝑛 implies that both the span, 𝑏, and the mean
chord, 𝑐̅, are scaled by 𝑛. Substituting in 𝑛𝑏 and 𝑛𝑐̅ into Equation (2.3) in place of 𝑏
and 𝑐̅, respectively, and simplifying yields:

1
𝐿 = 𝑛4 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 (2𝜋𝑓𝜙𝑚 𝑏𝑟̂2 )2 𝑏𝑐̅𝐶𝐿
2

(2.4)

Therefore, it can be seen that by scaling the wings by a factor of 𝑛, the lift increases
by a factor of 𝑛4 . Thus, with all other things equal, scaling the wing up should
ideally produce more lift (which scales with 𝑛4 ) than the extra mass of the wings
(which scales with 𝑛3 ).
This simplified analysis does not include added mass due to structural
elements the wing might need as it is scaled up, nor does it include additional
power requirements or increased wing drag. However, another mitigating factor is
that the ultra-thin insect wings are typically only about 0.5% of the total insect
mass [34]. Therefore, the increased lift capacity tends to far outweigh the added
wing mass from increasing wing size.
The second caveat to increasing wing size is that this lift increase only holds
while within the realm of insect flight (outside of this range, lift scales differently
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with wing size). So as long as the vehicle maintains dynamic similarity to flapping
flight seen on Earth, increasing the wing size is the most efficient way to generate
more lift and thus carry a larger payload. This is what previous Marsbee studies
have concluded [28]. Again, this discussion only focuses on lift and does not
consider other performance metrics.
After increasing wing size, the next best thing that can be done to increase
the lift of flapping flight vehicles is to change the flapping kinematics. In a
simplified version of the flapping kinematics, wherein the flapping motion and the
pitching motion move with prescribed sinusoidal-only motion, the three design
variables that can be changed are flapping amplitude, flapping frequency, and
pitching amplitude. Note that in this simplification of the kinematics, deviation
from the stroke plane (the third Euler angle shown later in Figure 3.4) is not
considered, and the timing of the pitching motion is considered perfectly
synchronous with flapping. The optimal pitching amplitude (maximum lift for
least power) seen in insects on Earth is between 45° and 65° [53]. Just as lift scales
with wing size by 𝑛4 , lift scales with flapping frequency and flapping amplitude by
𝑛2 [28]. The next most power efficient thing that can be done to increase lift is
increasing the flapping amplitude [30]. However, this is limited by the physical
constraint of 90°, beyond which the wings would collide midstroke. Finally, the lift
can be increased by increasing the flapping frequency [30].
Leveraging all of this knowledge, a follow-up study was conducted by Pohly
et al. to generate wing variables and wing kinematics for flapping flight vehicles on
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Mars in the range of 1 g to 25 g [29]. In this study, they created a zeroth order
model (0th) to expedite the process of obtaining dynamic similarity. This simple
analytic model constrained six non-dimensional flight variables: coefficient of lift,
Reynolds number, Mach number, aspect ratio, reduced frequency, and angle of
attack (i.e. pitching amplitude), to be within the known limits for flapping insect
fliers on Earth. Given the atmospheric and gravitational parameters for Mars, the
mass of the vehicle, and assuming a coefficient of lift of 1.0 (which is normal for
terrestrial insects [26]), the wing variables and kinematics that maintain this
dynamic similarity were determined. These wing variables and kinematics from
the 0th order model were then fed into the 2D NS model for rigid wings with the
coefficients of lift and drag as outputs. The resultant lift was then compared with
the assumed lift to validate the assumptions of the 0th order model. This validation
unlocked yet another tool that could be used to analyze the aerodynamics of the
Marsbee. Because the 0th order model is analytic rather than a computational fluid
dynamic solver (CFD), it can quickly generate a series of solutions for hovering
flight. However, this model simply identifies designs that achieve hovering flight
within the insect realm of non-dimensional variables. It cannot identify specific
optimal flight designs.
Numerical simulations have shown that certain pitching kinematics are
necessary for optimized flight on Mars [28]–[30]. However, there is a large
difference in terms of power between actively pitching the wings and passively
pitching the wings. Looking at the flight of insects on Earth, passive pitching is not
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actively controlled through muscles, but is instead achieved by wing flexibility
under the influence of air moving around the wing [26]. Thus, in order to achieve
passive pitching on Mars, a firm understanding of the fluid-structure interactions
(FSI) of the flapping system is required. To this end, Kodali & Kang have worked
towards building an analytic model of flexible wings [54]. Research into extending
this FSI into numerical simulations and incorporating it into the NS solver are
ongoing.
These previous numerical studies began the exploration of the feasible
design space of the Marsbee by starting with vehicles the size of literal bees and
scaling up from there. They also attempted to optimize the kinematics and wing
shape of potential vehicles to maximize lift and minimize power. However, a
Marsbee design that is optimized for lift is not necessarily optimized to perform a
mission on Mars, as there are factors other than those related to aerodynamics that
need to be considered. This thesis continues the exploration of the design space of
the Marsbee by further expanding the scope and variety of vehicle designs that are
considered.
In the beginning of this study, the low-fidelity 0th order aerodynamics
model developed by Pohly et al. was used [29]. This leveraged the bounds of nondimensional numbers of insect flight on Earth to dynamically scale vehicles for
flight in the Martian atmosphere – thereby preserving the unsteady lift generation
mechanisms seen in biological fliers. While the 0th order model can calculate the
lift and drag of the wings, it cannot calculate the aerodynamic power, which is a
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significant component of power for insects flying on Earth. As the work
progressed, this model was replaced with a higher-fidelity Quasi-steady model
(QS) developed by Lee & Lua [55] (discussed further in Subsection 3.5.3). Even
higher-fidelity models such as NS solvers, fully coupled FSI solvers, or other CFD
models, could be used in the future. However, these tools require further
development themselves and typically have long computing times compared to the
analytic QS model used here.
A partial version of this current work was presented at the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) SciTech Forum 2020 in Orlando,
FL [56]. The analyzer used in this study was introduced, along with the four
discrete wing flexibilities. Early explorations of the design space were presented,
although with smaller ranges on the inputs and with fewer random designs
generated (100,000). That work also focused exclusively on two-wing vehicles,
whereas this current work explores the differences between two-wing and fourwing vehicles.

2.3.2 Experimental Results
Building on the numerical and simulation work, McCain et al. built and
tested a prototype Marsbee flapper [35], [36] based on the Chiba flapper [44]. The
prototype consisted of wings, a gearbox, and a motor, with a detached power
supply connected by a tether. Previous numerical simulations estimated that a
two-wing 6 g flapper could hover on Mars with each wing having an area of
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0.0035-m2, a flapping amplitude of 54°, and a flapping frequency of 20 Hz [28].
The flapping amplitude was fixed at ~30° due to the constraints of the gearbox. To
compensate for this lower flapping amplitude, the number of wings was doubled
from two to four, while maintaining the same total wing area. As seen in Figure
2.2, the flapper had four, roughly quarter-elliptical wings, with a wing span of 0.12
m and a maximum chord of 0.065 m. The prototype was lacking equipment that
would be onboard an actual Marsbee vehicle such as sensors and computing
equipment for guidance, control, and navigation, a battery, control surfaces, and
science payload.

Figure 2.2 The wings of the prototype Marsbee, showing the span, chord, and
placement of reflective markers. Figure reused from [35], [36].

Reflective markers were placed at specified locations along the wings. The
experimental set up for the prototype Marsbee is shown in Figure 2.3. The
prototype was placed inside a vacuum chamber attached to a force balance. The
vacuum chamber was pumped down to Martian atmospheric density (around 1.42
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× 10-2 kg/m3). High speed motion tracking cameras were set up around the
chamber to track the movement of the reflective markers. The prototype was
tested at discrete flapping frequencies between 5 and 18 Hz. The lift, drag, and side
forces were recorded. The flapping amplitudes and wing deformations were
calculated using the data from the motion capture system.

Figure 2.3 Prototype Marsbee experimental setup. a) Schematic of vacuum chamber
and motion tracking cameras. b) Outside view of the vacuum chamber with the motion
tracking cameras looking through the chamber’s side viewing window. c) Interior view of
the vacuum chamber housing the Marsbee test stand. Figure reused from [35], [36].

The results of the vacuum chamber experiments were promising. Lift
generally increased with flapping frequency, agreeing with the numerical results.
The highest lift was recorded at 8 g, which is greater than needed to maintain
hovering flight for a 6 g vehicle. These experimental results showed that flapping
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flight on Mars is possible, bolstering the results from the numerical simulations.
However, the passive pitching of the wings was erratic, occasionally even being
counter synchronous with the flapping. This led to a severe drop in lift generation
at certain frequencies.
These results imply that fluid-structure interactions are a key component of
flight on Mars and need to be investigated further. Along these lines, Twigg et al.
explored the creation of artificial monarch butterfly wings that mimic the
chordwise and spanwise flexibilities of actual butterfly wings [57]. Although this
work is directed at creating flexible wings for Earth, it can be adapted to Martian
flight vehicles once the passive pitching requirements for Martian vehicles are
better understood.

2.4 Flight Modes
Similar to terrestrial insects, the Marsbee system is designed to be versatile
in its ability to fly. Four distinct flight modes have been identified: hover, forward,
climbing, and gliding. These flight modes capture the ability of the system to move
in 3D space.
Hovering flight, a flight mode common to insects, hummingbirds, and
helicopters (but near impossible for fixed wing aircraft and larger birds), is defined
as the ability to maintain a nearly fixed position and orientation in space while
generating lift. Forward flight is formally defined here as the horizontal movement
of the vehicle through space without climbing or descending. All fliers are capable
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of this mode of flight. Climbing can include a horizontal flight component or
purely vertical ascent or descent. Gliding is a flight mode that not all fliers are
capable of. It is essentially the ability of the flier to passively fall, typically along a
descending flight path, while maximizing either flight time or flight range. This
“unpowered” mode of flight relies only on the driving force of gravity for forward
speed, while relying on the wing design to slow the descent rate and counteract
gravity for as long as possible. Aerodynamically, the optimum high aspect ratio
wing configuration for gliding is different than that for powered lifting flight [32].
Thus, many gliding animals either have a large wingspan (the wandering albatross
for example) or have an unconventional shape (e.g. flying squirrels). Gliding
descent in helicopters is sometimes called “autorotation”.

2.5 Flapping Flight Power
Focusing only on the power required to hover (ignoring power terms
unrelated to the kinematics), the total power, 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , can be split into two
components [41]:

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 ,

where 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 is the aerodynamic power (the power it takes to overcome the
viscosity of the fluid) and 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 is the inertial power (the power it takes to
change the motion of the wings). Each of these power terms have three
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(2.5)

components, one for each of the three rotational degrees of freedom: flapping,
pitching, and deviation [41]:

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑣

(2.6)

𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 = 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 + 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑣

(2.7)

Instead of being split along the lines of inertial and aerodynamic power, the
total power is often divided into flapping, pitching, and deviation components:
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 + 𝑃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑣 ,

(2.8)

𝑃𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 = 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝

(2.9)

𝑃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ

(2.10)

𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑣 = 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑣 + 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑣

(2.11)

where

At a single instance in the flapping cycle, some of these components could be
positive (meaning that they require power to be driven) and some of them could
be negative (meaning that they do not require power to be driven). Rather than
setting these negative power components to zero, in most studies the positive and
negative components are allowed to balance out, meaning that the coupling
between the flapping, pitching, and deviation motion sometimes decreases the
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power required to fly. This assumption is only valid if negative power can be
captured and reused through devices such as springs at the wing root.
The total power summation might be negative at certain moments during
the flapping cycle, meaning that it would add power back into the system if it
could be captured and reused. This power would be wasted if it cannot be
extracted. Either way, in instances of negative total power the motion does not
have to be driven (i.e. the motion happens passively). For flapping wings during
instances of negative power the inertia of the wings causes them to continue
moving without any additional power required. Because of this, many researchers
set negative total powers to zero [41], [42].

2.6 Flapping Flight Kinematics
Many numerical simulation studies have been conducted in the past to find
the optimum hovering kinematics for flapping MAVs on Earth. Two of these by
Berman & Wang [39] and Nabawy & Crowther [40] are described here. These
optimization studies were used in defining the design space of the Marsbee,
influencing the creation of the kinematics model and power model of the analyzer
by providing definitions of the wing kinematic variables.

2.6.1 Berman & Wang
Berman & Wang studied the flapping kinematics of fruit flies, bumblebees,
and hawkmoths in hovering flight in an attempt to show that the natural way
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insects hovered on Earth was at minimum power consumption [41]. In this study,
total power was defined as the positive power only. Further, it was assumed that
negative components of total power (inertial and aerodynamic) could be stored
and used later.
Berman & Wang first developed a robust model of the kinematic motion of
the wings with regard to the three rotational degrees of freedom (flapping,
pitching, and deviation). They considered the general kinematics with a large
number of control variables and resultant motions. The flapping profile was varied
from sinusoidal to triangular and the pitching profile was varied from sinusoidal to
square. They then used a quasi-steady (QS) aerodynamics model to calculate the
forces and torques on half-elliptical wings by utilizing the lift and drag coefficients
from previous insect flight experiments [58]. This QS model was validated against
a 3D NS solver. The power required (both inertial and aerodynamic) to move the
wings was calculated using the Eulerian equations for rotations of rigid bodies. The
goal was to minimize the total power (see Equation (2.5)) required to hover by
finding the optimal set of wing kinematics for the three insects (fruitfly,
bumblebee, and hawkmoth).
The optimized kinematics results from the QS model agreed well with the
actual observed insect kinematics. Berman & Wang concluded that insects
naturally minimize the total power during hover, and therefore that mimicking
insect flight is the best way to achieve flapping flight on Earth. They also observed
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that little relative power was required to pitch the wing (Equation (2.10)), making
flapping the dominant component of power (Equation (2.9)) for flying on Earth.
Berman & Wang additionally confirmed that insects maintain a constant
wing leading edge during the entire stroke (Figure 2.4a) as opposed to “flipping”
the wing at the end of every half-stroke (Figure 2.4b). For most natural fliers the
wing has the same leading edge throughout the entire stroke (both upstroke and
downstroke) [32], [41]. Researchers in the past have argued that this trait
developed in fliers to save weight. The leading edge experiences most of the
structural strain from the aerodynamic forces and is required to be more
structurally sound (e.g. thicker, denser, stronger), which would add weight to the
wing [41]. Having one edge of the wing be the leading edge for the upstroke and
the other edge of the wing be the leading edge for the downstroke would add
unnecessary weight. Thus, maintaining the same leading edge throughout the
entire stroke would reduce the weight of the flier and explain the trend seen in
nature.

Figure 2.4 Examples of different wing rotation strategies, where the arrows represent
the directions of the half-stroke, the bars represent a wing chord cross-section, and the
dots are placed on the same edge of the wing throughout the stroke. a) constant leading
edge. b) alternating leading edge. Figure reused from Berman & Wang [41].
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Berman & Wang showed through their kinematic optimization that there is
also an aerodynamic reason why the leading edge does not switch at stroke
reversal [41]. They demonstrated the existence of a passive-dynamic relationship
between the inertial forces required to flip the wing over and the fluid forces
acting on the wing during rotation that makes it more energy efficient to maintain
the same leading edge. To swap leading edges at stroke reversal would actually
maximize pitching power (Equation (2.10)), whereas maintaining the same leading
edge at stroke reversal would minimize total power while also maximizing lift.
The general kinematics described by Berman & Wang were adopted for use
in this study, including restricting the wing motion to maintain a constant leading
edge. The idea to use a QS aerodynamic model when analyzing the kinematics was
also leveraged from Berman & Wang. However, because we did not have access to
Berman & Wang’s QS model, a different QS model was used here.

2.6.2 Nabawy & Crowther
Nabawy & Crowther used wing kinematics based on those described by
Berman & Wang for modelling hovering flight [42]. Unlike Berman & Wang, they
optimized for efficiency (minimizing aerodynamic power) and also for
effectiveness (maximizing lift), and they explored the tradeoff between the two.
Their study investigated only the aerodynamic component of power (Equation
(2.7)) and ignored the inertial component of power (Equation (2.6)). Nabawy &
Crowther first simplified the Berman & Wang kinematics by ignoring deviation
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from the stroke plane, pitching phase offset, and pitching phase angle. This
reduces the kinematics to 5 variables: flapping amplitude, flapping frequency,
shape of the frequency profile, pitching amplitude, and shape of the pitching
profile. As in Berman & Wang, the flapping profile was varied from sinusoidal to
triangular and the pitching profile was varied from sinusoidal to square.
Nabawy & Crowther found that the flapping amplitude should be
maximized to increase both efficiency and effectiveness. This agrees with the
numerical simulation results for the Marsbee obtained by Pohly et al. [30]. They
also showed that increasing the flapping frequency will produce more lift, again
agreeing with the results of Pohly et al.
Nabawy & Crowther defined angle of attack by

𝛼 = 90° − 𝜃,

(2.12)

where 𝜃 is the pitching angle. They showed that keeping the angle of attack at 45°
during the mid-stroke was the best for both efficiency and effectiveness. Finally,
they showed that a square pitching profile was better for efficiency and
effectiveness than a sinusoidal pitching profile. However, perfect square waves are
unrealistic due to actuator response times. Nabawy & Crowther proposed passive
pitching as the solution to this problem. It is also important to note that while
square pitching produces more lift, it also requires more pitching inertial power
than sinusoidal pitching. Because this paper ignored inertial power constraints
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altogether, it makes sense that Nabawy & Crowther would conclude that square
pitching is the most efficient and effective shape. However, the best shape for
pitching is unknown if inertial pitching power is included in the optimization of
power.
Nabawy & Crowther found that the flapping profile should be triangular for
increasing efficiency only [42]. While this minimizes the required aerodynamic
power, much like square pitching profiles, the inertial flapping power is increased.
To remedy this, Nabawy & Crowther suggested the inclusion of a spring operating
at resonance to save inertial power. However, implementing this would force the
flapping motion to be sinusoidal, not triangular. Different insects on Earth use
aerodynamic power vs inertial power at different ratios, so this may or may not be
useful, depending on the operational environment and Reynolds number. Because
of this observation, Nabawy & Crowther proposed sinusoidal flapping for the
overall best effectiveness of lift generation. However, without a spring to save
power, sinusoidal flapping is not the most efficient way to flap.
These recommended simplifications of the Berman & Wang kinematics
were included in the study. Due to the low atmospheric density on Mars, the
inertial power components would dominate over the aerodynamic power
components. Incorporating inertial power saving devices (springs for flapping and
passive pitching) onto Mars fliers would probably be the best solution. For this
study, the flapping was forced to be sinusoidal, but the pitching was allowed to
vary between sinusoidal and square.
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2.7 Systems Engineering Approach
2.7.1

System Hierarchy

The Marsbee vehicle will be part of a system-of-systems including
interfacing with a rover, and potentially orbiting satellites, human operators, and
scientists. The Marsbee is also composed of various subsystems with multiple
interfaces, an early version of which is seen in Figure 2.5 [34]. To understand the
relationships between individual subsystems of the Marsbee vehicle, a design
structure matrix (DSM) was created, shown in Figure 2.6 [34]. A DSM shows the
flow of energy, vibration, information, and force through the system. In this work,
the subsystem hierarchy and DSM were used to help understand the flow of
information between the models of the analyzer.

Figure 2.5

Early Marsbee subsystem hierarchy. Figure reused from Kang et al. [34].
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Figure 2.6 Example design structure matrix (DSM) for the Marsbee, showing the flow of
energy (top left), vibration (top right), information (bottom left), and force (bottom
right) between all the subsystems. The intensity of the connection is given a rating
between 1 (weak impact) and 5 (strong impact). Figure reused from Kang et al. [34].
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2.7.2 Design Analysis Tools
One of the goals of this research was to create an analyzer composed of
physics-based models written in MATLAB that can estimate and compare the
flight performance of potential Marsbee designs. As shown in Figure 2.7, an
analyzer is a collection of models that takes input design variables (variables that
the vehicle designers have control over) and the environmental parameters
(constants that the vehicle designers do not have control over) and outputs
behavior variables (important performance characteristics of the vehicle). As
shown in Figure 2.8, an analyzer is formulated to integrate with an optimizer.
Using an iterative process, designs (in the form of design variables) produced by
the optimizer are fed into the analyzer. The analyzer generates behavior variables
based on its internal model calculations and supplies them back to the optimizer.
The optimizer picks a new design based on an objective function. Objective
functions could include such mission-focused variables as cost, risk, science return
per time, or size. In this way, an analyzer coupled with an optimizer can be used to
select the best design for a given mission.
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Figure 2.7

Figure 2.8

Simplified diagram of the analyzer

Simplified diagram of the analyzer coupled to an optimizer

2.7.3 Behavior Variables
There are many higher-level behavior variables such as robustness, cost,
and risk that could be considered when optimizing a system. However, these
variables are often difficult to quantify. The current analyzer was designed to take
simple physics models and predict Marsbee flight performance variables. The
analyzer was also created specifically to be able to compare the flight performance
of the Marsbee to other Mars flight vehicle concepts (like the Mars Helicopter or
the Mars Entomopter). Four behavior variables (dealing with flight performance)
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were initially selected for the outputs of the analyzer: payload capacity (kg), flight
time (min), flight range (m), and climb rate (m/s). Each flight mode requires a
different analyzer and thus has different behavior variable outputs. In this initial
work only the analyzer for hovering flight was developed. Thus, the behavior
variables of flight time and payload mass are discussed here.
Payload capacity is a measure of how much mass a flying vehicle can carry
in addition to the mass needed to maintain flight. In other words, it is a measure of
how much additional useful mass a flier is capable of lifting. Marsbee payloads
could be scientific instruments such as stereo cameras for 3D topology mapping,
pressure and temperature sensors for atmospheric characterization, or even
sample retrieval systems. To maximize the payload capacity of a vehicle, the lift
generation capabilities must be maximized while minimizing the mass required to
fly. Lift generation also needs to be efficient in terms of both mass and power
required.
Flight time is a measure of how long a flier can remain in the air. This is
usually constrained by the power required to fly. If the flier is efficient at
generating lift and thrust, then it will stay in the air longer using the same amount
of power. This behavior variable is also strongly coupled to the battery properties
(mass, power density, and efficiency). Generally, the more mass devoted to power
generation, the longer a vehicle can stay aloft. Thus, flight time competes with
payload capacity -- they cannot both be maximized at once.
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2.7.4 Design Space
The design variables along with the environmental parameters make up the
inputs of the analyzer. The design space is defined by the set of all the design
variables along with their value ranges. The full design space theoretically
represents the set of all possible vehicle designs for the Marsbee, good or bad,
feasible or infeasible, encompassed by the set of design variables. It is difficult to
create a model to encapsulate the entire design space, as every possible design
choice would have to be an input.
Because it is early in the design life of the Marsbee, lower-fidelity models
are more reasonable and useful. In order to perform an initial design study with
reasonable model fidelity, the design space must be reduced by making educated
guesses at the design variables and by using simplifying assumptions (discussed in
Section 3.3).
A model of a more mature Marsbee design would have a larger design space
and would include choices regarding a wide range of system components (such as
sensors, processing chips, actuators, power supply types, etc.). Instead, the design
space of this study is reduced through simplifications. For example, the wing
motion is explored, but it is assumed that a mechanical actuator and transmission
assembly can be designed to accommodate this motion. Decisions about the
actuators and transmissions will be needed later in the design life of the Marsbee.
The design variables for the current analyzer are divided into four
categories: wing morphology, wing kinematics, power generation, and other
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variables. The analyzer also has environmental parameters as inputs. Each of these
are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

2.8 Novelty of Work
This study seeks to improve upon past Marsbee studies in two main ways:
modeling the performance in terms of flight time and payload mass and modeling
the several vehicle subsystems. As has been discussed, many studies and
simulations have been made of the kinematics of flight and size and shape of the
wings for both fliers on Earth and those on Mars. These studies have only looked
at optimizing lift and/or minimizing power directly. Maximum lift alone does not
necessarily translate into the best mission performance. This study considers the
mission performance of the vehicle using flight time and payload mass as metrics.
Whiles past studies generally modeled the wings and wing motion of a
vehicle, little thought was given to the other critical components required for
flight: actuators, motors, batteries, guidance, navigation, and control systems,
structural elements, etc. This current work considers a more limited set of
components, combining the aerodynamic modeling of the vehicle with power
models, battery models, and payload models into a single analyzer.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYZER DESIGN

3.1 Methodology
This chapter details the design and testing of the analyzer including the
inputs, outputs, and models. The creation of the analyzer began with identifying
the relevant outputs. Then, working backwards, the models and inputs of the
analyzer that yield these outputs were identified. This process is detailed below.
Hovering flight was selected for this study because it was the most power
intensive flight mode. The behavior variables that describe hovering performance
are flight time and payload mass. The next step was identifying equations or
models that would output these behavior variables. After those models were
identified, the variables that feed into them were chosen. In some cases, the
variables that feed into the models that output the behavior variables could
themselves be calculated from models requiring other input variables. This process
was repeated until the set of basic design variables (a variable that could be
reasonably controlled by the designers) and environmental parameters that could
calculate higher-order variables was formed.
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As an example of this process of model and variable selection in action,
consider the payload mass behavior variable. Payload mass can be calculated from
the difference between the lift the vehicle produced and the weight of the vehicle.
The lift of the vehicle can be found using an aerodynamic model, which requires
input variables describing the wing shape and wing motion. A wing kinematics
model can be used (similar to the one used by Berman & Wang [41]). This
kinematics model requires inputs like the flapping amplitude and flapping
frequency. Because the variables of flapping amplitude and flapping frequency
cannot be calculated from another model, they would be considered design
variables.
This process established the flow of variables from model to model and the
coupling between the models. Finally, the set of design variables was reduced by
making simplifying assumptions about the design space. This also simplified the
models. This conceptual analyzer was then implemented in MATLAB using
functions for each model.
A randomizer was created to generate design variables between defined
ranges to test the analyzer. These random designs were then sent through the
analyzer, which calculated the behavior variables. The functionality of the analyzer
was demonstrated by comparing the behavior variables and design variables
against the expected outcomes that the individual model equations predict. For
example, lift is generally expected to increase with increased wing area and an
increase in lift should show an increase in payload mass. These comparisons
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provide some level of analyzer assessment and show that it is capable of producing
physically reasonable designs. This functionality test does not provide verification
of the analyzer. The models that make up the analyzer were all independently
verified, but the rigorous verification of the analyzer as a whole is left to future
studies.

3.2 Overview
As noted previously, the analyzer takes input design variables and then
calculates output behavior variables based on the internal physical models. Figure
3.1 shows a flow chart of the inner workings of the analyzer, identifying which
design variables and parameters go into each model, the internal physical models,
and the couplings between the models. Each design variable grouping/category is
designated by a unique color to aid in process identification. This current work
focuses only on the hover flight mode analyzer. The analyzer architecture allows
for future expansions to model other flight modes. Assuming a hovering flight
mode means payload mass and flight time can be used to estimate vehicle
aerodynamic performance.
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Figure 3.1 Diagram of the analyzer architecture with the model couplings and flow of
information shown. Each input design variable category has its own color. The internal
variables calculated by each model of the analyzer are not shown.
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The analyzer consists of six model groups: the wing model (which has four
submodels), kinematics model, aerodynamic model, power model (which has four
submodels), battery model, and payload model. Each model calculates variables
and feeds them to other models, as shown by the black arrows in Figure 3.1.
The following subsections discuss each of the input groups including the
reason specific variables or parameters were chosen and simplifying assumptions
used to reduce the number of variables and thus reduce the design space. Next, the
models are discussed in detail. This discussion includes the reason the model was
chosen, a summary of the equations used, what design variables the model
required, and what variables were output. The theory and assumptions used to
simply the model equations are presented. The analyzer models are written in
MATLAB codes that are provided in the Appendices. Finally, the procedure for
testing the functionality of the analyzer is presented.

3.3 Design Variables
3.3.1

Environmental Parameters

One of the most important aspects in vehicle design is the operating
environment. The environmental parameters are not strictly a design variable
group because the designer does not have direct control over these values. They
are instead defined by atmospheric and planetary properties of Mars or Earth. A
list of the possible Martian environmental parameters of interest is shown in Table
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3.1. Some of these parameters require the vehicle to be designed around them. For
example, wind gusts will prove a taxing challenge for the guidance, navigation, and
control subsystem and is a topic of active research in the design of micro aerial
vehicles. Radiation will also be a dominating environmental factor, as all the
electronics on the vehicle will have to be radiation hardened.

Table 3.1 Possible environmental parameters for Mars that could affect the Marsbee
operation.

Atmospheric Composition
Atmospheric Density
Atmospheric Viscosity
Speed of Sound
Gravitational Acceleration
Temperature Range
Wind Gust Speeds
Radiation
Magnetic Interference
Airborne Particulates

All of the atmospheric parameters were assumed to be constant. Although
local Martian atmospheric density and temperature depend on the geographic
location, time of day, and the season, average surface values measured by previous
Mars exploration missions were used [59]. The same is true for atmospheric
viscosity and gravity. Although temperature is an important environmental
parameter that could impact the performance of the battery, it is ignored in the
current study. Mars is known to have dust storms and gusting winds up to 30 m/s
[60]. However, wind gusts are also neglected due to a lack of a control model in
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the current analyzer. Based on these considerations, Table 3.2 lists the set of
environmental parameters and their nominal values used in this study.

Table 3.2 Nominal environmental parameters for Mars. Note that some of these variables
are dependent on others.

Parameter
Atmospheric Density
Atmospheric Viscosity
Speed of Sound
Gravitational Acceleration

Nominal Value
0.0142
1.5e-5
244
3.72

Units
kg/m3
kg/(m∙s)
m/s
m/s2

3.3.2 Wing Morphology
The majority of the design space is related to wing morphology at this stage
of the Marsbee design. Many of the possible design variables composing wing
morphology are summarized in Table 3.3. These include geometric, material and
aerodynamic properties of the wing. Some of these variables are quantitative (like
material density) and some are qualitative (like planform shape). Also note that
some of these variables are derived from the others, and thus they need not all be
initially specified.
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Table 3.3 The wing morphology design variables can be spilt into three general
categories. Note that not all of these design variables are independent.

Geometric Properties
Span
Mean Chord
Planform Shape
Aspect Ratio
Thickness
Structure
Number of Wings
Material Properties
Mass
Moment of Inertia
Density
Elastic Modulus
Stiffness
Aerodynamic Properties
Coefficient of Lift
Coefficient of Drag
Center of Pressure
Coefficient of Moment
Required Power

Starting with the geometric properties of the wing, the span is the distance
from wing root to wing tip of a single wing, as seen in Figure 3.2. The mean chord
is orthogonal to the span and is the average distance from wing leading edge to
trailing edge. The planform shape of the wing is the “projected” geometric shape of
the wing in the span-chord plane. This shape can be any planar geometric shape,
from a rectangle or a half-ellipse, to even more complex or natural shapes such as a
butterfly wing or the bumblebee wing seen in Figure 3.2. Planform area is the
geometric area of the wing planform shape. The aspect ratio is the ratio between
the span and mean chord of a wing. It is a non-dimensional variable that gives
information about the slenderness of the wing shape.
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Figure 3.2 Span (𝒃) and mean chord (𝒄̅) of a bumblebee wing. Flapping occurs about the
wing root.

The wing thickness is the dimension in the direction orthogonal to the
planform plane. In a final design, this variable could be a function of the span and
chord, but a constant or mean value is used here. Thickness is also separated from
the structural design to aid in the simplified analysis. The structure of the wing is
another complicated area of the design space. It includes such things as leadingedge stiffeners and veins (like those seen on insect wings), or other structural
elements that add stiffness or support to the wing that are not covered in the basic
geometry. These structural elements provide tunable flexibility to the wing – an
important design variable in insect flight – and have been explored in greater
detail in other works [54], [57]. The number of wings used is another important
design factor. Most large fliers (like birds) have two wings, while most smaller
fliers (insects) have four wings, especially insects in the order Hymenoptera that
bees belong [61]. Wings usually come in pairs due to the longitudinal symmetry
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found in most animals. However, the shape of each wing pair can be different. For
example, butterflies have fore and hind wings that are different in shape [32].
The main material properties are related to mass and flexibility. The wing
mass, moment of inertia, and stiffness are all important variables when
considering the power required to flap. The mass of the wing also adds to the
overall mass of the vehicle. Thus, a low wing mass as a percentage of the total
vehicle is desirable. This ratio can vary widely for human designed and biological
flight systems. For traditional fixed-wing aircraft, the wing mass is about 10% of
the overall body mass of the plane [34]. The wing mass is much lower for insects.
In bumblebees the wing mass is only about 0.5% of the overall body mass [34].
The wing material density bridges the gap between the mass properties and the
flexibility properties. Often in flexible wing aerodynamics, the non-dimensional
density ratio between the wing and surrounding fluid is of design interest. Other
flexibility variables include the elastic modulus and the stiffness, both of which
define the bending or torsion of an object under influence of an applied force. As
discussed in Chapter 2, the wing flexibility has a large influence in the unsteady
lifting mechanisms utilized by insects, specifically in passive pitching [26]. This
flexibility is sometimes split up into spanwise flexibility and chordwise flexibility.
The last category of wing morphology is the aerodynamic properties. These
are usually hard to define and depend on a number of factors including the wing
shape, the wing motion (kinematics), the surrounding fluid properties, and the
Reynolds number regime of the flier. The lift and drag are the 3D components of
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the net aerodynamic force. The center of pressure specifies the point about which
these aerodynamic forces act. The distance from the center of pressure to the
center of gravity (another derived geometric property of the wing) determines the
wing aerodynamic moment. The flapping power required to fly (both inertial
power and aerodynamic power) is derived from the mass, moment of inertia, and
dynamics of the wing.
The span and mean chord are kept as inputs to the analyzer to represent
the wing size. There are a large number of potential planform shapes to choose
from. The current aerodynamic model is restricted to 2D (the chordwise cross
section of the wing) and is thus not affected by the planform shape as long as span
and mean chord are inputs. Choosing a single planform shape for this initial study
significantly reduces the design space to analyze. In flapping wing performance
studies of the past, the wing shape was specified before the parametric study.
Some studies chose simple geometric shapes [41], [42], while others modeled the
wings after actual insect wings [28], [62], [63]. If bioinspired wing shapes are
chosen, then the geometry would have to be obtained from empirical
measurements.
Consistent with other terrestrial flapping wing MAVs [44], [64], a quarter
elliptical wing (Figure 3.3) was chosen as the planform shape in the present study.
Choosing a simple geometric shape means both the planform area and aspect ratio
can be directly derived from the span and mean chord. The calculation of the
moment of inertia is also simplified.
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wing root

leading edge
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c
Figure 3.3 Quarter elliptical wing used in this study. The spanwise axis (𝒓) and the
chordwise axis (𝒄) are shown, with 𝒓 = 𝟎 being the wing root and 𝒄 = 𝟎 being the leading
edge of the wing. The mean chord (𝒄̅) is also shown.

The cross-sectional area of the wing was assumed to be constant and
rectangular. This assumption does not matter for lower-fidelity aerodynamics
models like the quasi-steady model used here. It would also have little impact on
higher-fidelity aerodynamic models like a 2D Navier Stokes solver. The wing
essentially functions as a flat plate. This assumption of uniform cross-sectional
area would need to be revisited if 3D aerodynamic models were used, especially if
the aerodynamic model is coupled with a structural finite element solver. In this
case, the wing would probably have vein structures or other stiffening elements to
tune the flexibility, so the thickness would vary with span and chord.
The wing was assumed to have a constant thickness, ℎ = 0.02𝑐̅, making it
directly dependent on the mean chord, thus removing it as an input variable. This
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“thin plate” assumption is in line with the assumptions of the quasi-steady model.
The thickness was not used in the aerodynamic model and was only used to
calculate mass and moment of inertia of the wing, which in turn affected the
inertial power of the wing.
Structural elements such as leading-edge stiffeners and veins are ignored at
this early phase of the design. If flexible wings were considered, then the
placement of veins, form factors, and material of these structural elements would
be important design variables when tuning the stiffness of the wings. Here the
wing is assumed to have uniform thickness and to be composed of uniform
material and thus have constant density.
Some natural terrestrial fliers have two wings (birds, bats, flies), while
others fly with four wings (dragonflies, bees, butterflies) [32]. For the Marsbee,
there are design tradeoffs between two wings and four wings. With two wings, the
control of the wings is simplified, and the number of actuators required to move
the wings is reduced. However, the wings must be relatively large to lift a desired
payload mass. This could significantly impact the volume needed to package a
Marsbee on a rover, potentially reducing the rover payload capabilities. The cost of
controlling the wing (processing power required and mass) is increased with four
wings and the number of actuators needed is doubled. To compound this, the
addition of two additional wings impacts the mass of the vehicle in a nonlinear
way. On the positive side, doubling the number of wings from two to four (while
keeping the same wing shape) would provide double the area to generate lift while
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maintaining the same aspect ratio per wing. This is a complicated tradeoff that
needs to be addressed later in the design life. For this study the number of wings
was left as a discrete variable - either two wings or four wings.
Several additional simplifying assumptions were made about the number
and placement of the wings. First, it was assumed that there was zero aerodynamic
interaction between the wings in both the two-wing and four-wing cases. This
assumption has been made in many other previous studies [28]–[30], [41], [42].
This assumption can be realized either by having a two-wing vehicle that does not
utilize unsteady lift generating mechanisms that require wing-wing interaction
(like clap-and-fling [26]), or by having a four-wing vehicle whose wings are offset
like dragonfly wings, rather than being in an “x-wing” formation seen on other
MAVs [36], [44], [47]. Further, the current study does not address position or
formation of the wings. It was also assumed that the wings were symmetric about
the right-left sagittal plane (common to most animals [32]). Along with the
assumption of symmetric wing motion, these assumptions combine to simplify the
aerodynamic modeling of the wing. Only a single wing must be modeled and the
resulting lift, drag, and power can be multiplied by the number of wings to find the
total lift, drag, and power. This assumption substantially reduces the amount of
computing time required, especially for non-analytic aerodynamic models like
Navier-Stokes solvers.
Assuming that the wings are of a uniform material, a single material density
was specified for the entire wing. Assuming a uniform density simplified the
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moment of inertia calculations. With the geometric properties of the wing and the
wing material density specified, the wing mass and moment of inertia become
derived variables. As such, they were not included as design variables in this study.
In place of elastic modulus and stiffness, the present study considers four
discrete flexible wing types: rigid wings, pitching only wings, flapping only wings,
and flexible wings. This assumption was made because of the restrictions of the
low-fidelity aerodynamic modeling. A high-fidelity Navier-Stokes solver coupled
with a structural dynamics solver – which together model the fluid-structure
interactions (FSI) – would be needed to fully investigate wing flexibility.
All of the aerodynamic properties listed in Table 3.3 are derived variables
based on the other design variables, notably the wing morphology and kinematics.
Therefore, they were not considered as inputs to the analyzer. The derivation of
these variables from the wing morphology and wing kinematic variables is
discussed further in Subsections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4. The coefficient of moment and
center of pressure were not calculated for this study. Based on these simplifying
assumptions, the reduced set of wing morphology design variables are listed in
Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4

Reduced set of wing morphology design variables used in this study.

Wing Morphology
Span
Mean Chord
Wing Density
Number of Wings

3.3.3 Wing Kinematics
The wing morphology design variables define the shape, size, and material
properties of the wing. Equally important is how the wing moves through space,
which is defined by the wing kinematics. Figure 3.4 illustrates the wing flapping
coordinates and associated angles. Note that for this study, stoke plane angle is
always constant. A detailed list of positional kinematic variables of the wing are
listed in Table 3.5. From these, you can derive the velocity and acceleration
kinematics. These kinematic variables are used in determining both the
aerodynamic forces generated by the wing and the power required to move the
wing. They also help inform the types of actuators, gearboxes, and motors needed
to produce the wing motion.
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wing tip trajectory
Figure 3.4 Kinematic motion of flapping wings. Here the stroke plane lies in the x-y
plane. The flapping angle, 𝝓, is measured in the stroke plane from the x axis to the
projected spanline. The pitching angle, 𝜽, is measured from orthogonal to the stroke
plane to the chordline. The deviation angle, 𝜷, is measured from the stroke plane to the
spanline.
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Table 3.5
describe.

Wing kinematics design variables divided by which Eulerian angle they

Flapping
Flapping Shape Factor
Flapping Amplitude
Flapping Frequency
Flapping Offset Angle
Pitching
Pitching Shape Factor
Pitching Amplitude
Pitching Frequency
Pitching Offset Angle
Pitching Phase Offset
Deviation
Deviation Shape Factor
Deviation Amplitude
Deviation Frequency
Deviation Offset Angle
Deviation Phase Offset
Overall Motion
Asymmetric Motion

The wings can rotate about the body in the three Eulerian angles shown in
Figure 3.4. These are the flapping angle (ϕ), pitching angle (θ), and deviation angle
(β). Flapping motion is the “up and down" motion of the wings relative to the
body. This motion establishes the stroke plane. The pitching describes the tilt of
the wing as measured orthogonally from the stroke plane, with counterclockwise
rotation defined as positive. The pitching angle changes the angle of attack of the
wing with respect to the incoming airflow. The deviation motion is the movement
of the wing out of the stroke plane. With some deviation, the wing tip can trace
“figure 8" patterns through the air.
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Although the three Euler angles can change with time according to any
prescribed motion, this motion is typically cyclical for insect fliers. We can define a
set of motion characteristics to produce repeating or asymmetric type motions.
There are four kinematic design variables common to each of the Eulerian
angles: shape factor, amplitude, frequency, and offset angle. Flapping motion is
used here as an example, but these definitions can be extended to pitching motion
and deviation motion as well. The flapping shape factor determines the waveform
of the cyclical flapping motion. It can be purely a sinusoidal wave, a triangle wave,
a square wave, or another composite pattern. The flapping amplitude, here defined
as the half peak-to-peak amplitude, defines the angle that the flapping motion
travels through in one half-stroke (either upstroke or downstroke). The flapping
frequency is how many full strokes there are over a given time period. The flapping
offset angle describes the angle that the wing flaps (oscillates) around and is
defined with reference to the body coordinate system. The offset can be zero,
positive, or negative. The phase offset measures the phase lead or lag between the
flapping motion and the pitching/deviation motion, with zero phase offset
implying the two motions are in phase.
The flapping does not have to be restricted to symmetric motion only.
Taking a two-wing vehicle as an example, the left wing could have one set of
kinematics while the right wing has another. This kind of asymmetric motion is
typically used in evasive maneuvering or in station-keeping under gusty or adverse
conditions. Asymmetric motion would increase the number of kinematic design
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variables needed by a factor equal to the number of wings of the vehicle (e.g.
double for a two-wing vehicle).
The first major wing kinematics assumption is that the motion of the wings
was periodic in time with respect to the three Euler angles of flapping, pitching,
and deviation. This means the motion is cyclical, which allows the time-histories
of the angles to be expressed mathematically as waveforms – sinusoidal, triangular,
etc. This type of periodic locomotion is commonly seen in the animal kingdom
[32]. The second main assumption is that all of the motion is symmetric about the
sagittal plane. Asymmetric motion is typically utilized in evasive maneuvering and
controlling the vehicle in adverse environmental conditions such as wind gusts or
rain [32]. The symmetry of the motion combined with an assumption of no wing
interactions allow a single wing to be modeled. The resulting lift, drag, and power
outputs are multiplied by the number of wings to calculate the total lift, drag, and
power.
The last assumptions of the overall kinematic motion address the locations
of the axes of rotation of the wing and are based on the previous assumption that
the wings are quarter-elliptical as shown in Figure 3.3. The flapping is assumed to
occur around the wing root, thus removing any offset distance between the
actuator and the lifting surface. The pitching is assumed to occur at the leading
edge of the wing, as opposed to somewhere mid-wing. This assumption was used
in the calculations of the second moment of area of the wing. As discussed
previously, zero deviation between the flapping and pitching is assumed. Because
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of this, the example kinematic motions shown in Figure 3.4 reduce to motion in
only the stroke plane only, as shown in Figure 3.5.

z
θ

φ

x

y
stroke plane

Figure 3.5 Kinematic motion without deviation. The motion is restricted to the stroke
plane, which lies in the x-y plane. The flapping angle, 𝝓, is measured from the x axis to
the spanline. The pitching angle, 𝜽, is measured from orthogonal to the stroke plane to
the chordline.

The overall motion of the Euler angles is assumed to be periodic, but that
still leaves a wide variety of waveforms that the motion could take. As seen in
biological fliers, the flapping motion typically ranges in shape between a sinusoid
and a triangle wave [32], [41], [42]. The flapping motion in this study occurs
parallel to the transverse plane and the flapping angle, 𝜙, is measured with respect
to the dorsal plane of the vehicle from the spanline (see Figure 3.6). Positive
flapping angles imply a wing tip rotation towards the dorsal (upper) side of the
vehicle and negative flapping angles imply a wing tip rotation towards the ventral
(under) side of the vehicle. A flapping angle of zero would imply the wing tip is
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coplanar with the dorsal plane. The resultant stroke plane, defined as the plane in
which the flapping motion occurs is parallel to the transverse plane.

dorsal

transverse

+φ
-φ

+φ
-φ

sagittal
Figure 3.6

Definition of the flapping coordinate system.

Using this convention, the general form of the flapping motion is given by
[28], [41], [42]

𝜙(𝑡) =

𝜙𝑚
sin−1[𝐶𝜙 cos(2𝜋𝑓𝑡)] + 𝜙0 ,
sin−1 𝐶𝜙

(3.1)

where 𝜙(𝑡) is the flapping angle in radians as a function of time, 𝜙𝑚 is the half
peak-to-peak flapping amplitude in radians (also sometimes called the maximum
flapping angle), 𝑓 is the flapping frequency in hertz, 𝜙0 is the flapping offset angle,
which biases the flapping towards the dorsal (+𝜙0 ) or ventral (−𝜙0 ) side of the
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vehicle, and 𝐶𝜙 is a variable that controls the shape of the waveform. The control
variable is bound by 0 ≤ 𝐶𝜙 ≤ 1, where the flapping becomes sinusoidal as 𝐶𝜙 → 0
and triangular as 𝐶𝜙 → 1. Essentially 𝐶𝜙 controls how rapidly the wing reverses
direction during stroke reversal. This change between triangular and sinusoidal
waveforms is illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 The flapping waveform shape over a single period of 𝝓(𝒕) as it changes with
𝑪𝝓 . Here, the frequency and amplitude are both 1, and the flapping offset angle is zero.
The black line shows a purely sinusoidal waveform, the blue line shows a purely
triangular waveform, and the red line shows a waveform in-between sinusoidal and
triangular.

Based on the results of Nabawy & Crowther [42], it can be inferred that
sinusoidal flapping motion would be most power efficient when flying on Mars.
Therefore, it was assumed that 𝐶𝜙 = 0 and the flapping motion was purely
sinusoidal. This removes the flapping shape factor as a variable in the design space.
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The flapping offset angle, 𝜙0 , was assumed to be zero. Like the deviation
angle, the flapping offset angle would mainly be used in actively controlling the
motion of the vehicle, a problem which was deemed too complex for this initial
analysis. Furthermore, because the flapping amplitude has a physical limit of 90°,
any offset angle would decrease this maximum. Because the lift is positively
correlated to the flapping amplitude, the flapping offset angle for this study was
removed as a variable in the design space.
With the assumption of sinusoidal motion and no offset, the only design
variables left in the design space for the flapping kinematics are the flapping
frequency and flapping amplitude. Equation (3.1) can be reduced to

𝜙(𝑡) = 𝜙𝑚 cos (2𝜋𝑓𝑡)

(3.2)

Like the flapping motion, the pitching motion is assumed to be periodic. As
seen in biological fliers, the shape of this pitching motion typically varies between
purely sinusoidal waveforms and square waveforms [32], [41], [42]. As shown in
Figure 3.8, the pitching motion occurs parallel to the sagittal plane and the
pitching angle, 𝜃, is measured with respect to the dorsal plane of the vehicle from
the chordline. Positive pitching angles imply a leading-edge wing rotation towards
the dorsal (upper) side of the vehicle and negative pitching angles imply a leadingedge wing rotation towards the ventral (under) side of the vehicle. A pitching
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angle of zero orients the wing chord line parallel to the dorsal plane and
perpendicular to the transverse plane.

Sagittal

Dorsal

+θ

-θ
Transverse

Figure 3.8

Definition of the pitching coordinate system.

Using this convention, the general form of the pitching motion is given by
[28], [41], [42]

𝜃(𝑡) = −

𝜃𝑚
tanh[𝐶𝜃 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜙𝜃 )] + 𝜃0 ,
tanh 𝐶𝜃

(3.3)

where 𝜃(𝑡) is the pitching angle in radians as a function of time, 𝜃𝑚 is the half
peak-to-peak pitching amplitude in radians (also sometimes called the maximum
pitching angle), 𝑓 is the pitching frequency in hertz (which is the same frequency
as the flapping frequency), 𝜙𝜃 is the phase offset in radians between flapping and
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pitching, 𝜃0 is the pitching offset angle in radians, which biases the pitching
towards the dorsal (+𝜃0 ) or ventral (−𝜃0 ) side of the vehicle, and 𝐶𝜃 is a variable
that controls the shape of the waveform. The control variable range is 0 < 𝐶𝜃 < ∞,
where the pitching motion becomes sinusoidal as 𝐶𝜃 → 0 and square as 𝐶𝜃 → ∞.
The change from sinusoidal to square waveform in pitching motion is illustrated in
Figure 3.9. Aside from the flapping frequency, which is the same as for pitching,
the pitching kinematics are described by four variables in the design space: 𝜙𝜃 , 𝐶𝜃 ,
𝜃0 , and 𝜃𝑚 .

Figure 3.9 The pitching waveform shape over a single period of 𝜽(𝒕) as it changes with
𝑪𝜽 . Here, the frequency and amplitude are both 1, and the pitching offset angle and
phase offset are both zero. The black line shows a purely sinusoidal waveform, the blue
line shows a waveform approaching a square waveform, the red line shows a waveform
in-between sinusoidal and square.

The phase offset between flapping and pitching, 𝜙𝜃 , can be interpreted as
the timing of the wing rotation with respect to the flapping. The effects of the
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phase offset are illustrated in Figure 3.10. For +𝜙𝜃 (left graph), the pitching is
advancing ahead of the flapping. The pitching reaches its zenith at a time before
the flapping reaches its mid-stroke (𝑡 = 0.25). When 𝜙𝜃 = 0 (center graph) the
pitching is symmetric and thus in phase with the flapping. The pitching reaches its
zenith at the same time as the flapping reaches its mid-stroke (𝑡 = 0.25). For −𝜙𝜃
(right graph), the pitching is delayed behind the flapping. The pitching reaches its
zenith at a time after the flapping reaches its mid-stroke (𝑡 = 0.25). This phase
offset is an important factor in wake capture, one of the unsteady lift enhancement
mechanisms employed by flapping fliers [26]. However, maximizing lift will not
necessarily yield optimized power. Thus, for this study, the pitching phase offset
was included as an input variable.

Figure 3.10 The phase offset, 𝝓𝜽 , between flapping and pitching for 𝝓𝜽 = +𝟒𝟓°
(advancing), 𝝓𝜽 = 𝟎° (symmetric), and 𝝓𝜽 = −𝟒𝟓° (delayed). The flapping shape is from
Figure 3.7 and the pitching shape is from Figure 3.9.
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The pitching shape factor, 𝐶𝜃 , is another variable that has a large impact on
the resulting aerodynamic forces. Nabawy et al. [42] found that the most effective
and energy efficient way to generate lift is with a purely square pitching motion.
This implies that 𝐶𝜃 should tend towards infinity. However, this sharp and rapid
changing of the pitching motion would put heavy strain on traditional actuators.
As such, a more modest turning, like the waveforms shown in Figure 3.9, is
preferable. In the insect world, 𝐶𝜃 is between 0.7 and 2.4 [41]. Because of the
variation of this variable seen in nature, it was kept as an input variable for the
analyzer.
The pitching offset angle 𝜃0 essentially controls which edge of the wing is
the leading edge during the wing stroke. Berman & Wang concluded that setting
𝜃0 = 0 would maintain a constant leading edge and minimize power while also
maximizing lift, whereas setting 𝜃0 = 𝜋/2 would switch leading edges at stroke
reversal and maximize power. Note that these results were interpreted in the
coordinate system used in this study. In Berman & Wang’s original paper, the
pitching angle was measured from the stroke plane, but here the pitching angle is
measured from the normal of the stroke plane, thereby offsetting the results by
𝜋/2. Thus, the pitching offset angle for this study was assumed to always be zero
and was removed as a design variable.
The pitching amplitude 𝜃𝑚 , has a wide range of values observed in nature
[32], [42]. Thus, it was considered an important design variable input for this
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current study. With these assumptions, Equation (3.3) for pitching motion can be
simplified to

𝜃(𝑡) = −

𝜃𝑚
tanh[𝐶𝜃 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜙𝜃 )]
tanh 𝐶𝜃

(3.4)

Although deviation from the stroke plane is seen in many natural fliers, it is
typically small, with an amplitude in the range of 0° to 13° [41]. For this study the
deviation angle was ignored, and all deviation related kinematic design variables
were removed from the design space. Removing this degree of rotational freedom
greatly simplified the kinematics. It will also allow the use of 2D models instead of
3D models when analyzing the aerodynamics in the future. Furthermore, it is
thought that the deviation motion seen in natural fliers is yet another technique
for optimizing lift generation [41]. Ignoring the deviation motion in this study
yields a conservative estimation of the lift produced by the vehicle.
Even through deviation is ignored in this study, for use in future studies the
coordinate system for measuring deviation motion is illustrated in Figure 3.11.
Following the conventions established for the flapping and pitching motions, the
deviation motion would occur parallel to the dorsal plane and the deviation angle,
𝛽, would be measured with respect to the transverse plane from the spanline.
Positive deviation angles imply a wing tip rotation towards the cranial (head) of
the vehicle and negative deviation angles imply a wing tip rotation towards the
caudal (tail) of the vehicle.
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-β

+β
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sagittal

dorsal

transverse
Figure 3.11

Definition of the wing deviation coordinate system.

As noted previously, the wing kinematics have a significant effect on the lift
generation and flight power required. Based on the simplifying assumptions
disused above, the reduced set of wing kinematics design variables are listed in
Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Reduced set of wing kinematics design variables used in this study.

Wing Kinematics
Flapping Frequency
Flapping Amplitude
Pitching Shape Factor
Pitching Amplitude
Pitching Phase Offset
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3.3.4 Body Dynamics
As described by Newton, for every action, there is an equal and opposite
reaction [65]. For the Marsbee to hover, the body will have to maintain a constant
position in space. But since the lift is being generated by moving wings, the wings
moving up will cause a downward body force that must be counteracted by the
motion of the wing. This is a coupled wing-body dynamic system. Previous studies
have addressed this problem for simple 2D hover [28]. Including this interaction
in the modeling would complicate the wing kinematics while adding nothing to
the lift production because the aerodynamic modeling focused on a single wing in
isolation of all other effects (such as wing-wing aerodynamic effects and wingbody effects). Though important in a controls sense, this coupling of the wing and
body motion was ignored in this current study.

3.3.5 Power Generation
The power generation group of design variables focuses on the generation,
distribution, and storage of power. This power is used to move the wings in the
way specified by the kinematics and also supply the vehicle with any additional
power needed to complete its mission (e.g. power for communications, guidance
and navigation, sensors etc.). There are several ways for planetary explorers to
generate power including solar panels, radioisotope thermoelectric generators and
batteries. With the Marsbee’s expected mass of less than 1 kg, batteries are the only
practical power source today. As such, the power generation design space of this
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study uses those variables which describe batteries. A list of possible design
variables is presented in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7

Possible power generation design variables for the Marsbee.

Battery Variables
Battery Chemistry
Specific Energy
Specific Power
Battery Mass
Depth of Discharge
System Power Variables
Energy Storage Efficiency
Power Transmission Efficiencies

The chemical makeup contributes to all the other variables of the battery.
For example, energy can be more efficiently drawn from a lithium ion battery than
a lead acid battery. The specific energy of a battery is the total amount of usable
energy stored in the battery per unit mass. The specific power of a battery is the
rate (per unit mass) at which you can draw out this energy. Specific energy and
specific power are typically inversely related. If energy is quickly drained from a
battery, it will produce less total useable energy than if it were drawn out more
slowly. Both of these are also dependent on operational temperature of the battery,
which can change during operation (known as self-heating). With mass, specific
energy and specific power specified, the total energy and total power stored within
a battery can be calculated.
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The depth of discharge refers to the maximum amount of energy, in terms
of percentage of the total, you can drain from the battery before having to recharge
it. Draining a battery to zero energy every time it is used has a substantial negative
impact on its lifetime (how many times it can be recharged and reused). Knowing
the above variables enables the best battery to be selected based on the power
requirements of the mission.
The design space of the power generation is not just based on the battery.
There are certain system attributes that modify the power consumption of the
vehicle. Energy storage refers to mechanisms within the system able to capture
and reuse the energy from the battery. A classic example of an energy storage
device is a spring. Devices such as these are typically used in applications involving
cyclic motion, like flapping. However, no energy storage device is perfect. There
will always be some losses in the system due to friction or other dissipative forces.
Thus, energy storage devices can be used to reduce the power required to operate
the vehicle but can never eliminate it all together. Power transmission efficiencies
define mechanical, electrical, and chemical losses between the battery, the
actuators, and the wings. At this early stage in the vehicle design, these can all be
estimated by a single efficiency factor. As the design matures, these can be
estimated using higher-fidelity models based on specific subsystems.
The entire design space of the battery is as complicated as that of the wing
geometry and structure, and wing motion. Design of new batteries is also an active
topic of research. However, because this study focused on the flight characteristics
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of the Marsbee system, more assumptions were made to simplify the battery
design than were made to simplify the wing design. Most rechargeable batteries
used today are lithium-ion. Indeed, cellphones and even previous Mars exploration
vehicles rely on lithium-ion batteries [34]. Although the exact chemical
composition of the battery was removed as a design variable, the ranges of the
battery variables were determined based on current lithium-ion battery technology
and projections of what it could be 10 years from now [28], [34].
It was assumed that the only power draw of the system is from the wing
kinematics and the additional power required to fly (a variable which captures all
non-payload related power requirements of the system). Furthermore, it was
assumed that the energy required could be drawn from the battery at any rate and
still yield the full amount of energy, removing the specific power as a design
variable. After making these assumptions three battery design variables remained:
the specific energy, the battery mass, and the depth of discharge.
These assumptions give a “best case” scenario for the power generation. The
actual battery system will most likely require more mass and a higher specific
energy than what was allotted for this study. This in turn would decrease the
amount and efficiency of the lift generation, thus decreasing the flight time. This
larger battery would also decrease the payload capacity. However, without
knowing more specifics about the vehicle at this stage in the design, these broad
and optimistic assumptions are necessary. In future work, these assumptions can
be revisited, and a higher-fidelity battery model created.
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There were two general efficiencies related to the design of the power
generation: power transmission efficiency and energy storage efficiency. The
power transmission efficiency, which estimates the chemical, electrical, and
mechanical losses between the battery and the wings (due to things such as the
losses in the wires, connectors, and actuators), was optimistically assumed to be
100%.
Recall that the power required to move the wings can be split into two
components: inertial and aerodynamic. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
aerodynamic power required to fly on Mars will be orders of magnitude smaller
than the inertial power required due primarily to the low Martian atmospheric
density. Thus, the inertial power is of far greater importance to the designers. The
inertial power can be divided into two components: inertial flapping power and
inertial pitching power.
The energy storage efficiency refers to the ability of the vehicle to capture
and reuse the inertial energy driving the kinematics of the wing motion. For
example, for the flapping motion a spring operating at resonance could be added
to the wing root to slow down the wing during the deceleration phase of the stroke
and then drive the acceleration phase after stroke reversal. Many past studies have
assumed this flapping energy storage to be 100% efficient, with the only power
required to flap coming from the aerodynamic power [28]–[30], [34], [41], [42].
Although this style of flapping energy recycling is seen in the insect world through
use of a rubber-like protein structure called resilin at the wing root, even there it is
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not 100% efficient at storing and releasing energy. Therefore, the assumption of
100% storage efficiency in previous studies was a “best case” scenario for the
flapping power. Since the Marsbee system is being designed to be capable of a
variety of different flight modes, as well as controlling itself autonomously even in
gusty or changing environments, the flapping, pitching, and deviation motion will
all be required to change dynamically to maintain flight. As such, either the spring
used will have to change its natural resonance frequency to accommodate this
needed change in wing kinematics or the vehicle will have to occasionally operate
outside of this designed resonance frequency, thereby impacting the energy
storage functionality of the spring. And this is just for flapping motion. If the
energy storage for the flapping were allowed to be a continuous design variable,
future optimizations would most likely push it to the unrealistic value of 100%. For
this study flapping energy storage efficiency is assumed to be a discrete design
variable with a value of 0% or 100%. In other words, the flapping will either be
fully actively controlled (energy storage at 0% efficiency) or fully passive (energy
storage at 100% efficiency). Other energy capturing devices and mechanisms (e.g.
elastomer hinges or piezoelectrics) should be investigated as alternatives to
springs in the future.
In most insects, the wings are flexible and able to passively deform based on
the aerodynamic forces acting on them [26], [32]. This passive pitching, no doubt a
trait optimized from millennia of evolution, serves to decrease the power required
for flight in a similar way to the energy storage in flapping. Further, shedding wing
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tip vortices and moving back through these vortices act as an energy storage
mechanism [26]. Thus, for insects, it is both the wing material and the fluid
surrounding the wing that acts as the energy storage mechanism for the pitching
motion. This study assumes four discrete wing types rather than specifying
continuous design variables to describe wing flexibility. Furthermore, obtaining
passive pitching in a Martian atmosphere will be a difficult design challenge going
forward, as the Martian atmosphere has a low density and thus the aerodynamic
forces responsible for passively pitching the wing will be small. It has been shown
that for insects on Earth, only about 5% of the total inertial power comes from
pitching, with the rest of the inertial power being dominated by flapping and to a
lesser extent deviation [41]. A similar trend is expected for fliers on Mars. Based on
these trends similar to flapping efficiency, the pitching efficiency included in the
analyzer is also considered a discrete design variable, either being 0% or 100%. In
other words, the pitching will either be fully actively controlled (energy storage at
0% efficiency) or fully passive (energy storage at 100% efficiency).
Power generation is a critical aspect of the Marsbee design. There are many
complex issues related to power source and potential energy capture. Based on the
simplifying assumptions discussed above, the power generation design variables
used in the current study are listed in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8

Reduced set of power generation design variables used in this study.

Power Generation
Battery Specific Energy
Depth of Discharge
Battery Mass
Flapping Efficiency Factor
Pitching Efficiency Factor

3.3.6 Other Variables
There are a number of other possibly relevant variables that do not fall
within one of the other design variable categories. Some of these are listed in Table
3.9. The final vehicle will have additional mass requirements due to subsystems
such as structural elements; communications; guidance, navigation, and control;
actuators and science sensors. Some of these subsystems would also require
additional power to operate. Like all the other design variables, these other
variables are needed to calculate the behavior variables of flight time and payload
capacity. The location of the center of gravity is relevant when modeling the
coupled wing-body dynamics of the system. The drag of the body is only relevant
when the vehicle is in motion (i.e. for every flight mode except hover) and is
typically small by design.

Table 3.9 Other relevant variables that don’t fit within one of the other categories.

Additional Mass Required to Fly
Additional Power Required to Fly
Location of Center of Gravity
Coefficient of Drag of Body
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The additional mass required to fly was assumed to be a constant parameter
and was based on the motor and gearbox mass from the 6 g experimental Marsbee
flapper previously tested under Martian atmospheric conditions in a vacuum
chamber [35]. The additional power required to fly was set to zero in this study.
Future works may wish to include these as design variables.
The location of the center of gravity was ignored in this study and removed
from the design space. For future work, the location of the center of gravity would
be important in the dynamic control of the vehicle. Since only unperturbed
hovering flight is being modeled here, modeling the controls of the Marsbee is not
yet needed. The location of the center of gravity would also impact the coupled
body and wing dynamics of the vehicle. At this stage of the design the location of
the center of gravity would be no better than a random guess. The center of gravity
will become an important variable to optimize once the design matures to the
point where CAD drawings are being used to make decisions about the vehicle.
The picking and placing of components could be used to tune where the center of
gravity will be.
The coefficient of drag of the body will have an impact on any flight mode
where the vehicle is moving through the air (i.e. every flight mode except hover).
The body drag for terrestrial insects is small compared to the wing drag and
therefore can be ignored [26]. The aerodynamic forces on Mars are also low
compared to those of Earth, so the body drag is expected to be much lower than
wing drag as well. Due to these reasons and because hovering is the only flight
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mode considered in this study, the coefficient of drag of the body was removed
from the design space.

3.4 Analyzer Inputs and Outputs
As discussed in the previous sections, the extent of the Marsbee design
space was significantly reduced by making simplifying assumptions. The
remaining environmental parameters and design variables are summarized in
Table 3.10. The environmental parameters were specified constants set at the
nominal values provided in Table 3.2. As discussed in Chapter 4, the design
variables had specified ranges. The current study only considers hover flight.
Therefore, the analyzer only outputs the behavioral variables of payload capacity
(kg) and flight time (min).
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Design Variables

Table 3.10 Reduced set of parameters and design variable inputs to the analyzer after
simplifying assumptions were made to design space.

Environmental Parameters
Atmospheric Density
Atmospheric Viscosity
Speed of Sound
Gravitational Acceleration
Wing Morphology
Span
Mean Chord
Wing Density
Number of Wings
Wing Kinematics
Flapping Frequency
Flapping Amplitude
Pitching Shape Factor
Pitching Amplitude
Pitching Phase Offset
Power Generation
Battery Specific Energy
Depth of Discharge
Battery Mass
Flapping Efficiency Factor
Pitching Efficiency Factor
Other Parameters
Additional Mass Required to Fly
Additional Power Required to Fly

3.5 Analyzer Models
Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart of the inner workings of the analyzer. Each
design variable grouping/category is designated by a unique color to aid in process
identification. The following subsections discuss the six models of the analyzer.
The theory and assumptions used to simply the model equations are presented.
The analyzer models are written in MATLAB codes that are provided in the
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Appendices.

3.5.1

Wing Model

The wing model is composed of four submodels: wing mass, wing geometry,
mass moment of inertia, and similarity variables. As shown in Figure 3.1, the wing
model takes in the environmental parameters and the wing morphology and wing
kinematics design variables. The wing model outputs the derived wing variables
and the similarity variables. Each of these submodels are discussed individually in
the subsections below. The full MATLAB code for these submodels can be found in
Appendix A.

3.5.1.1 Wing Mass
This submodel calculates the mass of a single wing by

𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑏𝑐̅ℎ𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 ,

(3.5)

where 𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the mass of the wing (in kg), 𝑏 is the span of the wing (in
m), 𝑐̅ is the mean chord of the wing (in m), ℎ is the thickness of the wing (in m),
and 𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the density of the wing material (in kg/m3). All of these are design
variables except for the wing thickness. Recall that wing thickness is a specified
fraction of the mean chord: ℎ = 0.02𝑐̅. The length, width, and height constitute
the wing volume.
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3.5.1.2 Wing Geometry
This submodel takes in the wing span and mean chord and calculates
several of derived geometric properties of the wing based on the assumption that
the wing is quarter elliptic (see Figure 3.3) and the assumption that the wing flaps
about the wing root and pitches about the wing leading edge. The taper ratio of
the wing, 𝜆, is assumed to be 0.32, a commonly used value for quarter-elliptic
wings [55]. The chord of the wing at the wing root, 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 , can be calculated by

𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 =

4𝑐̅
,
𝜋

(3.6)

where 𝑐̅ is the mean chord in m. The planform area of the wing, 𝑆, (in m2) is
calculated from the wing span and mean chord by the traditional definition

𝑆 = 𝑏𝑐̅

(3.7)

The wing aspect ratio is calculated using the simple relationship

𝐴𝑅 =

𝑏
𝑐̅

(3.8)

The relationship between chord and span for a quarter elliptic wing is defined by
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𝑟2

𝑐(𝑟) = 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 √1 − 𝑏2,

(3.9)

where 𝑐 is the chord (in m) as a function of 𝑟, the distance along the span from the
wing root (in m). The radius of the second moment of area, 𝑅2 , (in m) can be
calculated by

1 𝑏
𝑅2 = √ ∫ 𝑐(𝑟) × 𝑟 2 𝑑𝑟
𝑆 0

(3.10)

For quarter elliptical wings, the radius of the second moment of area can be
simplified to

𝑅2 =

𝑏
2

(3.11)

There are two unitless numbers that can be obtained from 𝑅2 . The first is
the unit vector of the radius of the second moment of area, 𝑟̂2 , given by

𝑟̂2 =

𝑅2
𝑏

(3.12)

The second unitless number is 𝑅𝑜, the Rossby number. Following the same
definition as Lee & Lua (who’s quasi-steady aerodynamics model is also used in the
analyzer) [55], 𝑅𝑜 is calculated by
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𝑅𝑜 =

𝑅2
𝑐̅

(3.13)

There are additional geometric integral terms used in Lee & Lua’s quasi-steady
aerodynamics model which can all be found in Equation (44) of their study [55].
They are all related to the geometric properties of the wing (such as the second
moments of area) and are based on the wing planform shape (e.g. 𝑐(𝑟)).

3.5.1.3 Mass Moment of Inertia
The next wing submodel takes the wing shape and material density and
calculates the mass moments of inertia for both flapping and pitching by

𝑏

𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 = ∫ 𝑟 2 𝑐(𝑟)𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ 𝑑𝑟 =
0

1
𝜋𝑏 3 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ
16

(3.14)

and
𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡

𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = ∫

𝑐 2 𝑟(𝑐)𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ 𝑑𝑐 =

0

1
𝜋𝑐 3 𝑏𝜌
ℎ,
16 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔

(3.15)

where 𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 is the flapping mass moment of inertia about the wing root (in kg∙m2)
and 𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ is the pitching mass moment of inertia about the leading edge (in
kg∙m2). Here, 𝑐(𝑟) and 𝑟(𝑐) can both be obtained from Equation (3.9) for the
purposes of integration. These mass moments of inertia are used in the calculation
of inertial power.
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3.5.1.4 Similarity Variables
This submodel takes the environmental parameters, the wing morphology
design variables, and some of the wing kinematics variables as inputs and
calculates the similarity variables. These non-dimensional numbers are primarily
used to ensure the aerodynamic model constraints (that maintain similarity to
insects) are not violated.
The kinematic viscosity on Mars (in m2/s) is first calculated from the
specified atmospheric viscosity and density by

𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 =

𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠

(3.16)

Two versions of the Reynolds number are then calculated: one for rotational
motion and one for linear motion, each using a different definition of reference
velocity and characteristic length. The first Reynolds number (also designated the
rotation Reynolds number) is calculated by

𝑅𝑒 =

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑐̅
,
𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠

(3.17)

and uses the mean chord, 𝑐̅, as the characteristic length. The rotational based
reference velocity, 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 , is the velocity of the wing at a spanwise location 𝑅2 and at
midstroke (i.e. ft = 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, …), and is calculated by
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𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 2𝜋𝑓𝜙𝑚 𝑅2

(3.18)

Note that this reference velocity is based on the maximum speed that the rotating
(i.e. flapping) wing achieves. This Reynolds number was calculated because it is
the more traditional definition used by researchers for flapping flight insects [41],
[42], and thus would provide a comparison point between the Marsbee and
terrestrial insects.
The second definition of Reynolds number (also designated the linear
Reynolds number ) is the one utilized by Lee & Lua in their quasi-steady
aerodynamics model [55]. This Reynolds number is calculated by

𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑒 =

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑒 𝑐̅
𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠

(3.19)

Based on a linear model (the name-sake of their quasi-steady model), Lee & Lua’s
reference velocity is the average linear velocity per flapping cycle, calculated by
multiplying the frequency of the wing by the linear distance traveled by the point
𝑅2 over one cycle:

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑒 = 4𝑓𝜙𝑚 𝑅2

(3.20)

This Reynolds number is used both in the aerodynamic model of the analyzer
(since it was based off the QS model from Lee & Lua) and as one of the model
constraints.
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The reduced frequency is a non-dimensional form of the frequency seen
commonly in flapping flight. The reduced frequency, 𝑘, is calculated by

𝑘=

𝜋𝑓𝑐̅
𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓

(3.21)

For quarter elliptical wings, the reduced frequency in Equation (3.21) can be
reduced to

𝑘=

𝑐̅
𝜙𝑚 𝑏

(3.22)

The Mach number at the wing tip (the fastest-moving part of the wing) is
calculated from the specified speed of sound, 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 , by

𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝 =

𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑝
,
𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠

(3.23)

where the velocity at the wing tip is calculated by

𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑝 = 2𝜋𝑓𝜙𝑚 𝑏

(3.24)

Most insects on Earth operate with a wing tip Mach number well below 0.1 [26],
[29], [34]. This puts insect flight squarely in the incompressible regime. It is
thought that some of the unsteady lift generating mechanisms that make flapping
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flight possible would break down if compressible effects were introduced, though
this has not been formally studied. A design assumption about incompressible
flapping flight is acceptable on Earth. The speed of sound of air is  344 m/s and
surpassing even a tenth of this value would require an incredibly fast wing motion
or forward flying speed. However, the speed of sound on Mars ( 244 m/s) is about
70% that on Earth [33]. Coupled with the lower fluid density and thus lower
aerodynamic forces, this makes achieving values close to or exceeding Mach 0.3
(past which compressibility cannot be ignored [66]) much more realizable on
Mars. Indeed, the Mach number at the blade tip of the Mars Helicopter is around
0.8 [2]. Thus, an incompressible assumption may not be assumed on Mars for
most flying vehicle concepts. However, this study assumed purely incompressible
flow and constrained the Mach number to below 0.2.
The values of these similarity variables determine if the Marsbee
aerodynamics maintain similarity with terrestrial insects. For the aerodynamic
model assumptions to hold, the aspect ratio, Reynolds number, reduced frequency,
and Mach number were all required to be within certain ranges. These model
constraints and acceptable ranges are discussed in Subsection 3.6.3.

3.5.2 Kinematics Model
The kinematics model takes all of the kinematic design variables and
constructs time histories of the angular position, velocity, and acceleration of the
wings, for both flapping and pitching angles. The full MATLAB code is shown in
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Appendix B. The flapping angular position, 𝜙(𝑡), is defined in Equation (3.2). The
kinematics model requires the first and second derivatives of 𝜙(𝑡) with respect to
time. The flapping angular velocity, 𝜙̇, in rad/s is calculated by

𝜙̇(𝑡) = −2𝜋𝑓𝜙𝑚 sin(2𝜋𝑓𝑡) ,

(3.25)

with 𝑡 being the time in seconds. The flapping angular acceleration, 𝜙̈, in rad/s2 is
calculated by

𝜙̈(𝑡) = −4𝜋 2 𝑓 2 𝜙𝑚 cos (2𝜋𝑓𝑡)

(3.26)

The first and second derivate equations were calculated by hand and checked with
Wolfram Alpha to confirm accuracy.
The pitching angular position, 𝜃(𝑡) , is defined in Equation (3.4). Due to the
hyperbolic tangent term used, derivatives for the pitching kinematics are more
complicated. To simplify the derivation, the following four placeholder terms were
defined:

𝐴= −

𝜃𝑚
tanh 𝐶𝜃

(3.27)

𝐵 = 𝐶𝜃

(3.28)

𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑓

(3.29)
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𝐷 = 𝜙𝜃

(3.30)

With these substitutions into Equation (3.4), the pitching angular position form is

𝜃(𝑡) = 𝐴 tanh(𝐵 sin(𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷))

(3.31)

The derived form of the pitching angular velocity, 𝜃̇, in rad/s is

𝜃̇(𝑡) = 𝐴𝐵𝐶 cos(𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷) sech2 (𝐵 sin(𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷))

(3.32)

The derived form of the pitching angular acceleration, 𝜃̈, in rad/s2 is

𝜃̈(𝑡) = [−𝐴𝐵𝐶 2 sech2 (𝐵 sin(𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷))]
(3.33)
× [2𝐵 cos2 (𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷) tanh(𝐵 sin(𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷)) + sin(𝐶𝑡 + 𝐷)]

Each of these kinematic equations is calculated at every time step of the analyzer
over a single flapping period. They are then compiled to form the entire time
histories of the kinematics.

3.5.3 Aerodynamics Model
The aerodynamics model is the most complex and important model of the
analyzer. As discussed previously, the low-fidelity 0th order aerodynamics model
used in previous Marsbee studies cannot calculate aerodynamic power [29]. High100

fidelity NS models would require large amount of computing power. The present
study uses the quasi-steady (QS) aerodynamics model of Lee & Lua [55]. This is a
middle-fidelity model that is analytic like the 0th Order model with rapid
computation time, but also outputs aerodynamic power.
This model was implemented in MATLAB by UAH graduate student Jeremy
Pohly (see Appendix C) who was able to reproduce the results of Lee & Lua. The
QS aerodynamics model inputs wing geometric variables, similarity variables, and
the wing kinematics, and outputs the lift, drag, and aerodynamic power of a single
wing. Because this model was not developed as part of the current study, and
because a detailed description of the model is provided by Lee & Lua in Equations
(44) and (45) of their work [55], the equations used by the QS model are not be
presented here. Rather, the general workings of the model are outlined.
The QS model starts by redefining the flapping and pitching kinematics in a
“quasi-steady” reference frame. The wing kinematics, which are harmonic by
nature, are simplified here to linear repeated motion. In these linear kinematics
there is no reversal of stroke – the wing moves continuously forward with varying
speed. This illuminates why a different definition of Reynolds number (see
Equations (3.17) and (3.19)) was needed specifically for the QS model. The force of
the added mass of the air is calculated. This property is larger in insect flight than
in traditional aircraft design and cannot be ignored. The rotational (pitching) force
components and the translational (flapping) force components are next calculated.
The total lift and drag forces are calculated by summing together these force
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components. Using the coefficients of lift and drag for pitching and flapping, as
well as the kinematic motions, the total aerodynamic power is calculated. This
term includes the aerodynamic power from pitching, flapping, and deviation
(ignored in this study), and the aerodynamic power from the interaction of these
three motions.

3.5.4 Power Model
The power model consists of a set of four submodels used to calculate the
different power components of the Marsbee vehicle. The power can be split into
three categories: inertial power, aerodynamic power, and additional power
required to fly. The total power is calculated by summing these different power
terms together. The time-averaged power is then calculated. Each power submodel
is described in the following sections. The MATLAB code for these power
submodels can be found in Appendix D.

3.5.4.1 Inertial Power
The inertial power is defined as the power it takes to change the motion of a
given mass. In this case, the inertial power is the power it takes to move the wings
along the paths of motion prescribed by the wing kinematics. Thus, it can be split
into two components: flapping inertial power and pitching inertial power. Two
separate, but similar models, are used to calculate these components. The
derivation of the inertial power for linear motion is quite simple. Power is work
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divided by time (𝑃 = 𝑊/𝑡) and work is force multiplied by distance (𝑊 = 𝐹𝑥).
Velocity is distance divided by time (𝑣 = 𝑥/𝑡). Combining these yields power as
the product of force and velocity (𝑃 = 𝐹𝑣). Further, Newton’s second law defines
force as the product of mass and acceleration (𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎). Thus, power is equal to
the product of mass, velocity, and acceleration (𝑃 = 𝑚𝑣𝑎).
In terms of rotational motion (e.g. flapping flight) power is equal to the
product of mass moment of inertia, angular velocity, and angular acceleration (𝑃 =
𝐼𝜔𝛼). The wing mass moment of inertia is calculated in the wing model (see
Subsection 3.5.1.3) and the instantaneous angular velocity and angular acceleration
are calculated for both flapping and pitching in the kinematics model (see
Subsection 3.5.2). The inertial power components are calculated at each timestep
using the equations

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 = 𝐼𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 𝜙̇𝜙̈

(3.34)

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = 𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝜃̇𝜃̈

(3.35)

Here, 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 is the flapping inertial power (in W) and 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ is the
pitching power (in W). It should be noted that these definitions of flapping inertial
power and pitching inertial power are only valid when there is zero deviation
motion. If deviation motion were to be considered in a future study, each inertial
power component (flapping, pitching, and deviation) would be a function of the
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angular velocity and mass moment of inertia of all the components. This full
motion power formulation is presented in Equation 2.22 of Berman & Wang [41].

3.5.4.2 Total Power
The total power model first calculates the total inertial power, 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(in W), by summing together the inertial flapping power and the inertial pitching
power components according to

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 + 𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ ,

(3.36)

where 𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑝 is the flapping efficiency factor and 𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ is the pitching efficiency
factor. These efficiency factors range from 0 (implying perfect power saving) to 1
(implying no power saving) and model the capabilities of the vehicle to capture
and reuse mechanical and aerodynamic energy.
In this present study, the flapping and pitching efficiency factors are
considered discrete variables - either 0 or 1. This allows a simplified approach for
the study of wing flexibility and stiffness without delving into the complicated
modeling of the fluid/structure interactions. Varying the combinations of these
efficiency factors leads to the four different types of wings (see Table 3.11): rigid
wings, pitching only wings, flapping only wings, and flexible wings. The rigid wing
represents the maximum inertial power required to fly. As its name implies, the
rigid wing is perfectly stiff and has to actively flap and pitch. The pitching only
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wing only requires power for pitching with perfectly passively flapping. This could
be accomplished by adding a power-capturing device such as a spring operating at
resonance at the root of the wing. As noted before, this mimics the power
capturing ability of rubber-like protein structures known as resilin at the roots of
many insect wings. The flapping only wing only requires power for flapping with
perfect passive pitching. Passive pitching is a power-saving feature commonly seen
in insects [32] where the wing optimally deforms under aerodynamic loading to
achieve the best angle of attack at every point during the stroke. Finally, by
utilizing both passive flapping and pitching, the flexible wing represents the
minimum amount of inertial power required to fly: zero power.

Table 3.11

Wing types used in this study

Wing Type 𝒆𝒇𝒍𝒂𝒑 𝒆𝒑𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒉
Rigid
1
1
Pitching Only
0
1
Flapping Only
1
0
Flexible
0
0

Description
Maximum power required
Passively flapping wing, operating at resonance
Passively pitching wing, deformed by fluid
Minimum power required

After the total inertial power is calculated, this model then calculates total
power for a single wing, 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (in W), by

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 +
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𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑
,
𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

(3.37)

where 𝑃𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 is the aerodynamic power from aerodynamic model (in W), 𝑃𝑎𝑑𝑑 is
the additional power required by the vehicle to fly (in W), and 𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 is the
number of wings. This method of calculating total power allows any negative
power terms to cancel out some or all of the positive power terms, thereby
modeling the power saving via motion coupling seen in nature [41].
All of these power values are calculated at each discrete time step within
the stroke cycle and then compiled in arrays that cover a single cycle of motion to
create the time history of the total power. Once the total power time history is
calculated, any negative value of total power is set to zero according to

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑡) = {

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑡), 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑡) > 0
}
0, 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑡) ≤ 0

(3.38)

The removal of negative power terms is a method commonly employed by
other researchers [41], [42]. This represents the fact that the only time the
actuators of the vehicle need to supply power to the wings is when the total power
required is positive. The actuators do not have to move the wings during times
when the required total power is negative. In an ideal world this negative power
could be captured and reused by implementing such devices as springs or wing
flexibility. However, this power model simplifies the energy recapturing
capabilities of the system using the two power efficiency factors introduced above.
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It should be noted here that this model outputs four different versions of
the total power, one for each wing type. Thus, there were four different average
powers, and four different flight times calculated by the analyzer.

3.5.4.3 Average Power
This model calculates the time-averaged total power, 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑔 (in W), for a
single wing from the total power time histories of a single stroke. The average
power calculation is given by

𝜏=1

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑣𝑔 = Δ𝜏 ∑ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑡)

(3.39)

𝜏=0

with
𝜏 = 𝑡𝑓 ,

(3.40)

Here 𝜏 is the non-dimensional period and Δ𝜏 is the period step size (with its
reciprocal being the number of elements in the power time history array). Note
that analyzer was only run for a single stroke, so 0 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 1.
Unlike the other models in the analyzer, the average power model is not
broken out into a separate function call in the analyzer MATLAB code. The timeaveraged power is simply calculated in MATALB by invoking the mean() function.
There is a single average power line in the analyzer code for each of the four wing
types.
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3.5.5 Battery Model
This model takes in the average power and the power generation design
variables and outputs the total flight time of the vehicle design. The full MATLAB
code for this model can be found in Appendix E. Because there were four different
average powers corresponding to the four wing types discussed in Subsection 3.5.4,
the battery model was used to calculate four different flight times. This is a
simplistic battery model that ignores such complicated effects as the power draw
versus energy draw and temperature effects. Instead, it calculates the total amount
of usable energy in the battery and assumes that all of that energy (minus the
portion remaining for the recharge) can be used to power the flight. However long
the battery lasts is how long the vehicle can fly. The flight time of the vehicle (in
seconds) is calculated by

𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =

𝐸𝑠 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝜂𝐷𝑜𝐷
𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑣𝑔

,

(3.41)

where 𝐸𝑠 is the specific energy of the battery (in Wh/kg), 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 is the mass of
the battery (in kg), and 𝜂𝐷𝑜𝐷 is the depth of discharge of the battery – a unitless
efficiency factor that determines how much of the energy in the battery can be
drained before the battery needs to be recharged.
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3.5.6 Payload Model
The payload model takes in the masses of the different vehicle components,
the lift of the wings, the number of wings, and the gravity of Mars and calculates
the payload capacity of the vehicle, 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (in kg). It does this by calculating the
difference between the lift produced by the vehicle and the total mass required to
fly. Because the flight mode was assumed to be hover, any excess lift generated
could be used to carry a payload. This is represented by

𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =

𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝐿
− (𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 + 𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑑 ) ,
𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠

(3.42)

where 𝐿 is the lift produced by a single wing (in N), 𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 is the gravitational
acceleration of Mars (in m/s2), and 𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑑 is the additional mass required to fly. The
MATLAB code for the payload model can be found in Appendix F. It should be
noted here that the four different wing types discussed in Subsection 3.5.4.2 only
affect the power required to fly and not the lift produced by the wings. Therefore,
there is one single payload capacity for all four wing types.
All excess lift is converted into payload mass. Therefore, calculating the
total mass of the vehicle, 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , is simply summing the wing, battery, additional,
and payload masses as given by

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 + 𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑑 + 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
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(3.43)

The payload fraction, PF, can be calculated by

𝑃𝐹 =

𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(3.44)

3.5.7 Model Couplings
Once all of the models were created in MATLAB, they were coupled
together into a single function known as the analyzer. The full MATLAB code for
the analyzer function can be seen in Appendix G. The analyzer function is called
only once for each vehicle design variation. In this way, it will be easy to later
couple the analyzer together with an optimizer. In this study the analyzer function
is fed a random combination of design variables to calculate the performance of a
particular design.
The previous Subsections introduced the models used in the same order in
which they appear in the analyzer code. There are a few calculations that take
place within the analyzer function code that are not contained in any model. The
first of these instructs the analyzer to model the flight for one single flapping
stroke period (Equation (3.40)). This period is then divided into 1,000 time-steps.
As discussed in the previous sections, many of the model functions are designed to
calculate their values for one single time step. The analyzer function takes all of
these instantaneous variables (like the flapping angular position or total power)
and puts them into time history arrays using the definition of the time step size.
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The analyzer function also calculates the instantaneous lift and drag
coefficients for a single wing at each time step by

𝐶𝐿 =

𝐿
1
2
2 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑆

(3.45)

and
𝐶𝐷 =

𝐷
1
2
2 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝑆

(3.46)

The time-averaged values of these coefficients are then calculated using the same
method as for time-averaged total power as given by Equation (3.39).

3.6 Testing the Analyzer
After all the analyzer models were defined and integrated, the next part of
the process was testing its baseline functionality and verifying its calculated
outputs. As stated before, the analyzer is capable of calculating a single vehicle
design at a time from a set of input design variables.
A randomizer was designed to define vehicle designs based on sets of
design variables randomly chosen from within ranges for the prototype Marsbee
flapper tested in a vacuum chamber [35], [36]. These random designs were then
fed into the analyzer. Post processing included vetting the designs (verification)
and identifying those designs that fit within a range of desired performance. Some
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of the randomly generated designs produced non-physical performance results,
such as negative payload capacity. Some of the designs violated the model
constraints, such as wing tip speed exceeding the compressibility limit of Mach
0.2. These infeasible designs were separated from the feasible designs using a
vetting program that checks certain critical variables. Finally, an algorithm was
developed to highlight which designs were coalescing into a region of desired
performance - a Pareto front. All of these parts of testing the analyzer are
described in more detail in the Subsections that follow.

3.6.1

Ranges of Design Variables

The MATLAB code for the randomizer is seen in Appendix H. Table 3.12
shows the ranges for design variable inputs to the analyzer used in the randomizer.
The environmental parameters were fixed at nominal Martian atmospheric
conditions [28], [33], [34], [59], [60]. The ranges for design variables were about
±100% of the values from the prototype Marsbee flapper tested in a vacuum
chamber at simulated Martian pressure conditions [36]. Note that some of these
ranges were chosen because they are at, or close to, physically reasonable limits
(e.g. wing span cannot be negative). Sets of randomized designs were generated
and each design was fed into the analyzer. The analyzer then output the calculated
flight time and payload mass.
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Table 3.12

Ranges of design variables used in the randomizer

Category
Environmental
Parameters

Design Variables

Wing
Morphology

Wing
Kinematics

Power
Generation

Other
Parameters

Variable
Atmospheric Density
Atmospheric Viscosity
Speed of Sound
Gravitational Acceleration
Span
Mean Chord
Wing Density
Number of Wings
Flapping Frequency
Flapping Amplitude
Pitching Shape Factor
Pitching Amplitude
Pitching Phase Offset
Battery Specific Energy
Depth of Discharge
Mass of Battery
Flapping Efficiency Factor
Pitching Efficiency Factor
Additional Mass
Required to Fly
Additional Power
Required to Fly

Min
Max
0.0142
1.5e-5
244
3.72
0
0.3
0
0.25
300
2,000
2 or 4
10
100
10
80
0
10
20
70
-20
20
100
400
1.0
1e-3
0.5
0
1
0
1

Units
kg/m3
kg/(m∙s)
m/s
m/s2
m
m
kg/m3
-Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
-kg
---

0.0027

kg

0

W

The wings are assumed to be the largest single part of the vehicle. Thus, in
order to pack a large number of Marsbees on a rocket headed for Mars, an upper
limit of 0.3 m was placed on the span. The span lower limit was 0 m. Similar
reasoning was used to define the lower and upper limits of the mean chord.
The maximum wing density was chosen to be on the higher end of
materials used in traditional micro aerial vehicle design, being around the density
of carbon fiber. The lower limit of the wing density was chosen based on
experimental tests of butterfly wings [57]. It should be noted here that this
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butterfly wing density is a new finding, and is substantially lower than the
traditional value for the density of bumblebee wings of 1200 kg/m3 reported by
Dudley & Ellington [58]. As such, this lower limit was considered an optimistic
limit that looks to the future developments of material science. The number of
wings was a toggle-variable between 2 wings or 4 wings.
The flapping frequency lower limit of 10 Hz represents a slow beating wing,
slower than even large insects on Earth like the hawkmoth [41]. The upper flapping
frequency limit of 100 Hz was chosen because it is near the operational frequency
of bumblebees on Earth [41], [58].
Based on the coordinate system established in Subsection 3.3.3, the
minimum flapping amplitude was set at 10° to ensure some flapping would occur.
The maximum flapping amplitude was set at 80°, which is below the physical
maximum of 90° where the wings would collide at the top or bottom of the stroke.
In nature, the wing angle of attack for insects is observed to be anywhere
between 25° and 45° [42]. The angle of attack is defined as 90° minus the flapping
angle, which yields a range for the pitching amplitude between 45° and 65°.
Solutions outside this natural range were explored because it is unknown whether
or not flapping flight on Mars would have the same operational range. The
minimum pitching amplitude was set as 20°. The maximum pitching amplitude
was set at 70°. This value was picked because it slightly exceeds the range seen in
nature while still being well below 90°. This preserves the same leading edge of the
wing through the stroke motion based on the findings of Berman & Wang who
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found that a pitching amplitude of greater than 90° would “invert” the wing during
the stroke, a situation shown to be power-maximizing rather than powerminimizing [41].
The pitching shape factor, which could range from 0 to ∞, was given an
upper limit of 10. This is due to constraints in how fast an actuator could actually
reverse the pitch of the wing at the top and bottom of the stroke. This assumption
for pitching shape factor is in line with upper limits imposed by other researchers
[42]. The pitching phase offset, which is observed in insects to be small and
advancing [28], was restricted to a small range of -20 to +20 to keep pitching
mostly in-phase with the flapping (also seen in the insect world).
A range of 100 to 400 Wh/kg was chosen for the battery specific energy.
The lower limit represents the energy density capabilities of current lithium-ion
(Li-ion) battery technology [34]. The upper limit was obtained by Bluman et al.
[28] from a projection of Li-ion battery technology 10 years into the future (by
2030). The depth of discharge for typical batteries used in current Mars
exploration vehicles ranges from 0.6 to 0.7 [34]. The depth of discharge for the
Marsbee study was restricted to 1.0, meaning that the batteries could be drained to
0% and thus the maximum possible amount of energy could be extracted from
them. This extreme value was chosen in order to save time, decrease the
randomness of the generated designs, and to obtain a greater number of solutions
near the Pareto front. The battery mass was restricted to a range from 1 g (0.001
kg), which is a realistic minimum seen in current off-the-shelf Li-ion batteries, to
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500 g (or 0.5 kg), which is a substantially large battery size on the order of the
battery used on the Mars Helicopter [2]. The battery mass is correlated with the
overall size of the vehicle, and the range chosen here allows the vehicles to range
in size between small MAV flappers like the Chiba Flapper [44] to moderately
sized quadcopters.
The additional mass required to fly and the additional power required to fly
were both parameters directly based on the experimental Marsbee flapper tested in
a vacuum chamber [35], [36]. The additional mass required to fly was calculated
from the mass of the gearbox assembly and motor used to drive the motion. Note
that this was assumed to be a static value that did not increase with overall mass of
the vehicle. The additional power required to fly was assumed to be zero because
this experimental flapper did not require power for any guidance, navigation, and
control systems, onboard computing, or additional sensors. In future studies these
values should be a function of vehicle mass or battery mass and be placed into
their own model within the analyzer. A correlation between additional mass (and
power) required to fly and total vehicle mass could be made for vehicles of varying
size categories.

3.6.2 Generating Random Designs
Vehicle designs were generated by randomly selecting design variables
using the ranges listed in Table 3.12. These random design variables ranges were
uniformly distributed, meaning that each value in the range had an equal chance
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of being chosen. The MATLAB code in Appendix H shows the random design
variable values were generated by the formula

𝑥𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() ,

(3.47)

where 𝑥 is any of the design variables, 𝑥𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 is the resulting random value of the
design variable, 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum value of 𝑥 from Table 3.12, 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the
maximum value of 𝑥 from Table 3.12, and 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() is the MATLAB pseudo-random
number generator, which generates a random floating point number between 0
and 1. Every design variable was generated using this method except for the ones
that were assumed constant and the number of wings, which was discrete.
The randomizer was run to generate 2 million total designs for two-wing
vehicles. The randomizer was run again to generate another 2 million random
designs for four-wing vehicles. There are two interesting things to note about the
design generation process going from two wings to four wings. First was that the
pseudo random number generator of MATLAB, rand(), generated the same set of
random numbers in the same order for the two-wing and the four-wing cases. This
is an undesirable feature of MATLAB that was unknown to the researchers prior to
the generation of the vehicles designs. Every time MATLAB is initiated, it pulls
“random” numbers from a list of predetermined values [67]. Therefore, rand()
produces the same results each time at startup. Upon realizing this, the
randomizer code (in Appendix H) was updated to include the rng('shuffle')
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command which shuffles the randomization list each time it is called. However,
this feature was implemented after the generation of the 4 million designs
presented in this work. Because of the random number generation being the same
for the two-wing and four-wing vehicles, the only difference between the sets of
vehicle design was essentially the number of wings.
The wing density was allowed to range more for the four-wing case than the
two-wing case. For the four-wing case, as reported in Table 3.12, the wing density
ranged from 300 kg/m3 to 2,000 kg/m3. However, for the two-wing case, the wing
density ranged from 300 kg/m3 to 1,500 kg/m3. As stated before, the rand()
function generated the same values for each of these wing cases in the same order.
This meant that a two-wing design and a four-wing design would share the exact
same design variables except for number of wings and wing density. However, for
two-wing designs with low densities between 300 − 500 kg/m3 , their
corresponding four-wing designs had only slightly higher densities.
The result is that one single design can be analyzed but with two different
numbers of wings and only slightly different wing densities. This fortunate and
unexpected outcome means that the two-wing vehicles and the four-wing vehicles
can easily be compared to see how the number of wings impacts vehicle
performance. Low wing density does not have a large impact on the behavior
variables, as seen later.
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3.6.3 Vetting the Designs
In order to separate the feasible designs from the infeasible designs, a twostep vetting process was conducted. The MATLAB code that was used for this
vetting is provided in Appendix I. First, the designs were checked to see if they
violated the constraints imposed by the variables required to maintain dynamic
similarity with insects. The models used in the analyzer had built-in assumptions
involving the ranges of the similarity variables. Operating outside of these
assumptions brings into question the validity of the resulting solution. Thus,
vehicles that surpassed these model constraints were assumed to infeasible. The
Mach number limit of 𝑀 ≤ 0.2 is constrained due to the incompressibility
assumptions of the QS aerodynamics model. The Reynolds number (101 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤
104 ), reduced frequency (𝑘 ≤ 1.0), and aspect ratio (𝐴𝑅 ≤ 10) are all constrained
to keep the solutions within the realm of flapping insect flight [26], [32]. It is
unknown whether the unsteady lift generating mechanism of flapping flight occur
if the vehicle operates outside of these ranges. It should be noted here that all of
these similarity variables are independent of the wing types (flexible vs rigid).
Thus, each wing type shares the same set of solutions that were deemed infeasible
and removed due to model constraint violations.
After removing designs that violated the model constraints, the next step of
vetting was to remove unreasonable or non-physical designs. The resulting
behavior variables (flight time and payload mass) were checked to see if the
solutions were reasonable to accomplish a mission. It was assumed that if a vehicle
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could not fly for at least 1 minute (𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ≥ 60 s) or carry at least 1 gram of payload
(𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ≥ 0.001 kg) that the vehicle was not useful for carrying out a minimally
capable mission and therefore was an infeasible design. These cutoffs also
eliminated vehicles with unphysical negative payload masses. In future work the
minimum success criteria need to be aligned with more realistic mission
expectations and the feasibility constraints based on them. Because each vehicle
design had four flight times, four sets of feasibility constraint violations had to be
calculated, one for each wing type (see Table 3.11). It was possible to have one
solution (a collection of design variables) be feasible for the flexible wing but
infeasible for the rigid wing.

3.6.4 Plotting the Results
The two behavior variables of flight time and payload mass were plotted
against each other such that each point represented the overall performance of a
single design (AKA a solution). The full MATLAB code for the plotting can be
found in Appendix J. A plot of all solutions, feasible and infeasible, was generated.
Then a plot showing only the feasible solutions was generated. These two plots
were generated for each of the four wing types. A comprehensive performance plot
was also made to compare all the wing types together. All of these plots were made
for the two-wing types and then repeated for the four-wing types.
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3.6.5 Identifying the Pseudo Pareto Frontier
A Pareto frontier is an area of a design space (typically a boundary) where
no single behavior variable can be increased without making at least one other
behavior variable decrease in-turn. In other words, it represents the region of the
design space in-which the “best” designs occur.
The performance plots made from several of the randomized vehicle design
results showed the emergence of a Pareto frontier, indicating a trade-off between
flight time and payload mass. In this work, the objective function was to maximize
both payload mass and flight time, so the “best” Marsbee designs calculated to date
lie on this pseudo Pareto frontier. The final step of the post-processing was
identifying designs on this front. A simple algorithm was utilized to automatically
identify design points on the emerging Pareto front. The algorithm hinges on the
observation that the Pareto fronts of the performance plots appeared to be
monotonically decreasing – that is for increasing values of flight time there were
only decreasing values of payload mass. This algorithm finds the corresponding
value of payload mass for every value of flight time in ascending order. Using these
points, a power-law regression equation was formed and is considered to be the
pseudo Pareto front. The term “pseudo” is used here because the random design
space search will not capture the actual Pareto front. If additional random designs
are tested, the Pareto front might shift. Future studies will be needed to identify
the true limits of the Pareto frontier. The full MATLAB script for the pseudo Pareto
front determination can be found in Appendix K.
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3.7 Research Goals Accomplished
As discussed at the end of Chapter 1, there were three goals of this research:
first, to create an analysis and preliminary design tool for Martian flapping flight
systems; second, to demonstrate the functionality of the tool by testing
randomized designs; and third, to conduct a preliminary exploration of the
Marsbee design space. This chapter described how the analyzer was designed and
discussed the reasoning behind the design choices. In doing so, it accomplished
the first research goal of this thesis. The next chapter seeks to accomplish the
remaining two goals by evaluating the outputs of the analyzer, checking the results
against the expected model results (thereby demonstrating functionality), and by
identifying relationships between the design variables and behavior variables
(exploring the design space).
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Overview
The creation and testing of the analyzer were discussed in detail in Chapter
3. The randomized inputs and resultant outputs for each test case demonstrate the
functionality of the analyzer. In this chapter, the analyzer design results will be
explained and verified in the larger context of flapping wing aerodynamics, thereby
providing evidence (albeit not conclusive proof) that the analyzer is trustworthy as
an analytical tool. Both the two-wing and four-wing vehicle design results are
discussed.
The objective function was to maximize flight times and payload capacities
(the two behavior variables output from the analyzer). Thus, the “best” vehicle
designs in the context of this study are those that lie on the pseudo Pareto front.
Note that optimizing the Marsbee for performance alone will not yield the best
designs for missions to Mars. It is left to future research to define more complex
objective functions that optimize vehicle designs based around higher-level
mission requirements.
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4.2 Two-Wing Vehicle Designs
The number of wings of the vehicle was a discrete variable that was
switched between 2 and 4. A total of 2 million vehicle designs with two wings were
randomly generated and run through the analyzer. The full design space (which
includes infeasible designs) is discussed and then the feasible designs are
evaluated in detail.

4.2.1

Design Space

After the 2 million vehicle designs were randomly generated and run
through the analyzer, each was checked to see if it violated the model constraints
(maintaining dynamic similarity to insects). They were then checked against the
feasibility constraints (a minimum flight time and payload). Vehicle designs that
passed both checks were deemed feasible.
Table 4.1 shows the numerical breakdown of this design vetting, sorted by
wing type. Note that all rows sum to the 2 million total vehicle designs generated.
Even though it was possible for a vehicle to violate both model constraints and
feasibility constraints, if a design was counted as violating model constraints (the
most fundamental requirement for insect similarity), then it was excluded from
the count of vehicles that violated feasibility constraints.
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Table 4.1

Results of vetting for two-wing vehicles

Feasible
Designs
Rigid Wing
Pitching Only Wing
Flapping Only Wing
Flexible Wing

2
2
1,464
4,945

Designs that
Violate Feasibility
Constraints
354,427
354,427
352,965
349,484

Designs that
Violate Model
Constraints
1,645,571
1,645,571
1,645,571
1,645,571

4.2.2 Designs that Violated Model Constraints
Because the similarity variables (model constraints) were the same
regardless of the wing type, all four wing types share the same number of designs
that violated the model constraints. Table 4.2 shows a breakdown of how many
vehicle designs violated each of the five model constraints. Note that a vehicle
design could violate more than one model constraint at a time.

Table 4.2 Number of designs that violated each model constraint for two-wing vehicles.
Note that these do not sum to 100% because a vehicle could violate more than one model
constraint or none at all.

Non-Dimensional
Number
Reduced Frequency
Mach Number
Aspect Ratio
Reynolds Number
Reynolds Number

Model
Constraint
𝑘 ≤ 1.0
𝑀 ≤ 0.2
𝐴𝑅 ≤ 10
𝑅𝑒 ≥ 101
𝑅𝑒 ≤ 104

Number of Designs
that Violated
Constraint
1,105,438
605,780
119,861
39,222
13,365

Percentage of
Total Designs
55%
30%
6.0%
2.0%
0.7%

The model constraint that was violated most often was the upper limit on
reduced frequency, occurring in more than half of all the randomly generated
vehicle designs. As seen in Equation (3.22), a large reduced frequency results from
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either a small flapping amplitude, a small span, a large mean chord, or a
combination of these.
The second most common model constraint that was violated, occurring in
30% of all the vehicles, was the upper limit on Mach number. As seen in Equations
(3.23) and (3.24), a large Mach number is the result of a large wing tip velocity,
which is caused by a combination of large flapping frequency, flapping amplitude,
and span.
The third most commonly occurring model constraint was the upper limit
of the aspect ratio, which was violated in 6% of the designs. As seen in Equation
(3.8), a large aspect ratio is due to a large span relative to the mean chord (i.e. a
long and slender wing).
Reynolds number violations were the least common. As seen in Equation
(3.19), a large Reynolds number is due to a combination of large flapping
frequency, flapping amplitude, span, and chord. Conversely, a small Reynolds
number is due to a small flapping frequency, flapping amplitude, span, and chord.
Violation of the upper limit of the Reynolds number model constraint never
occurred by itself and was always coupled with one or more other model
constraint violations. Violation of the lower limit of the Reynolds number model
constraint occurred by itself a mere 4,904 times. Thus, the Reynolds number
constraints were highly coupled to the other model constraints.
All of the model constraints hinge on just a handful of design variables:
flapping frequency (𝑓), flapping amplitude (𝜙𝑚 ), span (𝑏), and mean chord (𝑐̅).
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The correlation between the model constraints and these design variables can be
seen in Table 4.3. There is no consistent correlation between a single design
variable and every model constraint. For example, the reduced frequency
correlates with a low span and a high mean chord, while the Mach number
correlates with a high span and a low mean chord. If a design variable becomes too
low (relative to the others) it will violate one of the model constraints, and if a
design variable becomes too high (relative to the others) it will violate a different
model constraint. The combination of all four design variable needs to be “just
right” in order to not violate any of the model constraints. This is good evidence
that the ranges chosen for the design variables in this study are appropriately
large, as they encapsulate many feasible and infeasible designs. This is a design
space feature that is needed when searching for optimum vehicle designs. Thus, it
is recommended that these ranges be used for these design variables for future
studies that couple the analyzer to an optimizer.

Table 4.3 Model constraint dependency on design variables. Blue represents a positive
correlation, red represents a negative correlation, and white represents no correlation

Design Variables
Non-Dimensional
Number
Reduced Frequency
Mach Number
Aspect Ratio
Reynolds Number
Reynolds Number

Model
Constraint
𝑘 ≤ 1.0
𝑀 ≤ 0.2
𝐴𝑅 ≤ 10
𝑅𝑒 ≥ 101
𝑅𝑒 ≤ 104
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𝑓

𝜙𝑚

𝑏

𝑐̅

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

4.2.3 Designs that Violated Feasibility Constraints
As discussed previously, the feasibility constraints consisted of minimum
mission requirements for flight time (𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ≥ 1 min) and payload mass
(𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ≥ 1 g). Unlike the model constraints, each wing type had a different
number of designs that violated the feasibility constraints (see Table 4.1). This is
because each wing type had its own flight time due to the different power-saving
methods assumed.
Table 4.4 shows how many designs of each wing type violated the feasibility
constraints. Note that each row sums to the total number of vehicle designs that
violated feasibility constraints (the far-right column). A majority of the designs
that violated the feasibility constraints only violated the payload mass constraint.
As will be discussed later in the Chapter, this was due to the fact that many of the
vehicle designs resulted in negative payload masses. Only a small number of
designs violated the flight time constraint.

Table 4.4
vehicles

Number of designs that violated each feasibility constraint for two-wing

Designs that
Violated
Flight Time
Rigid
Pitching Only
Flapping Only
Flexible

5,048
5,048
3,586
105

Designs that
Violated
Payload
Mass
249,613
252,735
326,935
349,344
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Designs that
Violated
Both
99,766
96,644
22,444
35

Designs that
Violated
Feasibility
Constraints
354,427
354,427
352,965
349,484

4.2.4 Feasible Designs
A small number of feasible designs were identified for each of the wing
types. This is because the designs for this initial study were randomly generated
from design variables with large ranges and without regard to how those design
variables interacted. This allowed extremely infeasible solutions such as a vehicle
with a large span of 0.3 m, flapping at a rapid 100 Hz, but with a tiny battery of
only 1 g. Such a vehicle could never conceivably fly due to insufficient power.
Other vehicle designs had negative payload masses (indicating that the vehicle did
not generate sufficient lift to fly) with flight times of millions of years. However,
the goal of these analyzer tests was merely to demonstrate that the analyzer
worked and obtain some information on the impact design variables have on the
output design performance.
Even though few feasible designs were expected to come out of a random
search of the design space, the rigid and pitching only wings had a much smaller
number of feasible designs compared to the flapping only and flexible wing. This
was due to unexpected results in the inertial pitching power consumption, which
will be discussed later in this Chapter.

4.2.5 Design Space
The design space is represented by plotting the payload mass vs. flight time
(the two behavior variables) for each randomly generated vehicle design. Black
points represent designs that violated the feasibility constraints, grey points
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represent designs that violated the model constraints, and red points represent
feasible designs. Note that this color scheme matches that used in Table 4.1. The
flight time axis is logarithmic, and the payload mass axis is linear. The upper limit
of the flight time is in trillions of years, an obviously ludicrous result. These
extremely large flight times always correspond to negative payload masses,
indicating that insufficient lift was being generated. The rigid wing design space is
shown in Figure 4.1. As noted in Table 4.1, only two designs satisfy both the model
constraints and feasibility requirements. These two designs have flight times and
payload masses of {1.2 min, 12 g} and {1.5 min, 18 g}.

Figure 4.1 Rigid wing design space showing feasible and infeasible solutions of twowing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.

The pitching only wing results shown in Figure 4.2 look almost identical to
the design space for the rigid wings. However, the flight times are slightly
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increased going from rigid to pitching only wings. Both the pitching only and rigid
wings had on average lower flight times due to power inefficiencies. Differences
like these between wing types are discussed later in the chapter.

Figure 4.2 Pitching only wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions
of two-wing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.

The flapping only wing design space shown in Figure 4.3 looks quite similar
to the rigid and pitching only wing design space. However, the design space of the
flapping only wing is shifted to the right of the rigid and pitching only wings. This
is because, on average, each vehicle design had a higher flight time when using
flapping only wings while still maintaining the same payload mass (recall that
payload mass is independent of wing type). The number of feasible flapping only
wing designs (1,464) is also much larger than the two feasible designs for each of
the rigid and pitching only wing types.
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Figure 4.3 Flapping only wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions
of two-wing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.

The design space of the flexible wings shown in Figure 4.4 looks similar to
the design space for the flapping only wings. However, the flexible wing design
space is shifted even further to the right with higher flight times. The nearly 5,000
feasible flexible wing designs is 3 times larger than for flapping only wings. This is
due to increased power efficiencies of the flexible wings compared to the other
wing types.
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Figure 4.4 Flexible wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions of twowing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.

4.2.6 Performance of Wing Types
The design spaces for each wing type were next plotted with all of the
infeasible designs removed. These are herein referred to as “performance plots”.
Due to the significantly reduced design space for feasible designs, linear axes are
used. These plots help clarify the general ranges of feasible flight times and
payload masses, although these ranges still might be insufficient for some
potential Marsbee missions.

4.2.6.1 Rigid Wings
The performance plot for feasible designs with the rigid wing is shown in
Figure 4.5. As previously discussed, only two designs out of the two million designs
generated were feasible. To help explain this result Table 4.5 shows the values of
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the design variables, similarity variables, behavior variables, total mass, and
payload fraction for these two designs. These vehicles have poor performance
characteristics, barely exceeding the minimum cutoffs. Flight times of barely over
one minute give little time for a mission to be completed. And while a payload
mass of around 15 g can be used to carry some basic sensors like low-resolution
stereo-cameras, altimeters, or atmospheric sensors, it is insufficient to carry
heavier advanced scientific instruments.

Figure 4.5

Rigid wing performance for two-wing vehicles
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Table 4.5

Rigid wing designs for two-wing vehicles. Design variables are highlighted.

Variables
𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

Units
m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Designs
0.25
0.18
0.1
0.13
2.5
1.4
350
310
44
42
33
55
0.66
0.32
61
62
9.7
-0.1
329
144
18
16
0.71
0.73
1,837
2,751
0.16
0.19
1.2
1.5
12
18
67
72
17.9
25.0

Although there were only two feasible designs, some conclusions can be
drawn about the overall feasibility region for the rigid wing design space. First, the
spans were large relative to the maximum of 0.3 m, but the wing aspect ratios are
relatively small. This indicates the mean chords are of similar magnitude to the
spans. The wing densities are both low, close to the lower limit of 300 kg/m3 set by
the randomizer. The flapping frequencies are both moderate and near the middle
of the range. The flapping amplitude, however, is low within the specified range,
given that the maximum possible flapping amplitude was 80°. The pitching shape
factors were also small (below 1) for both designs and the pitching motions were
near sinusoidal. The pitching amplitudes for the rigid wing designs were high, but
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not extremely so. In the insect world the pitching amplitude usually varies
between 45° and 65° [42]. The pitching phase offset, battery energy densities, and
battery masses varied widely between the two designs.
Looking at the similarity variables helps to identify issues with the rigid
wing type. The reduced frequencies and Mach numbers were both approaching
their model upper limits (1.0 and 0.2, respectively). The Reynolds numbers were
both in the middle of their required ranges.
Judging by the total masses, these two vehicles are also on the larger side of
current flapping wing NAVs (Nano Aerial Vehicles), which are usually under 100 g
[68]. They both have decent payload fractions. Their wingspans are quite large
with the first having a tip-to-tip wingspan of 0.5 m. Both of these factors limit the
number of Marsbee vehicles that could be packaged with a rover on a flight to
Mars. This issue might be mitigated with by using a four-wing design. Based on
these results, rigid wings do not appear to be a fruitful avenue for Marsbee designs
and should be excluded from future searches.

4.2.6.1 Pitching Only Wings
The performance plot for the pitching only wing is shown in Figure 4.6.
Similar to the rigid wing vehicles, the pitching only wing vehicles only had 2
feasible designs out of 2,000,000. Comparing the performance of these two wing
types, it can be seen that the pitching only wing vehicles have slightly larger flight
times than for rigid wings, but at the cost of reduced payload masses. This result
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seems rather unintuitive at first, as the pitching only wings ignore the inertial
flapping power. However, in some kinematic motions the inertial pitching power
and the inertial flapping power couple in such a way as to reduce the overall
inertial power. Ignoring the flapping component can sometimes lead to cases of
higher power consumption. The variable values of the two feasible pitching only
wing vehicles are listed in Table 4.6.

Figure 4.6

Pitching only wing performance for two-wing vehicles
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Table 4.6 Pitching only wing designs for two-wing vehicles. Design variables are
highlighted.

Variables
𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

Units
m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Designs
0.29
0.27
0.037
0.073
7.8
3.7
619
308
57
47
26
31
0.02
0.96
41
37
-5
13
200
329
2
15
0.29
0.49
800
1,514
0.19
0.18
1.3
2.7
1.1
4.9
16
40
6.9
12.3

The span is again close to the upper limit set by the randomizer of 0.3 m.
Unlike the rigid wing, the mean chord is small, leading to larger aspect ratios. The
wing material densities are on the lower end (with one near 300 kg/m3), matching
the results of the rigid wings. The pitching shape factors are also small (both below
1). However, the pitching amplitude is smaller for this wing compared to the rigid
wing. The flapping amplitude and reduced frequency were on the lower end of the
range. The reduced frequency is lower than the rigid wing. The flapping frequency,
phase offset, energy density, battery mass, Reynolds number, and Mach number,
and total vehicle mass were similar to the rigid wing. The payload mass, total
vehicle weight, and payload fractions are all smaller than the rigid wing vehicles.
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As with the rigid wings, the pitching only wings have poor performance
characteristics, and future Marsbee optimizations should prioritize exploration of
the other wing types.

4.2.6.2 Flapping Only Wings
The performance plot for the flapping only wing is shown in Figure 4.7.
Note that the payload axis has been significantly expanded. There were almost
1,500 feasible flapping only wing vehicle designs. General tendencies in the design
space begin to emerge. The convex portion of the graph beyond which no feasible
designs exist indicates a Pareto frontier emerging. This Pareto front also appears to
be monotonically decreasing. Therefore, points along this boundary can easily be
identified using the simple selection algorithm discussed previously. A total of 13
designs were selected as being on the emerging Pareto front and are circled in
black. A regression trendline (shown in black on the plot) was created from these
points and is considered the pseudo Pareto front (pseudo because it does not
bound all of the designs). This equation has 𝑦 standing in for the vertical axis
(payload mas) and 𝑥 standing in for the horizontal axis (flight time). Note that this
same convention is used for every regression equation in the discussion of this
thesis. For this study, the “best” Marsbee designs are on the pseudo Pareto front.
The variables for all 13 designs on the pseudo Pareto front are provided in
Appendix L. From these, four representative designs are listed in Table 4.7. These
are the smallest flight time design (and therefore the largest payload mass), the
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largest flight time design (and therefore the smallest payload mass), and two
intermediate flight times.

Figure 4.7

Flapping only wing pseudo Pareto front for two-wing vehicles
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Table 4.7 Select flapping only wing designs for two-wing vehicles. Design variables are
highlighted.

Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Min
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.29
0.15
1.8
972
48
31
8.7
69
11
367
333
1
3435
0.19
1
755
1356
55.7

Designs
Intermediate
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.25
0.28
0.16
0.11
1.5
2.6
427
320
42
60
43
25
9.1
8.5
65
57
-1
-5
337
381
392
271
0.87
0.9
3,681
2,338
0.2
0.19
2.8
4.5
386
228
888
544
43.5
41.9

Max
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.09
0.08
1.1
338
61
52
9
66
17
399
72
0.97
1,258
0.13
11.8
3
86
3.5

It can be seen that all designs except for the maximum flight time design
were close to the upper limit set for the span of 0.3 m. This same relationship was
seen for both rigid and pitching only wings, implying that the large spans are
coupled to better performance. Also like the rigid wing, the mean chords are in the
mid-range and the wing material densities are generally low, near 300 kg/m3.
However, the smallest flight time had a higher density than the others. Like the
rigid wing, the aspect ratios are all small, 2.6 and below.
The flapping frequency, flapping amplitude, and pitching amplitude were
all about the same between the flapping only wing and the rigid wing. The phase
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offset seems randomly distributed. For the flapping only wings the pitching shape
factor was large (close to the upper limit of 10), and the motion nearly a square
wave. This is different from the near-sinusoidal pitching seen for the rigid and
pitching only wings.
The energy density values were all close to the upper limit set by the
randomizer of 400 Wh/kg. This makes intuitive sense, as a higher energy density
battery has better performance (i.e. energy output per mass), and thus the most
optimized vehicles would have a high battery energy density.
The similarity variables show tendencies similar to the rigid wing vehicles.
The reduced frequencies are all extremely close to the model constraint of 1.0, the
Reynolds numbers are all mid-range, and the Mach numbers are all close to the
incompressibility cutoff of 0.2.
In general, the flapping only wing vehicles show much better aerodynamic
performance compared to the rigid and pitching only wing vehicles. They can
carry heavier payload masses and fly for longer durations. These aspects make
these designs better suited to carry out missions on Mars. Looking at the total
masses, the vehicles on average are more massive compared to their rigid wing
counterparts.
A general relationship can be seen between the behavior variables and the
total mass. As shown in Figure 4.8, the total mass of vehicles on the pseudo Pareto
front was negatively correlated to the flight time, behaving in a nonlinear way. In
Figure 4.9 the total masses increased linearly with the payload mass. A regression
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line indicates this relationship. As vehicles increase in mass, they can carry more
payload mass. Because payload fraction is defined as the ratio between payload
mass and total mass, and because the linear relationship between payload mass
and total mass has a positive slope and intercept, as total mass increases payload
fraction increases. In other words, as the vehicles increase in mass, they are more
efficient at carrying larger payloads. Taken together, these relationships imply that
a range of vehicle sizes can be selected.
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Figure 4.8 Correlation between flight time and total mass for flapping only wing
vehicles on the pseudo Pareto front for two-wing vehicles
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Figure 4.9 Correlation between payload mass and total mass for flapping only wing
vehicles on the pseudo Pareto front for two-wing vehicles

Even though a wide range of vehicle masses was seen, all of the vehicles on
the pseudo Pareto front had large wing spans. This would make them more
difficult to package and transport to Mars (similar to the rigid and pitching only
wings). It would be beneficial to reduce the footprint of the vehicle while
maintaining similar performance, a topic which will be discussed further when
doubling the number of wings from two to four. With the increased number of
feasible designs and the improved flight characteristics, the flapping only wings
show promise and warrant further investigation in future optimization studies.
This implies that passive pitching is a valuable feature when flying on Mars.
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4.2.6.3 Flexible Wings
The performance plot for flexible wings is shown in Figure 4.10. For direct
comparison this figure has the same payload mass axis limits as Figure 4.7 for the
flapping only wings. However, the flight time axis limit is much larger. Not only
did the flexible wings have the greatest number of feasible designs (close to
5,000), but the vehicles themselves had the best average performance of any wing
case calculated. This was expected, as the flexible wings represent the most
optimistic energy case, ignoring all inertial power required to fly.

Figure 4.10

Flexible wing pseudo Pareto front for two-wing vehicles

Just like with the flapping only wings, Figure 4.10 shows clear indication of
an emerging Pareto front, with points on the pseudo Pareto front circled in black.
The figure also shows a line of best fit in black. This trendline does not capture
well the highest flight times, due to a majority of points being near the middle of
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the figure. However, these points beyond the pseudo Pareto front also have the
lowest payload masses. Using the algorithm discussed earlier, 28 designs were
selected as being on the pseudo Pareto front. The design variables and
performance for these are provided in Appendix L. Four vehicle designs were
selected from the pseudo Pareto front and are shown in Table 4.8. These are the
smallest flight time design (and therefore the largest payload mass), the largest
flight time design (and therefore the smallest payload mass), and two intermediate
flight times.

Table 4.8 Select flexible wing designs for two-wing vehicles. Design variables are
highlighted.

Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Min
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.25
0.25
1
577
30
57
7.8
69
-10.4
177
54
0.99
5,564
0.2
1
920
1,328
69.3
146

Designs
Intermediate
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.29
0.27
0.15
0.16
2
1.6
687
486
41
41
33
40
8.7
6.1
63
54
16.7
9
364
376
314
247
0.88
0.87
3,033
3,734
0.18
0.2
27
46
304
160
795
546
38.2
29.3

Max
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.28
0.06
5
302
38
39
5.5
69
-17.1
389
22
0.3
1,177
0.18
222
7
42
16.7

Like the other three wing types, the spans for the flexible wing vehicles on
the pseudo Pareto front were near the maximum limit set by the randomizer of 0.3
m. The mean chords were also fairly large. This yields small aspect ratios (2 and
below) except for the maximum flight time case. The wing material densities were
on the lower end of the range, between 300 kg/m3 and 700 kg/m3.
Looking at the wing kinematics for these flexible wings, the flapping
frequencies (most close to 40 Hz) were lower than the other three wing types. The
flapping amplitudes had a wide range (30° – 60°), but this range was shared
amongst the other wing types. The pitching shape factors (all above 5) tended
towards the larger end, meaning the pitching waveform was more square.
However, this waveform shape was not as drastic as those seen in the flapping only
wing. The pitching amplitude was high (most near 65°), and matched the other
wing types, as well as the pitching for insects on Earth. The pitching phase offsets
were distributed.
The specific energies for all but the minimum flight time design were high
(most near 400 Wh/kg), and the battery masses were distributed. Considering the
model constraints, the reduced frequencies were high and near their upper limit of
1.0, except for the maximum flight time case. Like the other wing types, the
Reynolds numbers were again mid-range and the Mach numbers were close to
their upper limit of 0.2.
The flight times for the flexible wings are magnitudes longer than any other
of the wing types. This is due to the power efficiency of flexible wings. Comparing
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the payload masses of the flapping only wing to the flexible wing, the increase is
less dramatic, around 20% higher. The total masses for the flexible wings have a
wide range. The payload fractions are slightly higher than those seen with the
flapping only wings.
As with the flapping only wings, there were similar correlations between
total mass and flight time and between total mass and payload mass. Figure 4.11
shows that total mass was inversely related to flight time in a non-linear manner.
Several regression lines types were tried with exponential yielding the best fit.
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Figure 4.11 Correlation between flight time and total mass for flexible wing vehicles on
the pseudo Pareto front for two-wing vehicles.

Figure 4.12 shows that total mass had a linear relationship to payload mass.
Again, this relationship implies that payload fraction increases with vehicle size.
Figure 4.13 compares the relationship between total mass and payload mass for the
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flexible wing to that of the flapping only wing (Figure 4.9). The regression lines are
shown for each data set. Below 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ≈ 182 g, the flapping only wing had a
higher payload fraction (can carry more payload for the same total vehicle mass).
After this point the flexible wing takes over and becomes more efficient at carrying
payload. Note that these trends are based on the regression lines of the pseudo
Pareto front. As more designs are analyzed and the Pareto front advances, these
conclusions might change. All of these relationships show that a wide range of
vehicle sizes exist, and the right combination of performance and size can be
selected based on the mission requirements. Therefore, like the flapping only
wings, the flexible wing type shows significant promise and is deserving of future
exploration.
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Figure 4.12 Correlation between payload mass and total mass for flexible wing vehicles
on the pseudo Pareto front for two-wing vehicles
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Figure 4.13 Comparing payload mass vs total mass for flapping only and flexible wing
vehicles for two-wing vehicles

4.2.6.4 Comparison of Wing Types
Figure 4.14 compares the performance of all feasible designs for the four
wing types. Note that the few points representing the rigid wing and pitching only
wing are larger so they can be seen more easily. It is clear from this graph that the
wing types with the best performance were the flapping only wing and the flexible
wing. The performance of the few feasible rigid wings and pitching only wings are
so poor compared to the other wing types that these do not warrant significant
consideration in future design space explorations.
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Figure 4.14

Comparison of performance between wing designs for two-wing vehicles

Three main conclusions can be drawn from Figure 4.14. Changing from
flapping only wings to flexible wings increased the flight times by about a
magnitude but leads to only a ~20% increase in payload mass. Thus, the first main
conclusion is that the energy saving achieved by using flexible wings (which had
zero inertial power required) mostly goes into increasing the flight time.
The second conclusion that can be drawn from Figure 4.14 is that inertial
pitching power seems to be the dominant power component for flight on Mars.
This can be inferred given the observation that when inertial pitching power was
included in the power calculations (for the rigid wing and pitching only wings),
there were negligible viable vehicle designs. Even the few feasible vehicles using
the rigid and pitching only wings had poor flight performance. Conversely, with
the flapping and flexible wings, where inertial power was excluded from the power
calculations, there was a large set of viable designs to choose from, some of which
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had outstanding flight performance. Recall that on Mars, the aerodynamic power
required is magnitudes smaller than on Earth due to the low atmospheric density.
Thus, inertial power is the dominant power component on Mars, and these results
show that inertial pitching power appears to be the dominant component of the
inertial power. This conclusion is bolstered by the observations about design
variables later in this section. However, a sensitivity analysis is needed to confirm
these results. This conclusion is also the inverse of what is seen in insect flight on
Earth, where pitching power (inertial plus aerodynamic) is about a magnitude
smaller than flapping power [41], [42].
This leads to the third and final conclusion that can be drawn from Figure
4.14. Creating a wing that can passively pitch (such as in the flapping only wing
design) seems much more desirable than creating a wing that can passively flap
(such as in the pitching only wing design). While having both passive pitching and
passive flapping would greatly increase both the payload capacity and flight time
of the vehicles (seen in the flexible wing design). Focusing first on creating a wing
that can passively pitch yields better vehicle designs in terms of flight
performance.
Insects on Earth evolved wings that had optimum flexure over hundreds of
millions of years and their wings are able to passively pitch while flying [26], [32].
Due to the low densities of the Martian atmosphere (and thus small aerodynamic
forces), designing wings that can passively pitch on Mars is a challenging problem.
This was demonstrated in flapping wing flight experiments of the Marsbee
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prototype by McCain et. al. [35], [36]. The problem of passive pitching in the
Martian atmosphere warrants much more investigation and will be the key in
creating flapping flight vehicles that can fly on Mars.
The average design and behavior variable values for each wing type are
shown in Table 4.9. For the rigid wings and the pitching only wings, the average
values are from the two feasible designs. For the flapping only wing and flexible
wings, the average values are from all the designs on the pseudo Pareto front.
These average variable values were derived from data shown in Appendix L. It
should be noted here that there were some limitations in using the average design
and behavior variables for this analysis of the design space. First, the averages were
calculated separately for each variable. They do not imply the existence of a single
design with all of these average variables. Next, only a random portion of the
pseudo Pareto front was identified. If the random seed set by MATLAB to generate
the designs were changed, this would change the resulting designs on the pseudo
Pareto front and thereby change the average values of variables on the pseudo
Pareto front. There were also few designs identified as being on the Pareto front
and used to calculate these averages – only 13 designs for the flapping only wing
and 28 designs for the flexible wings. Further, these points were not uniformly
distributed along the pseudo Pareto front. All of these limitations should be
considered when discussing the analysis of the design space.
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Table 4.9 Averages of design and behavior variables on the pseudo Pareto front for each
wing design for two-wing vehicles. Design variables are highlighted. This does not imply
that a single design can achieve all of these average variables simultaneously.

Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Average Values
Pitching Power
Pitching Power
Included
Ignored
Pitching Flapping
Rigid
Flexible
Only
Only
0.21
0.28
0.25
0.27
0.11
0.05
0.16
0.15
2
5.8
1.7
2
330
464
430
497
43
52
42
45
44
29
41
37
0.49
0.49
8.6
6.7
61
39
67
64
4.8
4
4
-0.2
236
265
358
348
17
9
283
232
0.72
0.39
0.94
0.9
2,294
1,157
3,115
3,262
0.17
0.18
0.16
0.18
1.3
2
4.7
50
15
3
337
322
69
28
755
694
21.7
10.7
44.6
46.4

Instead of just discussing tendencies seen among the wing types, this
section focuses specifically on the power implications of the design variables. This
is because the different wing types, each with different inertial powers, had a large
impact on the performance of the vehicles. In general, the feasible designs with
rigid wings and pitching only wings seemed to favor reducing inertial pitching
power as much as possible.
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The average spans for all cases were near the maximum allowed by the
randomizer of 0.3 m. Except for the pitching only wings, the average mean chords
are all mid-range. Except for the pitching only wing, this yields average aspect
ratios that are quite small (less than 2) compared to those seen among insets on
Earth [32]. For the pitching only wing, the on average larger aspect ratios can be
explained by Equation (3.15). The pitching mass moment of inertia scales with the
cube of mean chord. Because inertial pitching power scales with pitching mass
moment of inertia, large chords have a greater impact on inertial pitching power
than large spans. Thus, the designs for the pitching only wing had larger aspect
ratios on average to reduce the inertial pitching power. The flapping only and
flexible wings (the best performing vehicles) had larger average mean chords (0.15
m and above) than the rigid and pitching only wings (0.11 m and below). This
reinforces the conclusion that inertial pitching power is a dominant component of
the total power. Wings with larger mean chords require more energy to turn
rapidly, and this power component was ignored by the flapping only wing and
flexible wing.
In all cases, it seemed that the average wing design variables tended
towards minimizing inertial power. This can be seen in the universally low average
wing densities (being between 300 kg/m3 and 500 kg/m3). As seen in Equations
(3.14) and (3.15), a small density directly reduces the mass moment of inertia of the
wing, reducing both inertial power components.
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Compared to insects on Earth, the wings seen in this study are larger in
terms of both mass and volume. This is a contributing factor to the differences in
inertial powers. These more massive wings cause the inertial powers to be greater.
The wings used in this study were assumed to be of uniform thickness. However,
insect wings have varying thickness and are structurally supported by a series of
vanes, thereby reducing mass [32], [57]. If this design approach were adapted for
the Marsbee wings, the mass, and therefore the inertial power, could be reduced.
Wings that included inertial pitching power components (the rigid and
pitching only wing) had average pitching shape factors near zero, implying
sinusoidal pitching. This near-sinusoidal pitching represents close to the slowest
possible pitching of the wing at stroke reversal, leading to small derivatives of the
pitching motion and thereby decreasing inertial pitching power (see Equation
(3.35)). In the case of the rigid and pitching-only wings, a small pitching shape
factor leads to a small inertial pitching power, which decreases the total power
required. This in turn will increase the flight time. The fact that only two rigid
wing and two pitching only wing vehicles were just barely feasible indicates that
the vast majority of the designs of these wing types failed to meet the extremely
low performance cutoffs. Coupling this observation with the observations about
wing mass and pitching shape factors leads to the conclusion that pitching inertial
power was the limiting factor for many of the designs. For the wing types that
ignore inertial pitching power entirely (the flapping only and flexible wing), the
average pitching shape factors were large (6.7 and up), implying a square pitching
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waveform meaning that the wings rapidly pitch near stroke reversal. This rapid
pitching increases the lift produced by the wing [42] without any power penalties.
Except for pitching shape factor, which heavily influenced inertial power,
the other kinematic variables were relatively close to one-another, regardless of
wing type. This suggests the existence of a general set of optimum kinematics
within this design space that balances the competing needs of maximizing lift and
minimizing power. The average flapping amplitudes ranged between 29° − 44°.
The flapping amplitudes seen in terrestrial insects are higher, between 60° − 75°
[26], [32], [41]. The average flapping flight frequencies were all near the middle of
the range set by the randomizer. Ignoring the pitching only wings, the average
pitching amplitudes were all close together and similar to the pitching values of
terrestrial insects, being between 39° and 67° [42]. It is hypothesized that the
pitching only wings had lower pitching amplitudes in an attempt to minimize
inertial pitching power. While looking at the phase shifts individually, they
seemed randomly distributed. However, looking at the average phase shifts reveals
that they are all remarkably close together, near 4°, except for the flexible wing.
This positive phase shift implies advanced rotation.
Looking at the average battery design variables, the average energy
densities were on the upper end of the range (between 230 Hz and 360 Hz),
especially in the flapping only and flexible wing cases (closer to 360 Hz). This
makes intuitive sense, as batteries with higher energy densities are more weight
efficient, thereby increasing room for payload capacity. The average battery masses
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were bimodal, showing a large gap between the vehicles that included inertial
pitching power (near 230 Hz) and those that ignored it (near 360 Hz). This same
bimodal split is seen for average flight time, average payload mass, average total
mass, and average payload fraction.
Looking at the similarity variables, the average reduced frequencies in all
but the pitching only wings were close to the maximum allowed by the model
constraint of 1.0. The average Mach numbers were close to 0.2. The average
Reynolds numbers were all mid-range. This suggests that the similarity variables
that were constraining the designs the most were the reduced frequency and the
Mach number. This conclusion is backed up by Table 4.2.
Looking at the average behavior variables, the average flight time for the
rigid and pitching only wings are both small (2 minutes and below). The average
flight time for flapping only wings was more than double these, but still low
(below 5 minutes). The average flight time for the flexible wings (~50 minutes)
was more than a magnitude higher than the average flight times for the other wing
types. Average payload mass was small for the rigid and pitching only wings (15 g
and under). Average payload mass was more than 20 times higher for the flapping
only and flexible wings (around 330 g). Interestingly, the average payload mass for
the flapping only wings was slightly higher than for the flexible wings.
The average total vehicle mass tendency is consistent with the average
payload mass tendency. Again, the average total masses were bimodally
distributed between the vehicles that included/ignored inertial pitching power.
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The flapping and flexible wings also had larger average payload fractions, further
emphasizing that they were the highest performing wing types.
Regardless of vehicle mass, the different wing types all had large average
spans, with average tip-to-tip wingspans exceeding 0.5 m. This will most likely be
the largest dimension of the Marsbee. Reducing this maximum dimension would
be a desirable feature, meaning that a larger number of Marsbees could be
packaged with a rover on a trip to Mars. Increasing the number of wings from two
to four has the potential to decrease the size of the Marsbee while maintaining
similar lifting capacity (by maintaining the equal wing area). The next section
explores this.

4.3 Four-Wing Vehicle Designs
The spans of most of the two-wing vehicles were large (between 0.2 m and
0.3 m). Assuming the wingspan will be the largest overall dimension of the vehicle,
it is the driving factor in defining volume needed for packaging in a space transfer
vehicle or on a rover. This packaging volume is an important factor when
designing vehicles for space travel and has an associated cost almost as high as
mass. By switching from a two-wing design to a design with four wings of the same
size, it was hypothesized that lift would be doubled while minimally impacting the
overall vehicle mass. Alternatively, if the four wings had the same wing area as the
two wings, then the same lift would be produced with a smaller span and thus
produce a smaller vehicle volume.
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The randomizer was run again to generate 2 million new four-wing designs.
Due to the previously described functionality of the pseudo-random number
generated used by MATLAB, the only difference between the designs with two
wings and the designs with four wings were the number of wings and the wing
densities. This allows assessment of the impact of wing number on the Marsbee
vehicle design.

4.3.1

Design Space

Table 4.10 shows the numerical breakdown of the design vetting of the
four-wing vehicles sorted by wing type. Note that all rows sum to 2 million, the
number of total vehicle designs. Comparing Table 4.10 to Table 4.1 it can be seen
that the results of the vetting were remarkably similar. There were almost exactly
as many vehicle designs that violated the model constraints (1,645,560 for the
four-wing vehicles compared to 1,645,571 for the two-wing vehicles). This again
was because the 2 million two-wing vehicles and the 2 million four-wing vehicles
share the exact same set of design variables between them, with the only difference
being the number of wings and wing density. Thus, the four variables that control
the model constraints (the flapping frequency, flapping amplitude, span, and mean
chord) were the same between two-wing and four-wing vehicle designs.
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Table 4.10

Results of vetting for four-wing vehicles

Designs that
Violate Feasibility
Constraints
354,436
354,428
352,643
346,794

Feasible
Designs
Rigid Wing
Pitching Only Wing
Flapping Only Wing
Flexible Wing

4
12
1,797
7,646

Designs that
Violate Model
Constraints
1,645,560
1,645,560
1,645,560
1,645,560

4.3.2 Designs that Violated Model Constraints
Looking at just the designs that violated the model constraints in Table 4.11,
not only do the total number of designs that violated model constraints match, but
the breakdown of which model constraint was broken matches almost exactly with
Table 4.2. This is again due to the two-wing and four-wing designs sharing almost
identical sets of inputs. All the conclusions about the variable couplings seen in
Table 4.3 also apply here to the four-wing vehicles.

Table 4.11 Number of designs that violated each model constraint for four-wing vehicles.
Note that these do not sum to 100% because a vehicle could violate more than one model
constraint or none at all.

Non-Dimensional
Number
Reduced Frequency
Mach Number
Aspect Ratio
Reynolds Number
Reynolds Number

Model
Constraint
𝑘 ≤ 1.0
𝑀 ≤ 0.2
𝐴𝑅 ≤ 10
𝑅𝑒 ≥ 101
𝑅𝑒 ≤ 104
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Number of
Designs that
Violated
Constraint
1,105,429
605,759
119,802
39,216
13,384

Percentage
of Total
Designs
55%
30%
6.0%
2.0%
0.7%

4.3.3 Designs that Violated Feasibility Constraints
Table 4.12 shows the number of designs that violated each feasibility
constraint for four-wing vehicles. Comparing this to Table 4.4, it can again be seen
that most of the feasibility violations for each wing type stemmed from violating
the payload mass constraint. As before, the large number of payload mass
violations stem from the fact that many generated vehicle designs had a negative
payload mass, meaning that they could not generate sufficient lift to fly.
The number of wings impacted both the payload mass and flight time. As
number of wings increases, the payload mass generally increases while the flight
time decreases. Thus, in switching from two wings to four wings it can be seen that
fewer designs violated the payload mass constraints (because the payload mass was
on average higher) while more designs violated the flight time constraints
(because the flight times were on average lower). The number of designs that
violated both constraints increased when going from two wings to four wings,
possibly because of the flight time decrease.
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Table 4.12
vehicles

Number of designs that violated each feasibility constraint for four-wing

Designs that
Violated
Flight Time
Rigid
Pitching Only
Flapping Only
Flexible

7,872
7,864
6,079
230

Designs that
Violated
Payload
Mass
213,345
218,440
296,573
346,435

Designs that
Violated
Both
133,219
128,124
49,991
129

Designs that
Violated
Feasibility
Constraints
354,436
354,428
352,643
346,794

4.3.4 Feasible Designs
Looking at the feasible designs in Table 4.10, it can be seen that there are
more feasible designs in the four-wing case for each of the wing designs than there
were for the two-wing cases (Table 4.1). This is likely due to the fact that with the
same wing design variables, four-wing vehicles produced more lift and therefore
had larger payload capacities (Equation (3.42)) compared to two-wing vehicles.
Thus, fewer vehicle designs violated the payload capacity feasibility requirement.
However, increasing the number of wings is a double-edged sword. Even though
doubling the number of wings increases payload mass, it decreases flight time due
to the additional power required to fly. Because the payload mass was the most
constraining of the two feasibility requirements (as seen in Table 4.4 and Table
4.12), increasing the number of wings had an overall positive impact on the
number of feasible vehicles.
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4.3.5 Design Space
Figure 4.15 shows the design space for four-wing vehicles with rigid wings.
The shape of the design space looks similar to that seen in Figure 4.1 for the twowing vehicles with rigid wings. However, the upper and lower limits of the payload
mass axis are doubled, going from [−5,000g, 20,000g] in the two-wing case to
[−10,000g, 40,000g] for the four-wing case. The flight time axis has the same
limits as before. Going from two wings to four wings doubles the lift generated by
the vehicle (due to doubling the wing area) and thus roughly doubles the payload
capacity. The payload capacity is not strictly doubled due to the additional mass of
extra wings.

Figure 4.15 Rigid wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions of fourwing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.
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Looking at the design spaces for flapping only wings (Figure 4.17), pitching
only wings (Figure 4.16), and flexible wings (Figure 4.18), the same trends of nearly
doubled payload mass can be seen. Compared to their two-wing counterparts
(Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.4), the overall design space shape is the same. Note that the
number of feasible designs for all wing types has increased going from two wings
to four wings.

Figure 4.16 Pitching only wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions
of four-wing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.17 Flapping only wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions
of four-wing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.18 Flexible wing design space, showing feasible and infeasible solutions of
four-wing vehicles. The color-coding matches that shown in Table 4.1.
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4.3.6 Performance of Wing Types
This section explores the design space of four-wing vehicles with the
infeasible designs removed. This allows comparison of not only the wing types, but
also the differences between two-wing and four-wing vehicle designs.

4.3.6.1 Rigid Wings
The performance plot for four-wing vehicles with rigid wings is shown in
Figure 4.19. This plot looks similar to its two-wing counterpart (Figure 4.5). Note
that the payload mass axis limits are again doubled. The increase in the payload
capacity of the vehicles has allowed two designs with low flight time and payload
mass (seen in the bottom left corner) to jump up past the feasibility threshold,
thereby doubling the number of feasible rigid wing designs from 2 to 4. However,
the flight times are on average slightly lower than those seen in the two-wing case.
Even though the rigid wing four-wing vehicles show improvements in payload
mass over the rigid two-wing vehicles, they are still not well suited for missions on
Mars given that their flight times are all under 2 minutes.
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Figure 4.19

Rigid wing performance for four-wing vehicles

The design variables corresponding to these four feasible rigid wing vehicles
are shown in Table 4.13. Their two-wing counterparts are shown in Table 4.5. It
can be seen immediately that none of the four feasible vehicles for the four-wing
case had the same vehicle design as the two vehicles that were feasible for the twowing case. This implies the number of wings had a significant impact on the rigid
wing performance and was therefore an important variable in determining vehicle
feasibility.
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Table 4.13

Rigid wing designs for four-wing vehicles. Design variables are highlighted.

Variables
𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

Units
m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

0.21
0.10
2.2
313
61
33
1.0
37
12
355
46
0.79
2,080
0.19
1.0
18
114
16.0

Designs
0.22
0.29
0.03
0.10
7.2
2.9
410
358
52
59
38
24
2.9
0.6
47
60
18
11
268
317
18
141
0.21
0.82
717
2,206
0.20
0.19
1.3
1.3
3
34
30
263
8.5
12.8

0.19
0.03
7.2
300
28
68
9.9
34
-6
400
4
0.12
501
0.16
1.6
2
12
13.8

The spans of these designs are all still quite large (between about 0.2 m and
0.3 m), even though the purpose of investigating four-wing designs was to lower
the wingspan. The mean chords have a large amount of variance, producing a
similarly wide range of aspect ratios (between 2.2 and 7.2). Just like with the twowing case, the wing densities were all low (near 300 kg/m3).
Looking at the kinematics variables, the flapping frequencies were all higher
than in the two-wing case (most around 55 Hz). The flapping amplitudes had a
wider spread but were still fairly low compared to insects on Earth (most around
30°). There was a large range of pitching shape factors. The pitching amplitudes
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had a wide spread (34° to 60°), being on average lower than those seen for twowing vehicles. The phase offsets seemed to skew towards the positive end.
For the battery variables, the energy densities were all on the high end (near
400 Wh/kg) and the battery masses had a wide spread. The larger batteries
corresponded to large payload masses, these being highly coupled variables as
discussed before.
Looking at the similarity variables, the reduced frequency and Reynolds
number had a wide spread. Like the two-wing case, the Mach numbers were all on
the upper end near the compressibility limit of 0.2.

4.3.6.1 Pitching Only Wings
The performance of the pitching only four-wing vehicles can be seen in
Figure 4.20. Its two-wing counterpart is Figure 4.6. Instead of just two feasible
designs, there are now 12. The payload mass has more than doubled in some
designs. Unlike the rigid wing designs, the flight time has increased from the twowing case. This is possibly an artifact of more feasible designs being found, rather
than implying that adding additional wings cause longer flight times.
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Figure 4.20

Pitching only wing performance for four-wing vehicles

All 12 feasible designs pitching only four-wing vehicle designs are listed in
Appendix M. Table 4.14 shows four select feasible designs. Its two-wing
counterpart is Table 4.6. Instead of being selected based on the flight time, the
designs shown here were selected because they represented the greatest
combination of payload mass and flight time. The first three designs selected were
those with the highest payload mass and the fourth design was selected because it
had the highest flight time.
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Table 4.14 Select pitching only wing designs for four-wing vehicles. Design variables are
highlighted.

Designs
Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Three Highest 𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒚𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅
0.27
0.073
3.7
311
47
31
1.0
37
13
329
15
0.49
1,514
0.18
1.4
27.2
81
33.7

0.21
0.064
3.3
322
35
60
1.1
55
13
150
22
0.29
1,454
0.20
1.8
18.9
66
28.7

0.19
0.054
3.5
524
43
53
0.9
52
3
379
14
0.31
1,216
0.19
2.6
6.7
47
14.3

Max
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.29
0.031
9.4
857
32
44
0.1
51
15
387
2
0.14
683
0.19
4.6
2.3
27
8.7

It should be noted that of these four designs, the design with the maximum
payload mass was also seen on the pitching only two-wing performance plot (the
two have identical design variables except for number of wings and wing density).
The wing density was quite similar between the two – 308 kg/m3 for the two-wing
design and 311 kg/m3 for the four-wing design. This means that the majority of the
difference seen between these two vehicle designs can be attributed to the number
of wings. Doubling the wings nearly halved the flight time from 2.7 minutes to 1.4
minutes. This result was expected because flight time is inversely proportional to
the number of wings, as seen in Equation (3.41). However, it can be seen that
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doubling the wings increased the payload mass by more than 5.5 times – from 4.9
g for two wings to 27.2 g for four wings. This result is likely due to the coupling
between the aerodynamic power and the inertial power, leading to additional
power saving when negative inertial power cancels out positive aerodynamic
power (or vice versa).
Looking at the design variables, relationships similar to the two-wing
vehicles can be seen. The spans were close to their maximum (near 0.3 m), and the
mean chords were small. This leads to higher aspect ratios (3 and up). The wing
material densities were all fairly low (below 860 kg/m3).
Looking at the kinematics variables, they differ greatly from the rigid wing.
They also differ from the relationships seen in the pitching only two-wing vehicles.
The flapping frequencies are on the lower end (all below 47 Hz) and the flapping
amplitudes are unusually high (most above 30° - 60°). As expected, the pitching
shape factors are all quite small (most around 1), implying sinusoidal pitching. The
pitching amplitudes are also low (most above 50°). The phase offsets are all
positive (most around 13°), implying advanced pitching, which is known to be a
power efficient form of pitching for rigid wing flapping fliers [28]. Thus, all the
inertial power implications discussed before for pitching only two-wing vehicles
also apply here.
The battery specific energies are mostly on the high side (most near 350
Wh/kg), and the battery masses are all low. In general, switching to four wings
produced on average larger flight times and payload masses that were more than
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doubled compared to their two-wing counterparts. The payload masses are large
enough to carry meaningful sensors for a scouting mission. However, the flight
times are under 5 minutes and too low to accomplish realistic missions.

4.3.6.2 Flapping Only Wings
Figure 4.21 shows the performance of flapping only wing vehicles with four
wings. Their two-wing counterparts are shown in Figure 4.7. As with the previous
two wing types, the payload mass has nearly doubled from the two-wing case. It
can also be seen that the maximum flight time is slightly lower with four wings
than it was for two wings. This observation fits with the expected behavior of
increasing the number of wings, which decreases the flight time as seen in
Equation (3.41). The emergence of a Pareto frontier can also be seen. Using the
best fit line for the pseudo Pareto front, the overall decreased flight time is
illustrated. Looking at the exponential term of the fit line equation, for the fourwing case the pseudo Pareto front decays at a faster rate of −0.32 rather than the
decay rate of −0.191 for the two-wing case.
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Figure 4.21

Flapping only wing pseudo Pareto front for four-wing vehicles

Table 4.15 shows a selection of designs on the pseudo Pareto front for
flapping only wings. Its two-wing counterpart is Table 4.7. These particular designs
were chosen because they represented a range of flight times. Every design on the
pseudo Pareto front for four-wing flapping only wing vehicles is listed in Appendix
M. Note that one of the intermediate designs is the same between the two-wing
and the four-wing tables. The design with minimum flight time seen here also
appears on the pseudo Pareto front for flapping only two-wing vehicles.
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Table 4.15 Select flapping only wing designs for four-wing vehicles. Design variables are
highlighted.

Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Min
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.30
0.22
1.4
316
29
44
7.0
69
-8
379
218
0.95
4,349
0.17
1.0
1,557
2,138
72.8

Designs
Intermediate
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.28
0.21
0.11
0.09
2.6
2.3
328
533
60
47
25
26
8.5
9.9
57
68
-5
-7
381
337
271
261
0.90
0.95
2,338
1,230
0.19
0.12
2.2
6.6
728
129
1,088
470
66.9
27.5

Max
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.10
0.07
1.5
303
60
46
7.5
66
-20
372
78
0.86
968
0.12
11.3
1
93
1.4

These four-wing vehicles share similar design variable tendencies to their
two-wing counterparts. For all but the highest flight time, the spans are near the
maximum of 0.3 m. The chords are also large, producing low aspect ratios (all
under 2.6), and the wing material densities are low (near 300 kg/m3). The flapping
frequencies are all mid-range (~30° to 60°), the flapping amplitudes are near the
lower end (all below 46°), the pitching shape factors are all extremely high (7.0
and up), and the pitching amplitudes are large (around 65°) but still similar to
insects on Earth. However, the phase shifts are all negative. The battery energy
densities are all high (near 350 Wh/kg), and the batteries themselves are fairly
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large. The reduced frequencies are all near their upper limit of 1.0. The Mach
numbers are near the upper limit of 0.2, although they are on average smaller than
those seen for two wings. The Reynolds number are all mid-range.
Looking at the behavior variables, it can be seen that the flight times are
slightly below what they were for the two-wing cases. The maximum flight time for
the two-wing vehicles is 11.8 minutes as compared to the 11.3 minute maximum
flight time for the four-wing vehicles. On average, the payload masses were nearly
doubled for four wings, with payload fractions being higher as well. Most flapping
only wing designs on the pseudo Pareto front have sufficiently high combinations
of payload mass and flight time to be able to carry out missions on Mars.
There were a wide range of total vehicle masses for flapping only four-wing
vehicles. Figure 4.22 shows the nonlinear relationship between flight time and
total mass for four-wing vehicles. The two-wing counterpart is Figure 4.8. This
relationship implies that as the vehicle designs become lighter, they can fly
exponentially longer.
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Figure 4.22 Correlation between flight time and total mass for flapping only wing
vehicles on the pseudo Pareto front for four-wing vehicles

The relationship between total mass and payload mass is shown in Figure
4.23. The two-wing counterpart to this is Figure 4.9. The relationship here looks
linear, as it did with two-wing vehicles. The two regression lines are compared in
Figure 4.24. It can be seen that the two-wing flapping only vehicles are better
(have a higher payload fraction) up to 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ≈ 388 g. However, the four-wing
flapping only vehicles become more efficient at carrying payloads above this point.
Not only did the maximum payload mass nearly double going from two wings to
four wings, but above 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ≈ 835 g the four-wing vehicles were better at carrying
additional payload. This implies that the mass to add additional wings is more
than compensated for by the increase in payload capacity, thereby justifying the
design choice for vehicles over 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ≈ 835 g. However, this analysis does not
account for the increased mass, power, or dynamic complexity resulting from
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additional wing actuators required by four-wing vehicles. It should also be noted
that this analysis was based on the pseudo Pareto fronts for each wing type. As
more designs are analyzed, the Pareto front is expected to further advance, which
could change the relationships seen here.
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Figure 4.23 Correlation between payload mass and total mass for flapping only wing
vehicles on the pseudo Pareto front for four-wing vehicles
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Figure 4.24 Comparing payload mass vs total mass for two-wing and four-wing flapping
only wing vehicles

4.3.6.3 Flexible Wings
The performance plot for four-wing flapping only wing vehicles is shown in
Figure 4.25. Its two-wing counterpart is Figure 4.10. As with the other four-wing
designs, the payload mass is nearly doubled. However, the flight time is about the
same magnitude as the two-wing design. A pseudo Pareto front can again be seen
as well as the equation of best fit. However, the regression line fails to capture
vehicles with large flight times. The full list of designs on the pseudo Pareto front
for the flexible wings are listed in Appendix M. As with the flapping only wings, a
four of these designs on the pseudo Pareto front were chosen and are shown in
Table 4.16. The two-wing counterpart to this is Table 4.8. None of the chosen fourwing designs match the two-wing designs in Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.25

Flexible wing pseudo Pareto front for four-wing vehicles
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Table 4.16 Select flexible wing designs for four-wing vehicles. Design variables are
highlighted.

Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝐹

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Min
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.29
0.22
1.3
679
32
46
8.6
66
-2
284
314
0.95
4989
0.19
5
1854
2,940
63.1

Designs
Intermediate
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.28
0.25
0.09
0.13
2.9
1.9
540
397
69
57
22
30
6.6
4.3
69
49
10
5
361
388
435
371
0.89
0.97
2056
2846
0.19
0.19
34
85
533
107
1,078
609
49.5
17.6

Max
𝒕𝒇𝒍𝒊𝒈𝒉𝒕
0.29
0.04
7.1
373
60
17
5.2
53
2
388
38
0.46
653
0.14
234
1
57
2.2

The spans are all near their maximum values (close to 0.3 m) and the mean
chords are all large, yielding small aspect ratios below 3, except for the highest
flight time, which was also high in the two-wing case. The wing material densities
are fairly low, all below 680 kg/m3.
The kinematics change quite significantly going from two wings to four
wings. The flapping frequencies are near the middle of their range (most near 60
Hz) but are notably higher than their two-wing counterparts. The flapping
amplitudes are all quite small (all 46° and below, with one as small as 17°) –
smaller than those seen with two-wing vehicles and also smaller than those seen in
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the other four-wing vehicles. The pitching shape factors are all sharp (4.3 and up),
implying rapid pitch reversal. The pitching amplitudes are high (near 60°), but
similar to the two-wing cases. The phase offsets are mostly positive, which is
different than the seemingly random phase offsets seen in the two-wing case.
The battery specific energies are all high (near the upper bound of 400
Wh/kg) and the battery masses are large, even larger than those seen in the twowing cases. The similarity variable values are similar between the four-wing and
two-wing cases. For all except the largest flight time design, the reduced
frequencies were close to the maximum allowed of 0.1. Similar tendencies exist for
the Mach number. The Reynolds numbers were all mid-range.
As for the behavior variables, the flight times were all uniformly higher for
these select designs compared to the two-wing cases. This was unexpected, as
going from two to four wings for the other wing types produced decreased flight
times. Perhaps this outcome could be explained by a coupling between the
aerodynamic power and inertial power canceling out in certain cases. Going from
two wings to four wings nearly doubled the payload mass on average.
There is a wide range of total vehicles masses. Figure 4.26 shows the nonlinear relationship between flight time and total mass. Its two-wing counterpart is
Figure 4.11. Similar to the flapping only four-wing case, flight time increases
exponentially as total mass decreases.
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Figure 4.26 Correlation between flight time and total mass for flexible wing vehicles on
the pseudo Pareto front for four-wing vehicles

The relationship between payload mass and total mass is shown in Figure
4.27. Its two-wing counterpart is Figure 4.12. The correlation seems to be linear.
This observation matches with that of the flexible two-wing vehicles and the
flapping only four-wing vehicles discussed earlier in this section. The comparison
between these regression lines is seen in Figure 4.28. Interestingly, even though
the four-wing vehicles have double the payload range, there is no point where the
four-wing vehicles become more efficient at carrying payload than the two-wing
vehicles. This is unlike the relationship seen for the flapping only wings in Figure
4.24. Adding two additional wings creates vehicles that can lift twice as much
payload but at the cost of additional vehicle weight (due to the extra wing mass).
Thus, in terms of payload fraction, there was little gained from increasing the
number of wings in the flexible wing case. Again, this discussion was based on
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regression lines of the pseudo Pareto front. As more designs are analyzed the
Pareto front is expected to advance, which could alter these relationships.
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Figure 4.27 Correlation between payload mass and total mass for flexible wing vehicles
on the pseudo Pareto front for four-wing vehicles
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Figure 4.28 Comparing payload mass vs total mass for two-wing and four-wing flexible
wing vehicles

The relationship between payload mass and total mass for flapping only
versus flexible wings for four-wing vehicles can be seen in Figure 4.29. Below
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 340 g it is more efficient in terms of payload fraction to use flexible
wings. Past this point, it is better to use flapping only wings. This relationship is
the opposite of what was observed in the two-wing counterpart of Figure 4.13.
However, this difference in payload efficiency is small. Considering that flexible
wings had much larger flight times for the same total masses compared to every
other wing type, they are still overall the best wing type to use. These conclusions
might change if more designs are analyzed and the Pareto front advances. All of
these relationships show that a wide range of flexible wing vehicles exist, and the
right combination of payload mass and flight time can be selected based on the
mission requirements.
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Figure 4.29 Comparing payload mass vs total mass for flapping only and flexible wing
vehicles for four-wing vehicles

4.3.6.4 Comparison of Wing Types
Figure 4.30 shows the performance of each wing type for the four-wing
designs plotted together. The two-wing counterpart to this is Figure 4.14. As can
be expected, the two figures look similar to one-another in terms of shape and
trends. The payload mass is nearly doubled for the four-wing designs. Comparing
the wing types to one-another, the flight times dramatically increase going from
the flapping only wing to the flexible wing. However, the payload masses only
marginally increase.
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Figure 4.30

Comparison of performance between wing designs for four-wing vehicles

The average design and behavior variable values for the wing types are
shown in Table 4.17. The two-wing counterpart is Table 4.9. The averages for the
flapping only and flexible wing vehicles were calculated from the designs on the
pseudo Pareto front from the values in Appendix M. The averages for the rigid and
pitching only wing types were calculated from all the feasible designs of these
types. Just like the discussion of the average variables for the two-wing vehicles,
this method of using averages to analyze the design space has its limitations. These
averages do not imply the existence of a vehicle design with these same variable
values. A different random seed from MATLAB could change these average values.
There were also few, unevenly distributed, points on the pseudo Pareto front.
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Table 4.17 Averages of design and behavior variables on the pseudo Pareto front for each
wing design for four-wing vehicles. Design variables are highlighted. This does not imply
that a single design can achieve all of these average variables simultaneously.

Variables

Units

𝑏
𝑐̅
𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑓
𝜙𝑚
𝐶𝜃
𝜃𝑚
𝜙𝜃
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
𝑘
𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜆𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

m
m
-kg/m3
Hz
deg
-deg
deg
Wh/kg
g
---min
g
g
%

Average Values
Inertial Pitching
Inertial Pitching
Power Included
Power Ignored
Pitching Flapping
Rigid
Flexible
Only
Only
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.28
0.06
0.045
0.13
0.13
4.9
5.7
1.9
2.6
345
414
371
481
50
41
48
49
41
48
35
33
3.6
2.5
8.6
5.6
44
43
65
63
9
3
-2
3
335
247
335
357
52
10
338
277
0.48
0.27
0.90
0.82
1,376
922
2,335
2,712
0.18
0.18
0.16
0.18
1.3
2.1
5.0
71
14
6.2
508
477
105
34
982
973
13.4
18.3
51.7
49.0

It is immediately apparent that many of the average variables are bimodal –
they either fall into the rigid/pitching only wing category or into the flapping
only/flexible wing category. The main difference between these two groups is the
inclusion or lack of inertial pitching power. All of the same conclusions about
inertial pitching power that applied for two-wing vehicles also apply here, and thus
will not be discussed in depth again. Instead, the discussion will focus on how the
wing types change the average variables of the four-wing vehicles.
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It can be seen that across all wing types the average span is near the upper
limit of 0.3 m. The average mean chords are bimodal, being relatively small
(around 0.05 m) for the wings that include inertial pitching power (the rigid and
pitching only wings) and being larger (0.13 m) for the wings that ignore pitching
power (the flapping only and flexible wings). There are also two categories of
average aspect ratios - mid average aspect ratios (around 5) for the pitching power
included wings, and low (around 2) average aspect ratios for the pitching power
ignored wings. In all wing types, the average wing material density is low (near the
lower limit of 300 kg/m3).
Looking at the average kinematics design variables, the average flapping
frequency is mid-range for all the wing types (near 50 Hz). However, the average
flapping amplitude is bimodal – wings that included the inertial pitching power
had higher average flapping amplitudes (around 45°) than wings that ignored
inertial pitching power (around 35°). A similar tendency can be seen for the
average pitching shape factor. When pitching power is included, the average
pitching shape factor is on the lower end (below 3.6), leading to more sinusoidal
type pitching motion. When pitching power is ignored, the average pitching shape
factor is higher (more than 5.6), leading to more square type pitching motion. The
average pitching amplitudes follow suit, with low average pitching amplitudes
(around 44°) for vehicles that include pitching power and higher average pitching
amplitudes (around 64°) for vehicles that ignore pitching power. The average
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phase offset for every wing design, except the pitching only wing, is positive,
indicating advanced pitching rotation.
The average battery specific energies all are on the high side of their range
(near the upper limit of 400 Wh/kg), while the average battery masses have a wide
distribution. The average similarity variables show bimodal distributions, falling
along the lines of pitching power inclusion. For the average reduced frequency,
wings which include the pitching power had low to mid-range average values
(around 0.4), while wings that ignore pitching power are close to the upper limit
of reduced frequency of 1.0 imposed by the model constraints. The wings that
include the pitching power have slightly lower average Reynolds numbers than
wings that ignore it. However, none of the average Reynolds numbers were
approaching the upper or lower limit of the model constraint. The average Mach
numbers were all close to their maximum of 0.2 for all wing types, a feature
common to every feasible vehicle design in this study.
All of these observations reinforce the conclusion made for two-wing
vehicles that the inertial pitching power seems to be the dominant power
component for flapping flight vehicles on Mars. A sensitivity analysis will have to
be conducted in the future to substantiate this conclusion. As seen here, including
or ignoring inertial pitching power has a large impact on the overall vehicle design.
This effect is even greater than the impact from changing the number of wings.
There is a large gap in average flight times between the wing types. The
rigid wing has a small average flight time barely in excess of a minute. Using a
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pitching only wing increases the average flight time by a factor of 1.6 from the
rigid, but this is still under 3 minutes – not very usable. The flapping only wing
increases the average flight time by a factor of ~2.4 above the pitching only wing
and ~3.8 times above the rigid wing. Thus, in terms of average flight time, it is
much more beneficial to exclude inertial pitching power than it is to exclude
inertial flapping power. For the flexible wing, which has zero inertial power, the
average flight time becomes magnitudes higher than for the other wing types. The
flexible wing average flight time is ~14 times higher than the flapping only wing,
~34 times higher than the pitching only wing, and ~55 times higher than the rigid
wing. While ignoring inertial pitching power yields a larger gain in flight time than
ignoring inertial flapping power, it appears that inertial flapping power is still a
substantial component of the total power. Average flight time increases
dramatically when both inertial pitching and inertial flapping power are ignored.
The observed increases in average flight time indicate that inertial power is a larger
component of the total power than is aerodynamic power. This result was
expected, as the Martian atmospheric density is low, leading to much smaller
aerodynamic forces than on Earth. Similar tendencies to these were seen in the
average flight times for the two-wing vehicles.
The average payload mass was bimodally split based on how the inertial
pitching power was handled. Including inertial pitching power produced small
average payload masses (under 15 g), while ignoring inertial pitching power
produced average payload masses 30 times larger (around 500 g). However, as
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seen in Equation (3.42), increased payload mass has nothing to do with power
efficiency and everything to do with lift efficiency. Thus, the kinematics favored by
the wings that ignore inertial pitching power are better at generating lift in the
Martian atmosphere. This is more evidence that developing passively pitching
wings for Mars is a necessary hurdle to overcome for practical flapping flight on
Mars.
The average total vehicle masses are also bimodally distributed. This is
consistent with the linear relationship between payload mass and total mass seen
in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.27. These average total masses are rather large,
approaching 1 kg. These large vehicles are at the limit of what is considered a MAV
[68].
The impetus behind exploring four-wing versus two-wing vehicle designs
was to reduce the average span of the resulting vehicles, thereby reducing the
packaging volume. However, the four-wing vehicles discussed here still have
relatively large average spans. On the other hand, doubling the number of wings
effectively doubled the payload mass of the vehicles while only having a small
negative impact on the flight times. The only designs explored here were those on
the pseudo Pareto front, representing the maximum combination of flight time
and payload mass. However, based on mission requirements, designs that are not
on the pseudo Pareto front can still be considered as possibilities. Indeed, there are
four-wing vehicle designs with the same performance capabilities of two-wing
vehicles, but which have half the wingspan. These designs would acomplish the
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goal of decreasing the packaging volume. It is left to future studies to explore how
packaging volumes of Marsbee vehicles can be optimally decreased without
sacrificing performance in other areas. From this study it seems as if increasing the
number of wings is still a promising design choice to accomplish decreasing
packaging volume.

4.4 Research Goals Accomplished
As discussed at the end of Chapter 1, there were three goals of this research:
first, to create an analysis and preliminary design tool for Martian flapping flight
systems; second, to demonstrate the functionality of the tool by testing
randomized designs; and third, to conduct a preliminary exploration of the
Marsbee design space. Chapter 3 addressed the first goal. This chapter
accomplished the other two goals. The functionality of the analyzer was
demonstrated by testing 4 million randomly generated designs. The analyzer was
assessed by comparing the results against the expected outcomes of the models,
showing certain expected relationships (such as increased payload capacity from
increased wing planform area). Finally, the design space was explored by
investigating the coupling between design variables and behavior variables.
General commonalities were seen amongst the highest performing vehicles, such
as large wing areas and moderate flapping frequencies. The most important of
these results are highlighted and summarized in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

This thesis is but a small part in the much wider effort to explore Mars. It
focused on the Marsbee; a novel bioinspired flapping flight micro aerial vehicle
concept vehicle meant to aid a rover in exploring Mars. This thesis described the
development and operation of a flapping flight vehicle analyzer that could
estimate vehicle performance given vehicle design variables. This tool will be
useful in the optimization of the Marsbee vehicle design for specific missions. It
will also allow the comparison of the Marsbee to other Martian flight vehicle
concepts such as the Mars Helicopter or the Mars Entomopter.

5.1 Research Goals
This thesis set out with three goals in mind: first, to create an analysis tool
for Martian flapping flight systems; second, to demonstrate the functionality of the
tool by testing randomized designs; and third, to conduct a preliminary
exploration of the Marsbee design space. All three of these goals were
accomplished.
A general computational architecture called the analyzer was created. It
combined multiple physics-based models together to represent different
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subsystems of a Martian flapping flight vehicle in hover. The functionality of this
analyzer was tested by creating a total of 4 million random vehicle designs, feeding
them into the analyzer, and evaluating the output behavior variables of flight time
and payload mass with reference to fliers on Earth. Finally, the overall design space
of the Marsbee system was explored, highlighting which constraints were the most
limiting to the design and investigating the commonalities of the designs with the
highest performance. Two-wing and four-wing designs were investigated. Four
wing types were also investigated: rigid wing, pitching only wing, flapping only
wing, and flexible wings.

5.2 Overview and Implication of Results
Summarized here are the main findings of this thesis and the implications
of these findings for flapping flight vehicle designs for Mars. The reasonability of
these findings is discussed in the context of the equations used, and, where
applicable, the agreement or disagreement of these findings with the results of
other past studies are discussed.

5.2.1

Model and Feasibility Constraints

Four variables – Mach number, Reynolds number, aspect ratio, and reduced
frequency – comprise the model constraints. These are variables that when
matched should produce Marsbee vehicle designs that maintain aerodynamic
similarity with flapping insects on Earth. The Mach number constraint (𝑀 ≤ 0.2)
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was found to be the most limiting constraint on the design space for the
randomized designs explored in this work, reducing the number of feasible vehicle
designs. Even most of the feasible designs had Mach numbers close to the upper
limit of 0.2. This shows that the vehicles tended to flap as fast as possible
(increased flapping frequency) to generate lift in the low-density Martian
atmosphere. The Mach number model constraint was imposed to keep the airflow
around the vehicle incompressible. In past studies, different researchers have used
different limits for the Mach number, such as 0.1 [29] or 0.3 [66]. Because the
Mach number is a limiting factor, it is recommended that further research pursue
finding the upper limit of incompressibility of the Martian atmosphere, beyond
which the unsteady lift enhancing mechanisms common to terrestrial insects
break down. The next most common constraint was the reduced frequency
constraint (𝑘 ≤ 1.0). In the highest performing feasible designs, reduced frequency
was always between 0.8 and 0.95, close to the upper limit of 1.0.
The four similarity variables are controlled by just four design variables:
span, mean chord, flapping frequency, and flapping amplitude. However, there is
no consistent relationship between a single design variable and every similarity
variable. Design variables were proportional to some similarity variables while
inversely proportional to others. Too low and the design variable would violate one
model constraint, too high and the design variable would violate a different model
constraint.
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Payload mass was always the most limiting of the feasibility constraints.
This was due to the fact that many designs had negative payload masses, an
obviously unphysical result that occurs when a design does not produce sufficient
lift to balance out the vehicle weight. Thus, most of the randomly generated
designs could not fly due to lift generation limitations, rather than power
consumption limitations.

5.2.2 Importance of Wing Flexibility
A gap in performance was seen between each of the four wing types (rigid,
flapping only, pitching only, and flexible). Regardless of the number of wings, the
highest performing wing types were the flapping only wing and the flexible wing,
both of which ignored inertial pitching power. Ignoring inertial pitching power led
to increases in payload mass between 20 and 30 times. Comparing the flapping
only wing to the flexible wing, wing flexibility had a greater impact on flight time
(increasing it by about a magnitude) than it did payload mass (increasing it by
about 20%). Because the rigid wing and the pitching only wing had comparatively
poor performance (flight times under 5 minutes and payload masses under 30 g)
and also had few feasible designs (no more than 12 per wing type), future studies
should prioritize investigating flapping only wings and flexible wings. Efforts
should be focused on creating wings that can passively pitch. This highlights the
need to further investigate the fluid-structure interactions of flexible wings.
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The results of this preliminary design space exploration imply that inertial
pitching power was a larger component of total inertial power than inertial
flapping power for fliers on Mars. Sensitivity analyses will have to be conducted in
future studies to further confirm these results. This conclusion runs counter to the
observations of Berman & Wang that flapping power was greater than pitching
power for fliers on Earth [41]. However, the definition of flapping power that
Berman & Wang used includes both inertial and aerodynamic components. In the
present study inertial power is the dominant term over aerodynamic power. Thus,
the comparison between the inertial pitching power here and the pitching power
used by Berman & Wang still holds.
Perhaps the most crucial finding of this entire study was the importance of
passive pitching wings in creating flapping flight vehicles for Mars. With wings
that had full inertial pitching power (i.e. wings that were not passively pitching)
there were few feasible designs, and even the feasible designs had low
performance. Flapping flight appears impractical for missions on Mars without
passively pitching wings.

5.2.3 Impact of Wing Number
The payload mass nearly doubled when the number of wings was doubled
from two to four. However, this came at the cost of a slight decrease in flight time
(in all but the flexible wings). For the flapping only wing vehicles, increasing the
number of wings caused the vehicles to become more efficient at lifting payload
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mass (increased payload fractions) once the total vehicle mass exceeded 835 g. For
flexible wing vehicles, increasing the number of wings always decreased the
payload fraction, but it allowed vehicles to carry up to double the payload mass.
However, the relationships seen between the two-wing and four-wing payload
mass versus total mass were close to one another. These results were based on the
regression lines of the designs on the pseudo Pareto front. Because the Pareto front
is expected to continue advancing as more of the design space is explored, these
same results might not be seen in future studies.

5.2.4 Relationship between Behavior Variables
Emerging Pareto frontiers were observed for the vehicles with the highest
performance (flapping only wings and flexible wings). This implies that there is a
tradeoff between payload mass and flight time – they cannot be simultaneously
maximized. This outcome was expected given the models that constituted the
analyzer. Wide ranges of payload masses (1 g to 1854 g), flight times (1 minute to
234 minutes), and total vehicle masses (around 15 g to 3000 g) were seen.

5.2.5 Commonalties between Design Variables
There were certain commonalities observed in some of the design variables
among the highest performance vehicles. Each of these are discussed below
grouped by their design variable category.
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5.2.5.1 Wing Morphology Tendencies
Span was always near its maximum value, with averages ranging from 0.2 m
to 0.3 m. The chords were also typically large, resulting in low average aspect
ratios ranging from 1.7 to 2.6 for the best performing vehicles. As was proposed in
other studies [30], increasing the wing area seems to have a large impact on the
lift. The wing densities were all on the lower end, with averages ranging from 300
kg/m3 to 500 kg/m3. This makes sense as lowering the wing density leads to lower
mass moment of inertia. This decreases the inertial power of the wing and
therefore increases both the payload mass and flight time.

5.2.5.2 Wing Kinematics Tendencies
There were even stronger relationships in the kinematic design variables
amongst the highest performing vehicles. Flapping frequency was always near the
middle of the range of the randomizer, with averages around 40 Hz to 50 Hz. This
is within the range of larger insects of Earth whose flapping frequencies have been
empirically measured as ~25 Hz for hawkmoths [69] and ~150 Hz for bumblebees
[58]. The average flapping amplitudes ranged between 30° to 50°. This range is
different from insects, which typically exhibit flapping amplitudes between 45°
and 88.5° [70].
The average pitching shape factor tended toward sinusoidal pitching for
wing types that included pitching power (rigid and pitching only wings) and
tended towards square pitching for wings that ignored pitching power (flapping
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only and flexible wings). This is consistent with the equations for inertial pitching
power which show that this power increases as the rate of wing turning at stroke
reversal increases. The pitching amplitudes for the higher performing vehicle
designs were around 40° to 70°. This range is comparable to the 45° to 65° range
of pitching amplitudes seen for terrestrial insects [42]. The average pitching phase
offsets skewed towards positive, between 0° and 9°. A positive pitching phase
offset implies the pitching of the wing is advancing ahead of the flapping of the
wing. A strong correlation between advanced pitching and higher performance
was not seen here.

5.2.5.3 Power Generation Tendencies
The specific energies of the batteries among the top performing vehicles
were all high, with averages between 230 Wh/kg and 360 Wh/kg. This makes
sense as batteries with higher energy densities are more weight efficient, delivering
more energy for less mass and thereby allowing a greater payload mass. The
battery masses ranged widely but correlated to total vehicle mass.

5.3 Future Work
This thesis has accomplished much in analyzing the Marsbee performance.
However, there is much still to be done. This section presents a roadmap of the
work going forward.
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5.3.1

Improvements to the Analyzer

While the analyzer presented in this thesis establishes a framework for
finding the performance of Martian flight vehicles, there are a number of ways its
capabilities can be expanded. The models used here are low-fidelity, analytic
models built around a large number of assumptions. The fidelities of the models
could be increased, and the design space could be expanded to include more
complex features. The aerodynamics model and the battery model especially could
be improved. The aerodynamics model could use 2D Navier-Stokes simulations
rather than a quasi-steady model implemented in MATLAB. However, this could
also significantly increase the processing time per design. The battery model could
be revised to include operational temperature and rate of power draw as input
variables.
In the analyzer presented here, a large portion of the total computation
time was devoted to analyzing designs that were ultimately shown to be infeasible
in the post-processing step. A majority of infeasible designs were due to model
constraints, and the similarity variables that make up the model constraints are
dependent on just four design variables. To save time in future optimization
studies, it is recommended that the model constraint check be placed before the
analyzer rather than after. It is estimated that this pre-check would decrease the
computation time by ~80%.
This thesis only considered hovering flight, the most power-intensive mode
of flight. The operational Marsbee will also utilize forward flight, climbing flight
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and gliding to perform missions. Different aerodynamics models could be created
for each of these flight modes and added to the analyzer. This would provide the
capability of the analyzer to “stitch” multiple flight modes together for the analysis
of an entire mission. As an example, imagine a mission where a Marsbee vehicle is
deployed from a rover, climbs to an altitude of 50 m and 300 m downrange,
hovers there for 2 minutes gathering data, then descends and returns to back to
the rover. Including different flight mode models in the analyzer, and coupling it
with an optimizer, could help identify the best vehicle design for this composite
mission.
The analyzer could be expanded by including models for additional systems
that would be onboard a vehicle. Currently, the propulsion system (the flapping
wings) and the power supply system (the battery) are modeled. Models could also
be developed for the guidance, navigation, and control system, the communication
system, the power transmission system, the structural support system, and science
sensors. Most of these systems would consume power and all would add mass to
the vehicle.
Higher-fidelity modelling of wing flexibility would be a major improvement.
Instead of having four discrete wing types as was done in this thesis, the
aerodynamics model could be coupled with an FSI model to simulate how the
wings deform as they flap. Since passive pitching is of critical importance to flying
on Mars, this flexibility model would improve the usefulness of the analyzer tool.
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5.3.2 Objective Functions
Once the analyzer has reached a sufficient state of fidelity, a better
objective function needs to be formed. The objective function used in this study
focused on maximizing payload mass and flight time. More complicated and
nuanced objective functions would capture the desires of the stakeholder and
behavior variables like cost, vehicle size, and total vehicle mass. An objective
function might incorporate the multiple influences of design variables in one
composite number. The objective function could also define the precise mission
the Marsbee is intended to perform.

5.3.3 Finding the Optimum Designs
A major improvement would be to couple the analyzer to an optimizer. This
optimizer could take many different forms, such as a genetic search algorithm
[38]. In this study, not having an optimizer led to having to run a large number of
design variable combinations - two million for two-wing vehicles and another two
million for four-wing vehicles. As shown in this work, the relationships between
design variables and behavior variables is complex and not always straight forward.
Implementing an optimizer would remove the need for the designers to figure out
these complicated connections. Instead, the optimizer would generate a design,
feed it into the analyzer, and the analyzer would return the performance
characteristics of the particular vehicle. Using an objective function as a guide, the
optimizer could then pick a new vehicle design, and the process would continue
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until a solution (or set of solutions) has been converged upon. This removes the
need to perfectly understand the variable couplings of the analyzer.
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APPENDIX A
WING MODEL
Wing Mass
function m_wing = Wing_Mass(b, c_mean, thick, rho)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Wing Mass Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/25/19
This model takes the wing morphology parameters for a single wing and
calculates the mass of the wing.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%

m_wing is the mass of a single wing (in kg)
b is the span of the wing (in m)
c_mean is the mean chord of the wing (in m)
thick is the thickness of the wing (in m), assumed to be uniform
rho is the density of the wing (in kg/m3)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
m_wing = b*c_mean*thick*rho;
end

Wing Geometry
function [c_root, Ro, lambda, R2, int, S] = Wing_Geometry(c_mean,b)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Wing Geometry Model
By: Jeremy Pohly & Hunter Dunne
3/10/2020
This model takes in the span and chord of the wing and calculates several
important wing geometeric parameters that are needed for other models.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% c_mean is the mean chord of a single wing (in m).
% b is the span of a single wing (in m).
%
% xRotBar is the offset of the location that the wing pitches around from
% the leading edge (in m) deltaR is the offset from the wing root that the
% wing flapps around (in m)
%
% lamba is the taper ratio of the wing
% c_root is the chord of the wing at the wing root (in m)
% AR is the aspect ratio of the wing (in m)
% S is the planform area of the wing (in m^2)
% r is the spanwise coordinotate axis that ranges from 0 at the wing root
% to b (span and/or radius of wing from root to tip) at the wing tip (in m)
% x is the chordwise coordonate axis that ranges from 0 at the leading edge
% to the trailing edge
% c is a function of r that gives the chord length at any point r on the
% wing span (in m)
% R2 is the radius of second moment of area (in m)
% r2hat is unitless form of R2
% Ro is the Rossby Number (unitless)
% xRot is the distance from the leading edge that the wing pitches about
% (in m)
% int is a structure of other geometeric parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
xRotBar = 0;
deltaR = 0;

% Pitch axis located at the leading edge
% No offsetting of the wing root

% Quarter Eliptical Wing
lambda = 0.32;
c_root = 4*c_mean/pi;
S = c_mean*b;
r = linspace(0,b,1000);
c = r; % instantiating the length of c
for i = 1:length(r)
if r(i) < deltaR
c(i) = 0;
else
c(i) = c_root*sqrt((1-((r(i)-deltaR)/b).^2));
end
end
R2 = sqrt(trapz(r,c.*r.^2)/S);
r2Hat = R2/b;
Ro = R2/c_mean;
xRot = xRotBar*c_mean*ones(1,length(r)); % this is zero since xRotBar is zero
% Second moment of area and other calculations. This is a structure
% These are the integral terms that appear in the QS model
int.A = trapz(r,c.*r.^2);
int.B = trapz(r,c.^2.*r);
int.C = trapz(r,xRot/c_mean); % This will be zero since xRot is zero
% int.D = trapz(c,r_x.*x.*abs(x));
int.D = 0; % This is zero since there is no deviation motion
int.E = trapz(r,c.^2.*(c/2 - xRotBar*c_mean));
int.F = trapz(r,c.^4);
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end

Mass Moment of Inertia
function [I_flap, I_pitch] = Mass_Moment_of_Inertia(rho, thick, b, c_root)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Mass Moment of Inertia Analytic Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/24/19
This model takes the wing morphology inputs to calculate the mass moment
of inertia. The equation from mass moment of inertia was
analytically derived and only works for a quater eliptical wing of
constant thickness and uniform density flapping about the root of the
wing (the maximum chord) and pitching about the leading edge of the wing
(the maximum span).
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

I_flap is the mass moment of inertia of the flapping in kg*m^2
I_pitch is the mass moment of inertia of the pitching in kg*m^2
rho is the density of the wing in kg/m^3
thick is the thickness of the wing in m
b is the major axis of the quarter eliptical wing in m (AKA the span)
c_root is the minor axis of the quater eliptical wing in m (AKA the root
chord)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
I_flap = 1/16*pi()*b^3*rho*thick*c_root;
I_pitch = 1/16*pi()*c_root^3*rho*thick*b;
End

Non-Dimensional Parameters
function [AR, U_ref, Re, k, M_tip, ReLee] = Non_Dimensional_Parameters(mu_mars,
rho_mars, a_mars, b, c_mean, f, phi_m, R2)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Non Dimensional Numbers Model
By: Hunter Dunne
3/19/2020
This model takes the enviormentla parameters, wing morphology, and wing
kinematics and calculates the non-dimensional numbers
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

AR is the aspect ratio
U_ref is the reference velocity (in m/s) of the wing at the mean chord
location of the span
Re is the Reynolds number based on the mean chord and U_ref
k is the reduced frequency
U_tip is teh velocity of the wing at the wing tip (m/s)
M_tip is the Mach Number at the tip of the wing. This is where the
velocity will be highest and thus the Mach number will be highest.
UrefLee is the referenced velocity (in m/s) used in Lee & Lua's
interpretation of the Re used in their QS aerodynamics model
ReLee is the Reynolds number as defined by Lee & Lua and used in the QS
aerodynamics model.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
nu_mars = mu_mars/rho_mars;

% Kinematic viscosity of mars

% Reynolds number defined by Lee:
UrefLee = 4*f*phi_m*R2; % Lee & Lua have a specific definition of Re
ReLee = UrefLee*c_mean/nu_mars;
%
%
%
%

Non Dimensional Numbers
These will be used later to determin if the random solutions were within
the assumptions of the non-dimensional parameters. Thus they are
outputted by the analyzer.

AR = b/c_mean;
U_ref = 2*pi*f*phi_m*R2;
Re = (U_ref*c_mean)/nu_mars;
k = (pi*f*c_mean)/U_ref;
U_tip = 2*pi*f*phi_m*b;
M_tip = U_tip/a_mars;
end
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APPENDIX B
KINEMATICS MODEL
function [phi, phi_dot, phi_ddot, theta, theta_dot, theta_ddot] =
Kinematics_Model(t, f, phi_m, theta_m, c_theta, phi_theta)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Kinematics Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/16/19
The purpose of this model is to take the inputs for the flapping and
pitching motion of the wings and derive angular possition, angular
velocity, and angular acceleration equations from them. These will be
used in both the aerodynamics model and the inertial power model.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% t is the time in seconds
% phi is the flapping angle in rads
% phi_dot is the first derivative of the flapping angle with respect to time in
rad/s. This is the flapping angular velocity.
% phi_ddot is the second derivative of the flapping ngle with respect to time
in rad/s^2. This is the flapping angular acceleration.
% f is the flapping frequency in Hz. The flapping and pitching have the same
frequency.
% phi_m is the flapping amplitude in rads AKA the maximum flapping angle
% theta is the pitching angle in rads
% theta_dot is the first derivative of the pitching angle with respect to time
in rad/s. This is the pitching angular velocity.
% theta_ddot is the second derivative of the pitching angle with respect to
time in rad/s^2. This is the pitching angular acceleration.
% c_theta is the pitching shape factor. It varries from 0 to infinity,
transforming the shape of the pitching from purely sinusoidal (0) to a square
wave (infinity)
% theta_m is the pitching amplitude in rads AKA the maximum pitching angle
% phi_theta is the phase offset in rad between the pitching and the flapping.
This controls the pitching delay.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
% All of these were derived outside of MATLAB by hand and double checked
% using Wofram Alpha
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% Flapping Motion
phi = phi_m*cos(2*pi()*f*t);
phi_dot = -2*pi()*f*phi_m*sin(2*pi()*f*t);
phi_ddot = -4*pi()^2*f^2*phi_m*cos(2*pi()*f*t);
%
%
A
B
C
D

Pitching Motion
Defining placeholder variables to make the coding easier
= -theta_m/tanh(c_theta);
= c_theta;
= 2*pi()*f;
= phi_theta;

theta = A*tanh(B*sin(C*t+D));
theta_dot = A*B*C*cos(C*t+D)*(sech(B*sin(C*t+D)))^2;
theta_ddot = A*B*C^2*(sech(B*sin(C*t+D)))^2*(2*B*(cos(C*t+D))^2*tanh(B*sin(C*t+D)) +
sin(C*t+D));

end
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APPENDIX C
AERODYNAMICS MODEL
function [flap, flapDot, flapDDot,...
pitch, pitchDot, pitchDDot,...
FL,FD,P] = ...
QS_Aerodynamics_Model(tau,Re,AR,lambda,Ro,rho,R2,cMean,int, ...
flap,flapDot,flapDDot,...
pitch,pitchDot,pitchDDot,...
dev,devDot,devDDot)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Jeremy Pohly & Hunter Dunne
1/17/2020
Written primarily by Jeremy Pohly, this is the quasi-steady aerodynamics
model as seen in the work of Lee & Lua (2016). This model, which has slightly
different variable names than the rest of the models used here, needs a
modified version of the kinematics. That's what this first part of this
function does.
Modified on Jan 17 to output QS kinematics

% Kinematics Sign Conversion
if tau < 0.5
flap = -flap;
flapDot = -flapDot;
flapDDot = -flapDDot;
pitch = pi()/2 + pitch;
pitchDot = pitchDot;
pitchDDot = pitchDDot;
else
flap = flap;
flapDot = flapDot;
flapDDot = flapDDot;
pitch = pi()/2 - pitch;
pitchDot = -pitchDot;
pitchDDot = -pitchDDot;
end

% QS-specific kinematics:
% Instanteous velocity vector angle in stroke plane:
% velAngle = atan2(devDot,flapDot);
velAngle = atan(devDot/flapDot);
if isnan(velAngle) == 1
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velAngle = 0;
end
beta = velAngle;
% Effective angle of attack:
pitchEff = pitch - beta;
fAddMass = 0.776 + 1.911*Re^-0.687;
fAddMassAR = 1.294 - 0.590*AR^-0.662;
fAddMassLamda = 47.7*lambda^-0.0019 - 46.7;
FaddMass = fAddMassLamda*fAddMassAR*fAddMass*(rho*pi/4)*...
(flapDDot*sin(pitch)*int.B - ...
devDDot*cos(pitch)*int.B + pitchDDot*int.E);
Frot2 = 2.67*rho*pitchDot*abs(pitchDot)*int.D;
Crot1 = 0.842 - 0.507*Re^-0.1577;
fR = 1.570 - 1.239*int.C;
if -45 <= rad2deg(pitchEff) || rad2deg(pitchEff) <= 45
fAlpha = 1;
elseif 135 <= rad2deg(pitchEff) || rad2deg(pitchEff) <= 225
fAlpha = -1;
else
fAlpha = sqrt(2)*cos(pitchEff);
end
Frot1 = fAlpha*fR*Crot1*rho*sqrt(flapDot^2 + devDot^2)*pitchDot*int.B;
CLtrans = (1.966 - 3.94*Re^-0.429)*sin(2*pitchEff);
CDtrans = (0.031 + 10.48*Re^-0.764) + (1.837-3.14*Re^-0.369)*(1cos(2*pitchEff));
fTransRo = -0.205*atan(0.587*(Ro-3.105)) + 0.870;
fTransAR = 32.9 - 32.0*AR^-0.00361;
% int.A = 20;
FLtrans = fTransAR*fTransRo*CLtrans*(0.5*rho*int.A*(flapDot^2+devDot^2));
FDtrans = fTransAR*fTransRo*CDtrans*(0.5*rho*int.A*(flapDot^2+devDot^2));
FLtransP = FLtrans*cos(beta) - FDtrans*sin(beta);
FDtransP = FLtrans*sin(beta) + FDtrans*cos(beta);
FL = (FLtransP + (Frot1 + Frot2)*cos(pitch) + FaddMass*cos(pitch))*cos(dev);
FD = FDtransP + (Frot1 + Frot2)*sin(pitch) + FaddMass*sin(pitch);
% Power calculations:
xBarRot = 0;
RC_R2Trans =
0.0784*cos(2*pitchEff) + 1.088;
XC_cBarTrans = -0.0799*cos(2*pitchEff) + 0.377;
TaddMass = -(1.114 + 7.89*Re^-0.855)*pitchDDot*pi*rho/128*int.F;
Mpitch = -(FLtransP*cos(pitch) + FDtransP*sin(pitch))*...
(XC_cBarTrans - xBarRot)*cMean - ...
(Frot1 + Frot2)*(0.398 -xBarRot)*cMean - ...
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FaddMass*(0.5 - xBarRot)*cMean;
Mdev = FLtransP*RC_R2Trans*R2 + (Frot1 + Frot2)*cos(pitch)*0.993*R2 + ...
FaddMass*cos(pitch)*1.078*R2;
Mflap = -(FDtransP*RC_R2Trans*R2) - (Frot1+Frot2)*sin(pitch)*0.993*R2 -...
FaddMass*sin(pitch)*1.078*R2;
P = -(Mflap*flapDot + Mdev*devDot + (Mpitch + TaddMass)*pitchDot);
end
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APPENDIX D
POWER MODEL
Inertial Flapping Power
function P_flap = Inertial_Power_Flapping(I_flap, phi_dot, phi_ddot)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Inertial Power Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/18/19
This model takes the wing morphology inputs and the flapping kinematics
to calculate the inertial power of the flapping.
Note: normally you would have a time history of the power. However this
function gives the intentanious values of the power -- i.e. the power at
one single time stamp, and takes as inputs the kinematics from one single
time.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% P_flap is the inertial power required to flap in W (assuming no power saving)
% I_flap is the mass moment of inertia of the flapping in kg*m^2
% phi_dot is the first derivative of the flapping angle with respect to time in
rad/s. This is the flapping angular velocity.
% phi_ddot is the second derivative of the flapping ngle with respect to time
in rad/s^2. This is the flapping angular acceleration.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
P_flap = I_flap*phi_dot*phi_ddot;
end
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Inertial Pitching Power
function P_pitch = Inertial_Power_Pitching(I_pitch, theta_dot, theta_ddot)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Inertial Power Pitching Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/18/19
This model takes the wing morphology inputs and the pitching kinematics
to calculate the inertial power of the pitching.
Note: normally you would have a time history of the power. However this
function gives the intentanious values of the power -- i.e. the power at
one single time stamp, and takes as inputs the kinematics from one single
time.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% P_pitch is the inertial power required to pitch in W (assuming no power
saving)
% I_pitch is the mass moment of inertia of the pitching in kg*m^2
% theta_dot is the first derivative of the pitching angle with respect to time
in rad/s. This is the pitching angular velocity.
% theta_ddot is the second derivative of the pitching ngle with respect to time
in rad/s^2. This is the pitching angular acceleration.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
P_pitch = I_pitch*theta_dot*theta_ddot;
End

Total Power
function [P_inertial, P_total] = Total_Power(P_flap, P_pitch, P_aero, P_add,
power_type)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Total Power Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/25/19
This takes and sums together all the power terms for the system.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% P_total is the sum of the power required for the system (in W)
% P_inertial is the inertial power from the flapping and pitching (in W)
% P_aero is the aerodynamic power (in W)
% P_add is the additional power (in W) that the marsbee requires to fly. This
comes from various sensors, computers, and comms.
%%%%% Sum Types %%%%
% All of these sum inerital power and aero power together, letting
% negatives cancel out. The difference is which inertial power compoents
% (either flap or pitch) are turned off.
%
%
%
%
%
%

power_type
case)
power_type
power_type
power_type
wing case)

= 1 Max Power (both inertial flapping and pitching) (ridgid wing
= 2 Inertial flap power only
= 3 Inertial pitch power only
= 4 Min Power (neither inertial flapping or pitching) (flexible

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
switch power_type
case 1 % max
e_flap = 1;
e_pitch = 1;
case 2 % flap
e_flap = 1;
e_pitch = 0;
case 3 % pitch
e_flap = 0;
e_pitch = 1;
case 4 % min
e_flap = 0;
e_pitch = 0;
otherwise % Default case is max
e_flap = 1;
e_pitch = 1;
end
P_inertial = e_flap*P_flap + e_pitch*P_pitch;
P_total = P_inertial + P_aero + P_add;
if P_total < 0 % Cancels out negative power, setting it to zero
P_total = 0;
end
end

Average Power
P_total _average = mean(P_total)
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APPENDIX E
BATTERY MODEL
function t_flight = Battery_Model(Es, m_battery, DoD, P_total)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Battery Model
By: Hunter Dunne
9/19/19
The purpose of this model is to take in power requirements and battery
features and return the flight time and flight range. This model was
created as part of the Marsbee project and fits into a larger black-box
model that will be optimized.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% t_flight is the time in seconds that the vehicle can fly given the size of
the battery and the power requirements
% Es is the Specific Energy of the battery in W*h*kg^-1
% m_battery is the mass of the battery in kg
% DoD is the Depth of Discharge of the battery, a value between 0 and 1 that
defines the lowest amount the battery can be drained before having to be
recharged. Relates to battery efficiency and lifetime.
% P_total is the total power required in W, which includes both the inertial
and aerodynamic power of flying as well as the power of other components (like
comms, GNC, etc).
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
t_flight = ((Es*m_battery*DoD)/P_total) * 3600; % converting hours into seconds
end
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APPENDIX F
PAYLOAD MODEL
function m_payload = Payload_Capacity(m_wing, m_battery, m_add, L, g_mars,
number_of_wings)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Payload Capacity Model
By: Hunter Dunne
10/25/19
This model sums together the mass and subtracts it from the lift. Any
excess mass is assumed to be usable as payload.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
2020 AIAA Scitech paper.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%

m_payload is the mass of the payload that the Marsbee can carry (in kg)
m_wing is the mass of a single wing (in kg)
m_add is the additional mass required to fly (in kg)
L is the lift of the lift of the Marsbee (ing kg)
g_mars is the gravitational aceleration of Mars (in m/s^2)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5
m_payload = ((number_of_wings*L)/g_mars) - (number_of_wings*m_wing + m_battery
+ m_add);
end
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APPENDIX G
ANALYZER
function [t, tau, AR, k, Re, M_tip, CL, CD,... Time and Non-dimensional
Parameters
phi, phi_dot, phi_ddot, theta, theta_dot, theta_ddot, ... Kinematics
P_flap, P_pitch, P_inertial_max, P_inertial_flap, P_inertial_pitch,
P_inertial_min, P_aero,... Power Components
P_total_max, P_total_flap, P_total_pitch, P_total_min,... Total Power Types
t_flight_max, t_flight_flap, t_flight_pitch, t_flight_min, ... Flight Time
Types
m_payload] = ... Other outputs
Analyzer(run, mu_mars, rho_mars, a_mars, g_mars, b, c_mean, thick, rho,
number_of_wings, f, phi_m, c_theta, theta_m, phi_theta, Es, DoD, m_battery,
m_add, P_add)
% Analyzer
% By: Hunter Dunne
% 3/10/2020
%
% This function represents the complete analyzer. It takes as inputs all the
% design variables of the marsbee and calls all of the other functions of
% the analyzer and outputs the behavior variables.
%
% This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as a
% 2020 AIAA Scitech paper.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Variable Definitions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Inputs %%%
%
%
%
%
%

Atmospheric Parameters $
mu_mars is the atmospheric dynamic viscosity of Mars (in kg/m*s)
rho_mars is the atmospheric density of Mars (in kg/m^3)
a_mars is the speed of sound of Mars (in m/s)
g_mars is the gravitational aceleration of Mars (in m/s^2)

%
%
%
%
%
%

Wing Morphology %
b is the span of a single wing (in m)
c_mean is the mean chord of a single wing (in m)
thick is the thickness of a single wing (in m)
rho is the density of the wing (in kg/m^3)
number_of_wings is self explanitory

% Wing Kinematics %
% t is the time in seconds
% f is the flapping frequency in Hz. The flapping and pitching have the same
frequency.
% phi_m is the half peak-to-peak flapping amplitude in rads AKA the maximum
flapping angle
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% c_theta is the pitching shape factor. It varries from 0 to infinity,
transforming the shape of the pitching from purely sinusoidal (0) to a square
wave (infinity)
% theta_m is the half peak-to-peak pitching amplitude in rads AKA the maximum
pitching angle
% phi_theta is the phase offset in rad between the pitching and the flapping.
This controls the pitching delay.
% Power Generation %
% Es is the Specific Energy of the battery in W*h*kg^-1
% DoD is the Depth of Discharge of the battery, a value between 0 and 1 that
defines the lowest amount the battery can be drained before having to be
recharged. Relates to battery efficiency and lifetime.
% m_battery is the mass of the battery in kg
% Other Variables %
% e_flap is the flapping power efficiency, with 0 being
storage, and resuse and 1 being no energy saving device
% e_pitch is the pitching power efficiency from 0 to 1
% m_add is the additional mass (in kg) that the marsbee
% P_add is the additional power (in W) that the marsbee

perfect energy capture,
used.
requires to fly.
requires to fly.

%%% Intermintent Variables %%%
% L is the lift produced by the marsbee (in N)
% D is the drag produced by the marsbee (in N)
% P_aero is the aerodynamic power (in W)
% phi is the flapping angle in rads
% phi_dot is the first derivative of the flapping angle with respect to time in
rad/s. This is the flapping angular velocity.
% phi_ddot is the second derivative of the flapping ngle with respect to time
in rad/s^2. This is the flapping angular acceleration.
% theta is the pitching angle in rads
% theta_dot is the first derivative of the pitching angle with respect to time
in rad/s. This is the pitching angular velocity.
% theta_ddot is the second derivative of the pitching angle with respect to
time in rad/s^2. This is the pitching angular acceleration.
% I_flap is the mass moment of inertia of the flapping in kg*m^2
% I_pitch is the mass moment of inertia of the pitching in kg*m^2
% P_flap is the inertial power required to flap in W (assuming no power saving)
% P_pitch is the inertial power required to pitch in W (assuming no power
saving)
% P_inertial is the total inertial power in W
%
%
%
%
%

P_total is the total power required in W, which includes both the
inertial and aerodynamic power of flying as well as the power of other
components (like comms, GNC, etc). The inertial and aero components are
summed, letting the positives cancel out with the negatives. Then the
negative powers are replaced with zeros.

% P_total_max is with both the flapping and pitching inertial power
% components (ridgid wing assumption)
% P_total_flap is with the flapping inertial power but not the pitching
% inertial power (passive pitching assumption)
% P_total_pitch is with the pitching inertial power but not the flapping
% inertial power (perfectly recoverable flapping assumption)
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% P_total_min is with neither the flapping nor pitching inertial components
% (the flexible wing assumption)
% m_wing is the mass of a single wing (in kg)
%%% Outputs %%%
% t_flight is the time in hours that the vehicle can fly given the size of
% the battery and the power requirements. There are different versions of
% this variable based on the different wings (just like in the power)
% m_payload is the mass of the payload that the Marsbee can carry (in kg)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Setting up the period and time frame
sim_time = 1/f; % since we are simulating for just one period
sim_steps = 1000; % arbitrarily picked
dt = sim_time/sim_steps;
% Wing Models call
m_wing = Wing_Mass(b, c_mean, thick, rho);
[c_root, Ro, lambda, R2, int, S] = Wing_Geometry(c_mean,b);
[I_flap, I_pitch] = Mass_Moment_of_Inertia_Analytic(rho, thick, b, c_root);
[AR, U_ref, Re, k, M_tip, ReLee] = Non_Dimensional_Parameters(mu_mars,
rho_mars, a_mars, b, c_mean, f, phi_m, R2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialize all vectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
t = 0:dt:sim_time; % setting up the time vector, of dimensions 1x(sim_steps+1)
tau = t*f; % non dimensional time -- one period
% Setting the size for all the vectors
phi = zeros(size(t));
phi_dot = zeros(size(t));
phi_ddot = zeros(size(t));
theta = zeros(size(t));
theta_dot = zeros(size(t));
theta_ddot = zeros(size(t));
dev = zeros(size(t)); % these three are the deviation angular position and
derivates. However, in these kinematics, the deviation is always zero
devDot = zeros(size(t));
devDDot = zeros(size(t));
phi_QS = zeros(size(t));
phi_dot_QS = zeros(size(t));
phi_ddot_QS = zeros(size(t));
theta_QS = zeros(size(t));
theta_dot_QS = zeros(size(t));
theta_ddot_QS = zeros(size(t));
CL = zeros(size(t));
CD = zeros(size(t));
P_aero = zeros(size(t));
L = zeros(size(t));
D = zeros(size(t));
P_flap = zeros(size(t));
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P_pitch = zeros(size(t));
P_inertial_max = zeros(size(t));
P_inertial_flap = zeros(size(t));
P_inertial_pitch = zeros(size(t));
P_inertial_min = zeros(size(t));
P_total_max = zeros(size(t));
P_total_flap = zeros(size(t));
P_total_pitch = zeros(size(t));
P_total_min = zeros(size(t));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Looping Through Time
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i = 1:max(size(t))
% Kinematics call
[phi(1,i), phi_dot(1,i), phi_ddot(1,i),...
theta(1,i), theta_dot(1,i), theta_ddot(1,i)] = ...
Kinematics_Model(t(1,i), f, phi_m, theta_m, c_theta, phi_theta);
% Aerodynamics Call
[phi_QS(1,i),phi_dot_QS(1,i),phi_ddot_QS(1,i),...
theta_QS(1,i),theta_dot_QS(1,i),theta_ddot_QS(1,i),...
L(1,i),D(1,i),P_aero(1,i)] = ...
QS_Aerodynamics_Model(tau(1,i),ReLee,AR,lambda,Ro,rho_mars,R2,c_mean,int, ...
phi(1,i),phi_dot(1,i),phi_ddot(1,i),...
theta(1,i),theta_dot(1,i),theta_ddot(1,i),...
dev(1,i),devDot(1,i),devDDot(1,i));
CL(1,i) = L(1,i)/(0.5*rho_mars*U_ref^2*S); % Non-dimensionalizing lift
CD(1,i) = D(1,i)/(0.5*rho_mars*U_ref^2*S); % Non-dimensionalizing drag

% Inertial Power Call
P_flap(1,i) = Inertial_Power_Flapping(I_flap, phi_dot(1,i), phi_ddot(1,i));
P_pitch(1,i) = Inertial_Power_Pitching(I_pitch, theta_dot(1,i),
theta_ddot(1,i));
% Total Power Call
[P_inertial_max(1,i), P_total_max(1,i)] = Total_Power(P_flap(1,i),
P_pitch(1,i), P_aero(1,i), P_add/number_of_wings, 1); % only calculates power
for one wing
[P_inertial_flap(1,i), P_total_flap(1,i)] = Total_Power(P_flap(1,i),
P_pitch(1,i), P_aero(1,i), P_add/number_of_wings, 2); % only calculates power
for one wing
[P_inertial_pitch(1,i), P_total_pitch(1,i)] = Total_Power(P_flap(1,i),
P_pitch(1,i), P_aero(1,i), P_add/number_of_wings, 3); % only calculates power
for one wing
[P_inertial_min(1,i), P_total_min(1,i)] = Total_Power(P_flap(1,i),
P_pitch(1,i), P_aero(1,i), P_add/number_of_wings, 4); % only calculates power
for one wing
end
% Average Power Call
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P_total_max_average = mean(P_total_max); % A good average since the step size
is constant. Could use trapz, but would require multiplying by time scale
afterwards
P_total_flap_average = mean(P_total_flap);
P_total_pitch_average = mean(P_total_pitch);
P_total_min_average = mean(P_total_min);
% Average Lift Call
L_average = mean(L); % A good average since the step size is constant. Could
use trapz, but would require multiplying by time scale afterwards
% Battery Call
t_flight_max = Battery_Model(Es, m_battery, DoD,
number_of_wings*P_total_max_average); % multiple power for multiple wings
t_flight_flap = Battery_Model(Es, m_battery, DoD,
number_of_wings*P_total_flap_average);
t_flight_pitch = Battery_Model(Es, m_battery, DoD,
number_of_wings*P_total_pitch_average);
t_flight_min = Battery_Model(Es, m_battery, DoD,
number_of_wings*P_total_min_average);
% Payload Call
m_payload = Payload_Capacity(m_wing, m_battery, m_add, L_average, g_mars,
number_of_wings); % multiplying the lift for multiple wings
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%

Calling a plotting function to plot the real kinematics, the QS
kinematics, the lift, and the power time histories. This is to double
check that the kinematics and soforth match what was reported by Lee &
Lua

Plotting_Single_Run(run, tau,...
phi, phi_dot, phi_ddot,...
theta, theta_dot, theta_ddot,...
phi_QS, phi_dot_QS, phi_ddot_QS,...
theta_QS, theta_dot_QS, theta_ddot_QS,...
P_flap, P_pitch, P_aero, P_add,...
P_inertial_max, P_inertial_flap, P_inertial_pitch,
P_inertial_min,...
P_total_max, P_total_flap, P_total_pitch, P_total_min,...
L, D, CL, CD);
end
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APPENDIX H
ANALYZER RUN AND RANDOMIZER
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Analyzer Run and Randomizer
By: Hunter Dunne
3/10/2020
This code sets the inputs to the analyzer using randomized design
variables. It then calls on the analyzer and stores the results of the
analyzer in .csv files.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as
the Marsbee NIAC Phase II Proposal.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Ranges of Inputs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Randomizes innitial matlab seed
rng('shuffle');
% Atmospheric Parameters %
% These will not change for different runs
mu_mars = 1.5e-5; % atmospheric dynamic viscosity of Mars (in kg/m*s)
rho_mars = 0.0142; % atmospheric density of Mars (in kg/m^3)
a_mars = 244; % speed of sound of Mars (in m/s)
g_mars = 3.72; % gravitational aceleration of Mars (in m/s^2)
% Wing Morphology %
b_min = 0; b_max = 0.3; % span of a single wing (in m).
c_mean_min = 0; c_mean_max = 0.25; % mean chord of a single wing (in m).
rho_min = 300; rho_max = 2000; % density of the wing (in kg/m^3)
number_of_wings = 4; % this value was discrete and was changed manually
% rather than randomly
% Wing Kinematics %
f_min = 10; f_max = 100; % flapping frequency in Hz. The flapping and
% pitching have the same frequency.
phi_m_min = deg2rad(10); phi_m_max = deg2rad(80); % half peak-to-peak
% flapping amplitude in rads (AKA the maximum flapping angle).
c_theta_min = 0; c_theta_max = 10; % pitching shape factor. It varries from
% 0 to infinity, transforming the shape of the pitching from purely
% sinusoidal (0) to a square wave (infinity). Max set at 10, based on upper
% limits of Nabaway study using this var
theta_m_min = deg2rad(20); theta_m_max = deg2rad(70); % half peak-to-peak
% pitching amplitude in rads (AKA the maximum pitching angle).
phi_theta_min = deg2rad(-20); phi_theta_max = deg2rad(20); % phase offset
% in rad between the pitching and the flapping. This controls the pitching
% delay.
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% Power Generation %
Es_min = 100; Es_max = 400; % Specific Energy of the battery in W*h*kg^-1.
m_battery_min = 1e-3; m_battery_max = 0.5; % mass of the battery in kg.
% From 1 gram to 0.5 kg
% Other Variables %
m_add = (1.95 + 0.72)*10^-3; % additional mass required to fly in kg.
% This was a fixed value based on the masses of the gearbox and motor from
% the experimental Marsbee flapper tested in the vacuum chamber.
P_add = 0; % additional power required to fly in W.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Setting up the CSV Output File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
total_runs = 2e6;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

These variables are the header files for storing the time histories of
variables for each and every run.
They are here commented out because of run storage constraints, but could
be turned on if you want a way to store the lift, drag, and power
individual_run_header_vars = ["Variables";...
"mu_mars"; "rho_mars"; "a_mars"; "g_mars";...
"b"; "c_mean"; "thick"; "rho"; "number of wings";...
"f"; "phi_m"; "c_theta"; "theta_m"; "phi_theta";...
"Es"; "DoD"; "m_battery"; "m_add"; "P_add";...
"t"; "tau"; "AR"; "k"; "Re"; "M_tip"; "CL"; "CD";...
"phi"; "phi_dot"; "phi_ddot"; "theta"; "theta_dot"; "theta_ddot"; ...
"P_flap"; "P_pitch"; "P_inertial_max"; " P_inertial_flap";...
" P_inertial_pitch"; " P_inertial_min"; "P_aero";...
"P_total_max"; "P_total_flap"; "P_total_pitch"; "P_total_min";...
"t_flight_max"; "t_flight_flap"; "t_flight_pitch"; "t_flight_min";...
"m_payload"];
individual_run_header_units = ["Units";...
"kg/(m*s)"; "kg/m^3"; "m/s^2"; "m/s^2";...
"m"; "m"; "m"; "kg/m^3"; "--";...
"Hz"; "deg"; "--"; "deg"; "deg";...
"W*h*kg^-1"; "%"; "kg"; "kg"; "W";...
"s"; "--"; "--"; "--"; "--"; "--"; "--"; "--";...
"deg"; "deg/s"; "deg/s^2"; "deg"; "deg/s"; "deg/s^2";...
"W"; "W"; "W"; "W"; "W"; "W"; "W";...
"W"; "W"; "W"; "W"; ...
"s"; "s"; "s"; "s";...
"kg"];

% These variables are the header files for storing the inputs and outputs
% of the Analyzer, but not the time histories of the outputs.
all_runs_header_vars = ["Runs",...
"mu_mars", "rho_mars", "a_mars", "g_mars",...
"b", "c_mean", "thick", "rho", "number of wings",...
"f", "phi_m", "c_theta", "theta_m", "phi_theta",...
"Es", "DoD", "m_battery", "m_add", "P_add",...
"AR", "k", "Re", "M_tip",...
"t_flight_max", "t_flight_flap", "t_flight_pitch", "t_flight_min",...
"m_payload"];
all_runs_header_units = ["Units",...
"kg/(m*s)", "kg/m^3", "m/s^2", "m/s^2",...
"m", "m", "m", "kg/m^3", "--",...
"Hz", "deg", "--", "deg", "deg",...
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"W*h*kg^-1", "%", "kg", "kg", "W",...
"--", "--", "--", "--",...
"s", "s", "s", "s",...
"kg"];
all_runs_matrix = strings(total_runs + 2, length(all_runs_header_vars));
% Instantizing this matrix to save time
all_runs_matrix(1,:) = all_runs_header_vars; % Filling the first two rows
all_runs_matrix(2,:) = all_runs_header_units;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Looping Through Runs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
loading = waitbar(0, 'Analyzer at 0%'); % a visual indicator of the
% progress of the analyzer
for run = 1:total_runs % steps throught all the runs, randomizing the input
%variables based on the limits
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Inputs
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Wing Morphology %
b = b_min + (b_max - b_min)*rand();
c_mean = c_mean_min + (c_mean_max - c_mean_min)*rand();
thick = 0.02*c_mean; % forces thickenss to be a fixed percentage of the
% chord, removing it as an input parameter
rho = rho_min + (rho_max - rho_min)*rand();
% Wing Kinematics %
f = f_min + (f_max - f_min)*rand();
phi_m = phi_m_min + (phi_m_max - phi_m_min)*rand();
c_theta = c_theta_min + (c_theta_max - c_theta_min)*rand();
theta_m = theta_m_min + (theta_m_max - theta_m_min)*rand();
phi_theta = phi_theta_min + (phi_theta_max - phi_theta_min)*rand();
% Power Generation %
Es = Es_min + (Es_max - Es_min)*rand();
DoD = 1; % Depth of Discharge of the battery, a value between 0 and 1
% that defines the percentage amount the battery can be drained
% (drained = fully charged - current charge) before having to be
% recharged. Relates to battery efficiency and lifetime.
m_battery = m_battery_min + (m_battery_max - m_battery_min)*rand();
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[t, tau, AR, k, Re, M_tip, CL, CD,... t and Non-dimensional Parameters
phi, phi_dot, phi_ddot, theta, theta_dot, theta_ddot, ... Kinematics
P_flap, P_pitch, P_inertial_max, P_inertial_flap, P_inertial_pitch,...
P_inertial_min, P_aero,... Power Components
P_total_max, P_total_flap, P_total_pitch, P_total_min,... Total Power
t_flight_max, t_flight_flap, t_flight_pitch, t_flight_min, ... Flight t
m_payload] = ... Other outputs
Analyzer(run, mu_mars, rho_mars, a_mars, g_mars, b, c_mean, thick,...
rho, number_of_wings, f, phi_m, c_theta, theta_m, phi_theta, Es,...
DoD, m_battery, m_add, P_add);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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% Saving the Results in Matricies
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

fill_size = length(t) - 1; % Used to get the matrix size right
%This variables is for storing the time histories of
%variables for each and every run.
%They are here commented out because of run storage
%constraints, but could
%be turned on if you want a way to store the lift, drag, and
%power
individual_run_body = [zeros(size(t));...
[mu_mars, NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[rho_mars ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[a_mars ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; [g_mars ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[b ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; [c_mean ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[thick ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; [rho ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[number_of_wings ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[f ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[rad2deg(phi_m) ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[c_theta ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[rad2deg(theta_m) ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[rad2deg(phi_theta) ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[Es ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; [(DoD*100) ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[m_battery ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[m_add ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[P_add ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
t; tau; [AR ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; [k ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[Re ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; [M_tip ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
CL; CD;...
rad2deg(phi); rad2deg(phi_dot); rad2deg(phi_ddot);...
rad2deg(theta); rad2deg(theta_dot); rad2deg(theta_ddot);...
P_flap; P_pitch; P_inertial_max; P_inertial_flap;...
P_inertial_pitch; P_inertial_min; P_aero;...
P_total_max; P_total_flap; P_total_pitch; P_total_min;...
[t_flight_max ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[t_flight_flap ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[t_flight_pitch ,NaN(1, fill_size)];...
[t_flight_min ,NaN(1, fill_size)]; ...
[m_payload ,NaN(1, fill_size)]];
%Putting all the matricies together to write to a CSV
individual_run_matrix = [individual_run_header_vars,...
individual_run_header_units, individual_run_body];
%Saving to a CSV.
% Change the save location
writematrix(individual_run_matrix,...
[Run ', num2str(run), '.csv']);
% These variables are the header files for storing the inputs and
% outputs of the Analyzer, but not the time histories of the outputs.
all_runs_body = [run,...
mu_mars, rho_mars, a_mars, g_mars,...
b, c_mean, thick, rho, number_of_wings,...
f, rad2deg(phi_m), c_theta, rad2deg(theta_m),...
rad2deg(phi_theta),... % converting all the radians to degrees
Es, (DoD*100), m_battery, m_add,...
P_add,... % multiplying DoD by 100 to make it a percent
AR, k, Re, M_tip,...
t_flight_max, t_flight_flap, t_flight_pitch, t_flight_min,...
m_payload];
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all_runs_matrix(run + 2, :) = all_runs_body;
% Loading Bar
waitbar(run/total_runs, loading,...
['Analyzer at ', num2str(run/total_runs*100), '%']);
end
% Writing the Matrix
% Change the save location
writematrix(all_runs_matrix, "All_Runs.csv");
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APPENDIX I
VETTING
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Vetting
By: Hunter Dunne
5/25/2020
Reads in the outputted .csv file from the trial and checks error codes,
creating a new .csv file with bad solutions flagged and .csv files for
graphing purposes.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as
the Marsbee NIAC Phase II Proposal
Edit: fixed size of feasbility violations matrix

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Importing Maxtricies
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%

Note: be careful of the units of the inputted variables. The angles are
stored in deg but need to be in rad for the programs to work. Similarly,
the DoD is stored as a percent but needs to be in fractional form. Here,
the variables are just red in raw and their units are not converted.

% Note: change the name of the imported matrix if needed
all_runs_matrix = readmatrix('All_Runs.csv'); % Imports the entire matrix into
one variable
run = all_runs_matrix(:,1);
mu_mars = all_runs_matrix(:,2);
rho_mars = all_runs_matrix(:,3);
a_mars = all_runs_matrix(:,4);
g_mars = all_runs_matrix(:,5);
b = all_runs_matrix(:,6);
c_mean = all_runs_matrix(:,7);
thick = all_runs_matrix(:,8);
rho = all_runs_matrix(:,9);
number_of_wings = all_runs_matrix(:,10);
f = all_runs_matrix(:,11);
phi_m = all_runs_matrix(:,12);
c_theta = all_runs_matrix(:,13);
theta_m = all_runs_matrix(:,14);
phi_theta = all_runs_matrix(:,15);
Es = all_runs_matrix(:,16);
DoD = all_runs_matrix(:,17);
m_battery = all_runs_matrix(:,18);
m_add = all_runs_matrix(:,19);
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P_add = all_runs_matrix(:,20);
AR = all_runs_matrix(:,21);
k = all_runs_matrix(:,22);
Re = all_runs_matrix(:,23);
M_tip = all_runs_matrix(:,24);
t_flight_max = all_runs_matrix(:,25);
t_flight_flap = all_runs_matrix(:,26);
t_flight_pitch = all_runs_matrix(:,27);
t_flight_min = all_runs_matrix(:,28);
m_payload = all_runs_matrix(:,29);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Instantiating New Error Vectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dummy = zeros(size(run));
Re_low = dummy; % Model Checks
Re_high = dummy;
M_tip_high = dummy;
k_low = dummy;
k_high = dummy;
AR_high = dummy;
t_flight_max_low = dummy; % low Flight time Checks
t_flight_flap_low = dummy;
t_flight_pitch_low = dummy;
t_flight_min_low = dummy;
t_flight_max_high = dummy; % high Flight time Checks
t_flight_flap_high = dummy;
t_flight_pitch_high = dummy;
t_flight_min_high = dummy;
m_payload_low = dummy; % Payload Checks
m_payload_high = dummy;
total_errors = dummy;
ok_to_plot_t_flight_max = dummy;
ok_to_plot_t_flight_flap = dummy;
ok_to_plot_t_flight_pitch = dummy;
ok_to_plot_t_flight_min = dummy;
model_violation = dummy;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Re = Re.*(2/pi); % Converting from the Analyzer's definition of Re to Lee
% & Lua's (which is the actual limiter in the QS model)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Error Limits
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Re_low_limit = 1e1;
Re_high_limit = 1e4;
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M_high_limit = 0.2;
k_low_limit = 0;
k_high_limit = 1.0;
AR_high_limit = 10;
t_flight_low_limit = 60;% 1 min
t_flight_high_limit = 1e50; % Arbitrarily Large
m_payload_low_limit = 0.001; % 1 gram
m_payload_high_limit = 1e50; % Arbitrarily Large
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Checking for Errors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
total_runs = length(run);
loading = waitbar(0, 'Vetting A at 0%');
parfor i = 1:total_runs % steps through every run
% Checking non-dimensional parameters for violation
if Re(i) < Re_low_limit
Re_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
model_violation(i) = 1;
end
if Re(i) > Re_high_limit
Re_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
model_violation(i) = 1;
end
if M_tip(i) > M_high_limit
M_tip_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
model_violation(i) = 1;
end
if k(i) < k_low_limit
k_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
model_violation(i) = 1;
end
if k(i) > k_high_limit
k_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
model_violation(i) = 1;
end
if AR(i) > AR_high_limit
AR_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
model_violation(i) = 1;
end
% Checking low flight times for violation
if t_flight_max(i) < t_flight_low_limit
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t_flight_max_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if t_flight_flap(i) < t_flight_low_limit
t_flight_flap_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if t_flight_pitch(i) < t_flight_low_limit
t_flight_pitch_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if t_flight_min(i) < t_flight_low_limit
t_flight_min_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
% Checking high flight times for violation
if t_flight_max(i) > t_flight_high_limit
t_flight_max_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if t_flight_flap(i) > t_flight_high_limit
t_flight_flap_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if t_flight_pitch(i) > t_flight_high_limit
t_flight_pitch_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if t_flight_min(i) > t_flight_high_limit
t_flight_min_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
% Checking payload for violation
if m_payload(i) < m_payload_low_limit
m_payload_low(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
if m_payload(i) > m_payload_high_limit
m_payload_high(i) = 1;
total_errors(i) = total_errors(i) + 1;
end
%
%
%
%
%
%

Size of Flight Time vectors
This bit of code makes four new true/false vectors that adds together
the errors of fligth times and other errors, it is not outputted but
it will be used to instantiate the vectors of flight time with errors
removed.

% t flight max
if (t_flight_max_low(i) + t_flight_max_high(i) + Re_low(i) + Re_high(i) +
M_tip_high(i) + m_payload_low(i) + m_payload_high(i) + k_low(i) + k_high(i) +
AR_high(i)) == 0
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ok_to_plot_t_flight_max(i) = 1; % if no errors are found, it's ok to
plot this point
end
% t flight flap
if (t_flight_flap_low(i) + t_flight_flap_high(i) + Re_low(i) + Re_high(i) +
M_tip_high(i) + m_payload_low(i) + m_payload_high(i) + k_low(i) + k_high(i) +
AR_high(i)) == 0
ok_to_plot_t_flight_flap(i) = 1; % if no errors are found, it's ok to
plot this point
end
% t flight pitch
if (t_flight_pitch_low(i) + t_flight_pitch_high(i) + Re_low(i) + Re_high(i)
+ M_tip_high(i) + m_payload_low(i) + m_payload_high(i) + k_low(i) + k_high(i) +
AR_high(i)) == 0
ok_to_plot_t_flight_pitch(i) = 1; % if no errors are found, it's ok to
plot this point
end
% t flight min
if (t_flight_min_low(i) + t_flight_min_high(i) + Re_low(i) + Re_high(i) +
M_tip_high(i) + m_payload_low(i) + m_payload_high(i) + k_low(i) + k_high(i) +
AR_high(i)) == 0
ok_to_plot_t_flight_min(i) = 1; % if no errors are found, it's ok to
plot this point
end
% Loading Bar
waitbar(i/total_runs, loading, ['Vetting A at ', num2str(i/total_runs*100),
'%']);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting Matricies for the Four Different Flight Times
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Instantiating the matricies
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_body = zeros((sum(ok_to_plot_t_flight_max)),
3); % n x 2 matrix
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_body = zeros((sum(ok_to_plot_t_flight_flap)),
3);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_body =
zeros((sum(ok_to_plot_t_flight_pitch)), 3);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_body = zeros((sum(ok_to_plot_t_flight_min)),
3);
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body = zeros((sum(model_violation)), 6);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_body = zeros(size(run, 1) (size(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_body,1) +
size(plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body,1)), 3); % the size of this is
the size of the leftover errors [all - (model + good)]
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_body = zeros(size(run, 1) (size(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_body,1) +
size(plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body,1)), 3);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_body = zeros(size(run, 1) (size(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_body,1) +
size(plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body,1)), 3);
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plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_body = zeros(size(run, 1) (size(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_body,1) +
size(plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body,1)), 3);
%
j
s
l
m

Populating the plotting matrix
= 0; % Counters for good designs
= 0; % had to rename from k
= 0;
= 0;

n = 0; % Counter for violates model
o
p
q
r

=
=
=
=

0; % Counters for violates feasability
0;
0;
0;

loading = waitbar(0, 'Vetting B at 0%');
for i = 1:total_runs % stepping through all the runs
if model_violation(i) == 1 % run violates model constraints. This vector
will be same size no matter the t_flight
n = n + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body(n, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body(n, 2) = t_flight_max(i);
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body(n, 3) = t_flight_flap(i);
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body(n, 4) = t_flight_pitch(i);
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body(n, 5) = t_flight_min(i);
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body(n, 6) = m_payload(i);
end
if ok_to_plot_t_flight_max(i) == 1
j = j + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_body(j, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_body(j, 2) = t_flight_max(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_body(j, 3) = m_payload(i);
elseif model_violation(i) == 0 % checks to see if first t flight is NOT
violated (first if) then if the model is NOT viloated. Any remaining violations
must be due to the feasibility being violated
o = o + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_body(o, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_body(o, 2) =
t_flight_max(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_body(o, 3) =
m_payload(i);
end
if ok_to_plot_t_flight_flap(i) == 1
s = s + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_body(s, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_body(s, 2) = t_flight_flap(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_body(s, 3) = m_payload(i);
elseif model_violation(i) == 0
p = p + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_body(p, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_body(p, 2) =
t_flight_flap(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_body(p, 3) =
m_payload(i);
end
if ok_to_plot_t_flight_pitch(i) == 1
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l = l + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_body(l, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_body(l, 2) = t_flight_pitch(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_body(l, 3) = m_payload(i);
elseif model_violation(i) == 0
q = q + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_body(q, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_body(q, 2) =
t_flight_pitch(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_body(q, 3) =
m_payload(i);
end
if ok_to_plot_t_flight_min(i) == 1
m = m + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_body(m, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_body(m, 2) = t_flight_min(i);
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_body(m, 3) = m_payload(i);
elseif model_violation(i) == 0
r = r + 1;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_body(r, 1) = run(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_body(r, 2) =
t_flight_min(i);
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_body(r, 3) =
m_payload(i);
end
% Loading Bar
waitbar(i/total_runs, loading, ['Vetting B at ', num2str(i/total_runs*100),
'%']);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Header Vectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
all_runs_errors_flaged_header_vars = ["Runs",...
"mu_mars", "rho_mars", "a_mars", "g_mars",...
"b", "c_mean", "thick", "rho", "number of wings",...
"f", "phi_m", "c_theta", "theta_m", "phi_theta",...
"Es", "DoD", "m_battery", "m_add", "P_add",...
"AR", "k", "Re", "M_tip",...
"t_flight_max", "t_flight_flap", "t_flight_pitch", "t_flight_min",...
"m_payload",...
"Re Low?", "Re High?", "M_tip High?", "k Low?", "k High?", "AR High?",...
"t_flight_max Low?", "t_flight_flap Low?", "t_flight_pitch Low?",
"t_flight_min Low?",...
"t_flight_max High?", "t_flight_flap High?", "t_flight_pitch High?",
"t_flight_min High?",...
"m_payload Low?", "m_payload High?",...
"Total Errors"];
all_runs_errors_flaged_header_units = ["Units",...
"kg/(m*s)", "kg/m^3", "m/s^2", "m/s^2",...
"m", "m", "m", "kg/m^3", "--",...
"Hz", "deg", "--", "deg", "deg",...
"W*h*kg^-1", "%", "kg", "kg", "W",...
"--", "--", "--", "--",...
"s", "s", "s", "s",...
"kg",...
"No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1",
"No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1",...
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"No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes =
1",...
"No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes =
1",...
"No = 0, Yes = 1", "No = 0, Yes = 1",...
"--"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_header_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_max",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_header_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_header_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_flap",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_header_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_header_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_pitch",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_header_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_header_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_min",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_header_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];

plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_max",
"t_flight_flap", "t_flight_pitch", "t_flight_min", "m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_units = ["--", "s", "s", "s", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_max",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_flap",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_vars = ["Run",
"t_flight_pitch", "m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_min",
"m_payload"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_units = ["--", "s", "kg"];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Writing Vectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Note: change save location when writing matricies
all_runs_errors_flaged_body = [run,...
mu_mars, rho_mars, a_mars, g_mars,...
b, c_mean, thick, rho, number_of_wings,...
f, phi_m, c_theta, theta_m, phi_theta,...
Es, DoD, m_battery, m_add, P_add,...
AR, k, Re, M_tip,...
t_flight_max, t_flight_flap, t_flight_pitch, t_flight_min,...
m_payload,...
Re_low, Re_high, M_tip_high, k_low, k_high, AR_high,...
t_flight_max_low, t_flight_flap_low, t_flight_pitch_low,
t_flight_min_low,...
t_flight_max_high, t_flight_flap_high, t_flight_pitch_high,
t_flight_min_high,...
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m_payload_low, m_payload_high,...
total_errors];
all_runs_errors_flaged = [all_runs_errors_flaged_header_vars;
all_runs_errors_flaged_header_units; all_runs_errors_flaged_body];
writematrix(all_runs_errors_flaged, "All_Runs_Errors_Flagged.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max =
[plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_header_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_header_units;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max,
"plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap =
[plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_header_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_header_units;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap,
"plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch =
[plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_header_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_header_units;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch,
"plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min =
[plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_header_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_header_units;
plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min,
"plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations =
[plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_units;
plotting_matrix_for_model_violations_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_model_violations,
"plotting_matrix_for_model_violations.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max =
[plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_units;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max,
"plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap =
[plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_units;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap,
"plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap.csv");
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch =
[plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_units;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch,
"plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch.csv");
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plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min =
[plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_vars;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_units;
plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min_body];
writematrix(plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min,
"plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min.csv");
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APPENDIX J
PERFORMANCE PLOTS
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Performance Plots
By: Hunter Dunne
3/11/2020
Reads in the outputted .csv file from the trial and generates a myriad of
different plots from that data.
This work contributes to the master's thesis of Hunter Dunne as well as
the Marsbee NIAC Phase II Proposal

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Formatting and Saving
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;
% Sets the save location for all the folders and figures
save_loc = "G:\My Drive\Marsbee Project\Team Members\Personal Files\Hunter
Dunne\Models\Analyzer for Thesis\Results\2 Wing";
% Creates different subdirrectories in the dirrectory above for different
% file types. This is just a housekeeping preference.
mkdir(save_loc, "FIG");
mkdir(save_loc, "CSV");
mkdir(save_loc, "EMF");
font = 'Constantia';
fontsize = 10;
line_thick = 2;
marker_size = 10;
w = 4; % width of picture in inches
h = 3; % hight of picture in inches
% '#ff00ff'; % magenta
max_color = '#ff0000'; % red
flap_color = '#0000ff'; % blue
pitch_color = '#00d115'; % green
min_color = '#ff8800'; % orange
feas_color = '#000000'; % black
model_color = '#8B8B8B'; % grey
% Axis Limits
% 2 wing
x_lim_error = [1e-10, 1e20];
y_lim_error = [-5000, 20000];
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x_lim_min_performance = [0, 250]; % ranges for min
y_lim_min_performance = [0, 1000];
x_lim_max_pitch_performance = [0, 15]; % ranges for max and pitch
y_lim_max_pitch_performance = [0, 20];
x_lim_flap_performance = [0, 15]; % ranges for flap
y_lim_flap_performance = [0, 1000];
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% 4 wing
x_lim_error = [1e-10, 1e20];
y_lim_error = [-1e4, 4e4];
x_lim_min_performance = [0, 250]; % ranges for min
y_lim_min_performance = [0, 2000];
x_lim_max_pitch_performance = [0, 15]; % ranges for max and pitch
y_lim_max_pitch_performance = [0, 40];
x_lim_flap_performance = [0, 15]; % ranges for flap
y_lim_flap_performance = [0, 2000];

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Importing Maxtricies
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if false % easy way to turn all of this off to expidite graphing. Really only
needs to be run once
max = readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_max.csv');
flap = readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_flap.csv');
pitch = readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_pitch.csv');
min = readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_t_flight_min.csv');
model = readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_model_violations.csv'); % n x 6
max_feas =
readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_max.csv');
flap_feas =
readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_flap.csv');
pitch_feas =
readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_pitch.csv');
min_feas =
readmatrix('plotting_matrix_for_feasability_violations_min.csv');
% Converting s to min
max(:,2) = max(:,2)./60;
flap(:,2) = flap(:,2)./60;
pitch(:,2) = pitch(:,2)./60;
min(:,2) = min(:,2)./60;
model(:,2)
model(:,3)
model(:,4)
model(:,5)

=
=
=
=

model(:,2)./60;
model(:,3)./60;
model(:,4)./60;
model(:,5)./60;

max_feas(:,2) = max_feas(:,2)./60;
flap_feas(:,2) = flap_feas(:,2)./60;
pitch_feas(:,2) = pitch_feas(:,2)./60;
min_feas(:,2) = min_feas(:,2)./60;
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% Converting kg to g
max(:,3) = max(:,3).*1e3;
flap(:,3) = flap(:,3).*1e3;
pitch(:,3) = pitch(:,3).*1e3;
min(:,3) = min(:,3).*1e3;
model(:, 6) = model(:, 6)*1e3;
max_feas(:,3) = max_feas(:,3).*1e3;
flap_feas(:,3) = flap_feas(:,3).*1e3;
pitch_feas(:,3) = pitch_feas(:,3).*1e3;
min_feas(:,3) = min_feas(:,3).*1e3;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Pareto Front
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if true % toggle the pareto front code
% Note: for the solutions in my thesis, the max (rigid wing) and the pitch
% (passivly flapping wing) both had very few elements in them after the
% vetting. Thus the pareto fronts were not calculated for them.
% These call a function designed to find the pareto front of the data and
% return both the points on the pareto front and the equation of fit
% [max_fit, max_fit_array] = Pareto_Front(max, 0);
% max_fit_array = sortrows(max_fit_array);
% max_fit_array_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_max", "m_payload"];
% max_fit_array_units = ["--", "minutes", "grams"];
% max_fit_array_writable = [max_fit_array_vars; max_fit_array_units;
max_fit_array];
% writematrix(flap_fit_array_writable, strcat(save_loc, "\CSV\",
"pareto_front_for_rigid.csv"));
[flap_fit, flap_fit_array] = Pareto_Front(flap, 0);
flap_fit_array = sortrows(flap_fit_array);
flap_fit_array_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_flap", "m_payload"];
flap_fit_array_units = ["--", "minutes", "grams"];
flap_fit_array_writable = [flap_fit_array_vars; flap_fit_array_units;
flap_fit_array];
writematrix(flap_fit_array_writable, strcat(save_loc, "\CSV\",
"pareto_front_for_flap.csv"));
% [pitch_fit, pitch_fit_array]= Pareto_Front(pitch, 0);
% pitch_fit_array = sortrows(pitch_fit_array);
% pitch_fit_array_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_pitch", "m_payload"];
% pitch_fit_array_units = ["--", "minutes", "grams"];
% pitch_fit_array_writable = [pitch_fit_array_vars; pitch_fit_array_units;
pitch_fit_array];
% writematrix(flap_fit_array_writable, strcat(save_loc, "\CSV\",
"pareto_front_for_pitch.csv"));
[min_fit, min_fit_array] = Pareto_Front(min, 0);
min_fit_array = sortrows(min_fit_array);
min_fit_array_vars = ["Run", "t_flight_min", "m_payload"];
min_fit_array_units = ["--", "minutes", "grams"];
min_fit_array_writable = [min_fit_array_vars; min_fit_array_units;
min_fit_array];
writematrix(min_fit_array_writable, strcat(save_loc, "\CSV\",
"pareto_front_for_flexible.csv"));
else % if the previous part does not run, this reads in the pareto csv files
%max_fit_array = readmatrix("pareto_front_for_rigid.csv");
flap_fit_array = readmatrix("pareto_front_for_flap.csv");
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%pitch_fit_array = readmatrix("pareto_front_for_pitch.csv");
min_fit_array = readmatrix("pareto_front_for_flexible.csv");
end
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plotting
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% toggle plotting
plot_error = false;
plot_performance = false;
plot_pareto = true;
%%
% These first four plots are the plots of all the designs run, including
% both model violations, feasibility violotations, and acceptable designs
if plot_error
% Error Plot for Rigid
figure(1)
hold on
plot(model(:,2), model(:,6), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', model_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(max_feas(:,2), max_feas(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', feas_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(max(:,2), max(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', max_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
legend('Violates Model', 'Violates Feasibility', 'Rigid Design');
legend boxoff
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_error)
ylim(y_lim_error)
set(gca, 'XScale', 'log')
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [0, 3, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Rigid Errors"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Rigid Errors.emf"));
% Error Plot for Flap
figure(2)
hold on
plot(model(:,3), model(:,6), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', model_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(flap_feas(:,2), flap_feas(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', feas_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(flap(:,2), flap(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', flap_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
legend('Violates Model', 'Violates Feasibility', 'Flapping Only Design');
legend boxoff
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_error)
ylim(y_lim_error)
set(gca, 'XScale', 'log')
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [4, 3, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Flap Errors"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Flap Errors.emf"));
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% Error Plot for Pitch
figure(3)
hold on
plot(model(:,4), model(:,6), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', model_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(pitch_feas(:,2), pitch_feas(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', feas_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(pitch(:,2), pitch(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', pitch_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
legend('Violates Model', 'Violates Feasibility', 'Pitching Only Design');
legend boxoff
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_error)
ylim(y_lim_error)
set(gca, 'XScale', 'log')
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [8, 3, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Pitch Errors"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Pitch Errors.emf"));
% Error Plot for Flexible
figure(4)
hold on
plot(model(:,5), model(:,6), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', model_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(min_feas(:,2), min_feas(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', feas_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(min(:,2), min(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', min_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
legend('Violates Model', 'Violates Feasibility', 'Flexible Design');
legend boxoff
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_error)
ylim(y_lim_error)
set(gca, 'XScale', 'log')
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [12, 3, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Flexible Errors"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Flexible Errors.emf"));
end
%%
% Performance Plots
if plot_performance
marker_size = 20;
marker_size_large = 30;
% Rigid Performance
figure(5)
plot(max(:,2), max(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', max_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_max_pitch_performance)
ylim(y_lim_max_pitch_performance)
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [0, 4, w, h])
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Rigid Performance"));
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saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Rigid Performance.emf"));
% Flap Performance
figure(6)
plot(flap(:,2), flap(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', flap_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_flap_performance)
ylim(y_lim_flap_performance)
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [4, 4, w, h])
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Flap Performance"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Flap Performance.emf"));
% Pitch Performance
figure(7)
plot(pitch(:,2), pitch(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', pitch_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_max_pitch_performance)
ylim(y_lim_max_pitch_performance)
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [8, 4, w, h])
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Pitch Performance"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Pitch Performance.emf"));
% Flexible Performance
figure(8)
plot(min(:,2), min(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', min_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_min_performance)
ylim(y_lim_min_performance)
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [12, 4, w, h])
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Flexible Performance"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Flexible Performance.emf"));
% Performance Comparison
figure(9)
hold on
plot(min(:,2), min(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', min_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
plot(flap(:,2), flap(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', flap_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
plot(pitch(:,2), pitch(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', pitch_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size_large)
plot(max(:,2), max(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', max_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size_large)
legend('Flexible', 'Flapping Only', 'Pitching Only', 'Rigid');
legend boxoff
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
xlim(x_lim_min_performance)
ylim(y_lim_min_performance)
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [6, 4, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Performance Comparison"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Performance Comparison.emf"));
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end
%%
% Performance Plots with Pareto Fronts and Equations
if plot_pareto
marker_size = 20;
marker_size_large = 10; % for black circles
%
% Rigid Performance with Pareto
%
figure(10)
%
hold on
%
plot(max(:,2),max(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', max_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
%
plot(max_fit_array(:,2), max_fit_array(:,3), 'ko', 'MarkerSize',
marker_size_large) % circles the points on the pareto front in black circles
%
f = max_fit;
%
p = plot(f, '-k'); % plots the trendline in black
%
p.LineWidth = 3;
%
xlim(x_lim_max_pitch_performance)
%
ylim(y_lim_max_pitch_performance)
%
xl = xlim;
%
yl = ylim;
%
xt = 0.5 * (xl(2)-xl(1)) + xl(1);
%
yt = 0.85 * (yl(2)-yl(1)) + yl(1);
%
if f.c > 0 % checks to see if positive
%
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} + %0.0f',f.a, f.b, f.c);
%
else
%
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} - %0.0f',f.a, f.b, abs(f.c));
%
end
%
text(xt, yt , caption, 'FontSize', fontsize, 'Color', 'k', 'FontName',
font, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'HorizontalAlignment', 'center');
%
legend off
%
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
%
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
%
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
%
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [0, 0, w, h])
%
hold off
% %
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Rigid Performance Pareto"));
% %
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Rigid Performance Pareto.emf"));
% Flap Performance with Pareto
figure(11)
hold on
plot(flap(:,2),flap(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', flap_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
plot(flap_fit_array(:,2), flap_fit_array(:,3), 'ko', 'MarkerSize',
marker_size_large) % circles the points on the pareto front in black circles
f = flap_fit;
p = plot(f, '-k'); % plots the trendline in black
p.LineWidth = 3;
xlim(x_lim_flap_performance)
ylim(y_lim_flap_performance)
xl = xlim;
yl = ylim;
xt = 0.5 * (xl(2)-xl(1)) + xl(1);
yt = 0.85 * (yl(2)-yl(1)) + yl(1);
if f.c > 0 % checks to see if positive
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} + %0.0f',f.a, f.b, f.c);
else
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} - %0.0f',f.a, f.b, abs(f.c));
end
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text(xt, yt , caption, 'FontSize', fontsize, 'Color', 'k', 'FontName',
font, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'HorizontalAlignment', 'center');
legend off
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [4, 0, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Flap Performance Pareto"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Flap Performance Pareto.emf"));
%
% Pitching Performance with Pareto
%
figure(12)
%
hold on
%
plot(pitch(:,2),pitch(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', pitch_color,
'MarkerSize', marker_size)
%
plot(pitch_fit_array(:,2), pitch_fit_array(:,3), 'ko', 'MarkerSize',
marker_size_large) % circles the points on the pareto front in black circles
%
f = pitch_fit;
%
p = plot(f, '-k'); % plots the trendline in black
%
p.LineWidth = 3;
%
xlim(x_lim_max_pitch_performance)
%
ylim(y_lim_max_pitch_performance)
%
xl = xlim;
%
yl = ylim;
%
xt = 0.5 * (xl(2)-xl(1)) + xl(1);
%
yt = 0.85 * (yl(2)-yl(1)) + yl(1);
%
if f.c > 0 % checks to see if positive
%
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} + %0.0f',f.a, f.b, f.c);
%
else
%
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} - %0.0f',f.a, f.b, abs(f.c));
%
end
%
text(xt, yt , caption, 'FontSize', fontsize, 'Color', 'k', 'FontName',
font, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'HorizontalAlignment', 'center');
%
legend off
%
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
%
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
%
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
%
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [8, 0, w, h])
%
hold off
% %
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Pitch Performance Pareto"));
% %
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Pitch Performance Pareto.emf"));
% Flexible Performance with Pareto
figure(13)
hold on
plot(min(:,2),min(:,3), '.', 'MarkerEdgeColor', min_color, 'MarkerSize',
marker_size)
plot(min_fit_array(:,2), min_fit_array(:,3), 'ko', 'MarkerSize',
marker_size_large) % circles the points on the pareto front in black circles
f = min_fit;
p = plot(f, '-k'); % plots the trendline in black
p.LineWidth = 3;
xlim(x_lim_min_performance)
ylim(y_lim_min_performance)
xl = xlim;
yl = ylim;
xt = 0.5 * (xl(2)-xl(1)) + xl(1);
yt = 0.85 * (yl(2)-yl(1)) + yl(1);
if f.c > 0 % checks to see if positive
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} + %0.0f',f.a, f.b, f.c);
else
caption = sprintf('y = %0.0fx^{%0.3f} - %0.0f',f.a, f.b, abs(f.c));
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end
text(xt, yt , caption, 'FontSize', fontsize, 'Color', 'k', 'FontName',
font, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'HorizontalAlignment', 'center');
legend off
xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
ylabel('Payload Mass (g)')
set(gca, 'FontName', font, 'FontSize', fontsize)
set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [12, 0, w, h])
hold off
savefig(strcat(save_loc, "\FIG\", "Flexible Performance Pareto"));
saveas(gcf, strcat(save_loc, "\EMF\", "Flexible Performance Pareto.emf"));
end
%%
% Plotting Other Designs
% figure(20) % flight time min w/o equation
% fig = figure(20);
% fig.Renderer='Painters'; % Changes the rendered to painters to preserve
vector stuff
% x_lim = [0, 100];
% y_lim = [0, 1];
% x_lim = 'auto';
% y_lim = 'auto';
% big_marker_size = 30;
% hold on
% plot(min(:,2),min(:,3), '.', 'Color', '#7a7a7a') % randomized flexible
designs
% plot(max(:,2),max(:,3), '.', 'Color', '#000000') % randomized rigid designs
% plot(26.8, 0.25, 'r.', 'MarkerSize', big_marker_size) % "best" Marsbee design
% plot(1.5, 50e-3, '.', 'Color', '#00a1ba', 'MarkerSize', big_marker_size) %
Mars Helicopter Scout
% plot(10, 1000e-3, 'm.', 'MarkerSize', big_marker_size) % Entomopter
% legend('Flexible', 'Marsbee Design', 'Mars Helicopter', 'Entomopter')
% legend boxoff
% xlim(x_lim)
% ylim(y_lim)
% xticks([0 50 100])
% yticks([0 0.5 1])
% title('Flexible')
% xlabel('Flight Time (min)')
% ylabel('Payload Mass (kg)')
% set(gcf, 'Units', 'Inches', 'Position', [0, 0, 2.6, 2], 'PaperUnits',
'Inches', 'PaperSize', [2.6, 2])
% set(gca,'FontSize',9, 'FontName', 'Arial')
% hold off
% savefig('Flexible with other Designs')
% saveas(gcf, 'Flexible with other Designs.emf')
% saveas(gcf, 'Flexible with other Designs.png')
% saveas(gcf, 'Flexible with other Designs.eps')
% print -depsc -painters Flexible_with_other_Designs.eps
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APPENDIX K
PARETO FRONT
function [f, B] = Pareto_Front(A, n)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Pareto_Front
By: Hunter Dunne
3/11/2020
This function takes in an array of (x,y) points that has a monotonically
decreasing boundary, finds the points composing this boundary (the point
with the max y for every sequential x), and finally fits a curve to this
boundary, outputting an equation and the array of points on the boundary.
The array has to have x in one column and y in the other
Note: the input array was Modified to include number of runs as the first
column, then x and y in the other columns
For this program, A is the starting array that we want to know the Pareto
front of and B is the array of just the points on the Pareto front.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Pareto Front Identification
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Sorting the Array based on x from lowest to highest
A = sortrows(A, [2,3]);
j = 1; % j is always the current length of B
B = A(1,:); % stores the very first xy pair in the Boundary array
for i = 2:size(A,1) % steps through all the points
if A(i,3) <= B(j,3) % Checks the next y value to see if it's smaller than
the last one xy point put into B
j = j + 1; % Moves to the next place in Boundary array
B(j,:) = A(i,:); % if true, stores the xy pair in the Boundary array as
the next point
else % if false, goes backwards through B until it finds a larger y
for k = j:-1:1
if B(k,3) > A(i,3) % if it finds a bigger y in B, it puts the xy
pair right after the bigger one
B(k+1,:) = A(i,:);
B(k+2:size(B,1),:) = []; % then, it delets all of the values in
B beyond this newest point
j = size(B,1); % And resets the length of B
break % and jumps out of this loop since now it has a larger y
followed by a smaller y
end
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if k ==
j =
B =
B =

1 % if there was no bigger y found, then:
1; % j is set back to one
[]; % then it Clears out all of B
A(i,:); % then it puts the xy pair at the very begining of

B
end
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Trunkating the Pareto Front
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

It so happens that this method of finding the Pareto Front includes a
couple points in the begining of the array and the end of the array that
don't really fit with the overall trend of the Pareto Front and therefore
throw off the fit of the line. This is an artifact of the data sets being
finite and not capturing well the trends at low flight time and high
payload or at low payload and high flight time. As such, this part of the
code removeds the n begining and ending values of the array and shifts
the array.

solutions_to_remove = n; % The number of solutions, n, to remove from begining
and end of the array
C = zeros(size(B,1) - 2*solutions_to_remove, size(B,2)); % Instantiates an
array C that is the shape of B minus a few rows
stop = 0; % var used to stop the execution of this part if problems arrise
for i = 1:size(C,1) % loops through the elements of C
if i+solutions_to_remove >= 1 % checks to make sure that element of B
exists
C(i,:) = B(i+solutions_to_remove,:); % keeps only the elements of B
that are NOT in the beggining or ending n
else % if that part of B does not exist, it breaks and exists this part of
the code
break
stop = 1;
end
end
if stop == 0 % checks to see if everything went OK
B = C; % Replaces B with this new concatinated matrix
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Removing Solutions that are "too big" from Pareto Front
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% These limits are used incase you want to cut the Pareto Front off at some
% point.
% Right now, these limits are basically infinite
x_max = 1e50; % seconds
y_max = 1e50; % grams
% Steps forwards through B, removing X ponts that are too high
for m = 1:size(B,1)
if B(m,2) > x_max
B(m:size(B,1),:) = [];
break
end
end
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% Steps backwards through B, removing Y points that are too high
for m = size(B,1):-1:1
if B(m,3) > y_max
B(1:m,:) = [];
break
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Equation of Fit for Pareto Front
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
x = B(:,2);
y = B(:,3);
f = fit(x,y,'power2'); %
the best

Tried a bunch of fit equations, and this one worked

end
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APPENDIX L
DESIGNS ON PARETO FRONT FOR TWO-WING VEHICLES
Flapping only vehicles designs 1 - 8, with designs seen in Table 4.7 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-min
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.29
0.15
1.8
972
48
31
8.7
69
11
367
333
1
3,435
0.19
1
755
1,356
55.7

0.27
0.24
1.1
605
29
54
9
68
20
298
377
0.95
5,261
0.19
1.1
727
1,486
48.9

0.3
0.22
1.4
311
29
44
7
69
-8
379
218
0.95
4,349
0.17
2.1
671
1,069
62.8
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Designs
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.16
1.1
1.5
383
427
25
42
53
43
9.8
9.1
65
65
14
-1
355
337
244
392
0.98
0.87
4,035
3,681
0.15
0.2
2.7
2.8
458
386
906
888
50.6
43.5

0.19
0.23
0.9
303
29
70
8.2
67
-17
386
216
0.97
4,598
0.18
3
318
655
48.5

0.28
0.19
1.5
347
29
44
9.4
70
-9
256
492
0.89
3,537
0.16
4.3
276
915
30.2

0.29
0.14
2
514
38
29
7.5
70
11
372
307
0.99
2,406
0.14
4.5
207
641
32.3

Flapping only vehicles designs 9 - 13, with designs seen in Table 4.7 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.28
0.11
2.6
320
60
25
8.5
57
-5
381
271
0.9
2,338
0.19
4.5
228
544
41.9

0.28
0.17
1.6
311
30
38
8.6
68
-3
365
352
0.92
2,838
0.14
7.3
187
641
29.2
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Designs
0.29
0.08
3.5
420
66
18
8.2
67
6
363
302
0.93
1,500
0.15
7.6
92
431
21.3

0.17
0.08
2.1
342
60
29
8.8
67
13
390
103
0.94
1,260
0.13
8.7
68
190
35.8

0.09
0.08
1.1
338
61
52
9
66
17
399
72
0.97
1,258
0.13
11.8
3
86
3.5

Flexible vehicles designs 1 - 8, with designs seen in Table 4.8 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.25
0.25
1
577
30
57
7.8
69
-10.4
177
54
0.99
5,564
0.2
1
920
1,328
69.3

0.29
0.18
1.6
1254
39
39
10
67
11.9
371
78
0.92
3,947
0.19
3
863
1,392
62.0

0.27
0.11
2.5
431
71
24
9.8
65
4.1
287
114
0.98
2,463
0.2
5
836
1,005
83.2

Designs
0.29
0.29
0.22
0.15
1.3
1.8
567
972
32
48
46
31
8.6
8.7
66
69
-2.5
10.5
284
367
314
333
0.95
1
4,989
3,435
0.19
0.19
10
14
832
755
1,470
1,356
56.6
55.7

0.3
0.22
1.4
311
29
44
7
69
-8.3
379
218
0.95
4,349
0.17
17
671
1,069
62.8

0.3
0.12
2.5
846
59
24
8.3
64
8.2
304
279
0.95
2,527
0.19
18
428
849
50.4

0.28
0.21
1.4
455
28
51
9.6
63
7.2
296
378
0.83
4,391
0.18
20
414
1,016
40.7

Flexible vehicles designs 9 - 16, with designs seen in Table 4.8 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.25
0.16
1.5
427
42
43
9.1
65
-1.1
337
392
0.87
3681
0.2
25
386
888
43.5

0.29
0.15
2
687
41
33
8.7
63
16.7
364
314
0.88
3,033
0.18
27
304
795
38.2

0.28
0.08
3.6
659
92
16
9.1
60
-10.9
375
253
0.97
1,690
0.19
28
266
566
47.0
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Designs
0.29
0.28
0.13
0.11
2.3
2.6
820
320
51
60
30
25
7.3
8.5
69
57
-14
-5.2
352
381
320
271
0.86
0.9
2,847
2,338
0.19
0.19
34
38
249
228
725
544
34.3
41.9

0.28
0.18
1.5
321
33
44
6
65
-12.8
300
267
0.85
3,866
0.18
39
208
597
34.8

0.29
0.14
2
514
38
29
7.5
70
11.1
372
307
0.99
2,406
0.14
42
207
641
32.3

0.27
0.2
1.3
309
31
49
5.4
62
7.4
293
310
0.88
4,400
0.19
43
188
641
29.3

Flexible vehicles designs 17 - 24, with designs seen in Table 4.8 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.24
0.18
1.3
428
40
45
6.1
54
-2.4
392
279
0.98
4139
0.19
45
168
590
28.5

0.28
0.17
1.6
311
30
38
8.6
68
-2.6
365
352
0.92
2,838
0.14
45
187
641
29.2

0.27
0.16
1.6
486
41
40
6.1
54
9
376
247
0.87
3,734
0.2
46
160
546
29.3

Designs
0.24
0.21
0.13
0.18
1.8
1.1
405
328
44
35
36
53
6
5.3
67
65
-9.5
13.8
377
377
172
229
0.88
0.95
2,549
3,683
0.17
0.17
50
56
142
117
382
443
37.2
26.4

0.28
0.15
2
325
36
31
4.2
66
-3.4
381
107
0.94
2,421
0.14
64
112
300
37.3

0.22
0.16
1.3
348
44
44
4.3
66
-9.1
369
217
0.97
3,531
0.19
65
111
410
27.1

Flexible vehicles designs 25 - 28, with designs seen in Table 4.8 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.29
0.14
2
341
51
30
3.6
51
15.3
360
230
0.95
3,202
0.19
85
67
379
17.7
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Designs
0.28
0.21
0.13
0.07
2.1
2.8
365
389
58
77
27
27
1.6
0.7
56
64
-1.4
-7
396
333
107
29
0.99
0.75
3,076
1,704
0.2
0.2
118
163
60
12
242
62
24.8
19.4

0.28
0.06
5
302
38
39
5.5
69
-17.1
389
22
0.3
1,177
0.18
222
7
42
16.7

0.28
0.15
1.8
408
43
36
4.9
65
-3.8
387
302
0.87
3,354
0.19
76
107
513
20.9

APPENDIX M
DESIGNS ON PARETO FRONT FOR FOUR-WING VEHICLES
Pitching only vehicles designs 1 - 8, with designs seen in Table 4.14 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-min
𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.28
0.035
8.1
368
53
22
1.4
53
12
124
9
0.33
601
0.15
1.0
2.7
25
10.8

0.23
0.025
9.1
325
38
48
6.2
20
-8
183
1
0.13
564
0.19
1.1
3.5
11
30.8

0.22
0.045
4.9
351
29
53
4.2
35
-9
217
7
0.22
785
0.15
1.3
1.1
23
4.8
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Designs
0.27
0.17
0.073
0.077
3.7
2.2
311
308
47
41
31
53
1.0
0.1
37
41
13
3
329
234
15
8
0.49
0.50
1,514
1,430
0.18
0.16
1.4
1.4
27.2
4.8
81
40
33.7
12.1

0.23
0.036
6.4
340
60
25
1.3
54
-4
162
10
0.35
643
0.16
1.4
1.2
22
5.4

0.21
0.064
3.3
322
35
60
1.1
55
13
150
22
0.29
1,454
0.20
1.8
18.9
66
28.7

0.15
0.044
3.5
546
36
77
1.4
34
-9
133
5
0.21
961
0.19
2.3
1.3
22
6.1

Pitching only vehicles designs 9 - 12, with designs seen in Table 4.14 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.19
0.054
3.5
524
43
53
0.9
52
3
379
14
0.31
1,216
0.19
2.6
6.7
47
14.3

Designs
0.22
0.19
0.031
0.027
7.2
7.2
410
300
52
28
38
68
2.9
9.9
47
34
18
-6
268
400
18
4
0.21
0.12
717
501
0.20
0.16
3.2
3.4
2.6
1.6
30
12
8.5
13.8

0.29
0.031
9.4
857
32
44
0.1
51
15
387
2
0.14
683
0.19
4.6
2.3
27
8.7

Flapping only vehicles designs 1 - 8, with designs seen in Table 4.15 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
g
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.30
0.22
1.4
316
29
44
7.0
69
-8
379
218
0.95
4,349
0.17
1.0
1,557
2,138
72.8

0.29
0.12
2.5
546
58
24
9.3
66
9
203
478
0.96
2,443
0.18
1.1
1,198
1,849
64.8

0.25
0.16
1.5
481
42
43
9.1
65
-1
337
392
0.87
3,681
0.20
1.2
1,139
1,777
64.1

259

Designs
0.28
0.19
0.19
0.13
1.5
1.5
366
360
29
58
44
40
9.4
8.7
70
64
-9
-4
256
294
492
408
0.89
0.97
3,537
2,988
0.16
0.20
2.1
2.1
1,032
739
1,829
1,242
56.4
59.5

0.28
0.11
2.6
328
60
25
8.5
57
-5
381
271
0.90
2,338
0.19
2.2
728
1,088
66.9

0.28
0.17
1.6
316
30
38
8.6
68
-3
365
352
0.92
2,838
0.14
3.6
726
1,283
56.6

0.17
0.09
1.8
300
76
34
6.9
66
5
365
313
0.94
2,158
0.20
4.1
353
706
50.1

Flapping only vehicles designs 9 - 17, with designs seen in Table 4.15 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.28
0.15
1.8
331
31
38
8.1
66
4
321
396
0.84
2,555
0.14
4.4
350
921
38.0

0.20
0.11
1.9
334
49
38
9.7
63
-11
382
357
0.80
2,173
0.17
5.4
262
686
38.1

0.15
0.08
1.8
339
82
32
9.7
61
11
372
324
0.98
1,630
0.17
6.6
182
534
34.0

0.21
0.09
2.3
533
47
26
9.9
68
-7
337
261
0.95
1,230
0.12
6.6
129
470
27.5
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Designs
0.21
0.13
1.6
300
41
41
8.6
59
-10
382
416
0.85
2,401
0.16
6.8
120
622
19.3

0.25
0.18
1.4
330
20
42
9.2
67
-13
293
324
0.96
2,071
0.10
7.8
86
632
13.5

0.28
0.09
3.1
498
51
20
7.6
67
8
340
480
0.94
1,360
0.13
8.1
27
604
4.4

0.22
0.07
3.4
335
57
23
7.8
65
17
319
190
0.74
980
0.13
10.0
5
223
2.3

0.10
0.07
1.5
303
60
46
7.5
66
-20
372
78
0.86
968
0.12
11.3
1
93
1.4

Flexible vehicles designs 1 - 8, with designs seen in Table 4.16 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.29
0.22
1.3
679
32
46
8.6
66
-2
284
314
0.95
4,989
0.19
5
1,854
2,940
63.1

0.29
0.15
1.8
1252
48
31
8.7
69
11
367
333
1.00
3,435
0.19
7
1,693
2,712
62.4

0.30
0.22
1.4
316
29
44
7.0
69
-8
379
218
0.95
4,349
0.17
9
1,557
2,138
72.8

Designs
0.28
0.25
0.21
0.16
1.4
1.5
520
481
28
42
51
43
9.6
9.1
63
65
7
-1
296
337
378
392
0.83
0.87
4,391
3,681
0.18
0.20
10
12
1,144
1,139
2,032
1,777
56.3
64.1

0.28
0.19
1.5
366
29
44
9.4
70
-9
256
492
0.89
3,537
0.16
13
1,032
1,829
56.4

0.28
0.15
1.9
601
43
35
9.3
56
11
339
416
0.87
3,368
0.19
16
866
1,591
54.4

0.29
0.13
2.3
1037
51
30
7.3
69
-14
352
320
0.86
2,847
0.19
17
740
1,449
51.1

Flexible vehicles designs 9 - 16, with designs seen in Table 4.16 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.28
0.11
2.6
328
60
25
8.5
57
-5
381
271
0.90
2,338
0.19
19
728
1,088
66.9

0.28
0.17
1.6
316
30
38
8.6
68
-3
365
352
0.92
2,838
0.14
22
726
1,283
56.6

0.29
0.22
1.3
471
26
44
7.4
66
3
361
490
0.99
3,881
0.15
25
656
1,702
38.6
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Designs
0.28
0.28
0.09
0.15
2.9
1.8
540
453
69
43
22
36
6.6
4.9
69
65
10
-4
361
387
435
302
0.89
0.87
2,056
3,354
0.19
0.19
34
38
533
495
1,078
1,027
49.5
48.2

0.29
0.22
1.3
395
33
44
3.7
62
8
365
397
0.98
4,726
0.19
41
483
1,328
36.4

0.29
0.14
2.0
358
51
30
3.6
51
15
360
230
0.95
3,202
0.19
42
358
758
47.2

0.30
0.15
2.0
615
36
38
5.7
69
12
390
414
0.75
3,221
0.18
49
303
1,056
28.7

Flexible vehicles designs 17 - 24, with designs seen in Table 4.16 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.26
0.10
2.6
472
64
23
5.4
63
4
358
314
0.96
1,897
0.17
53
260
670
38.8

0.28
0.13
2.1
393
58
27
1.6
56
-1
396
107
0.99
3,076
0.20
59
218
484
45.0

0.29
0.10
2.9
408
49
22
5.1
59
8
377
165
0.89
1,640
0.14
62
166
428
38.8

Designs
0.29
0.24
0.13
0.10
2.2
2.4
471
346
32
65
45
29
6.1
3.9
66
61
0
15
391
346
264
279
0.58
0.82
2,937
2,269
0.19
0.20
72
79
150
148
616
494
24.4
29.9

0.25
0.13
1.9
397
57
30
4.3
49
5
388
371
0.97
2,846
0.19
85
107
609
17.6

0.28
0.13
2.2
351
52
29
2.8
67
-1
255
389
0.91
2,729
0.19
91
84
602
13.9

0.20
0.08
2.4
455
75
28
4.2
59
7
350
222
0.85
1,841
0.19
93
62
338
18.4

Flexible vehicles designs 25 - 33, with designs seen in Table 4.16 highlighted
Units
m
𝑏
m
𝑐̅
-𝐴𝑅
𝜌𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
kg/m3
Hz
𝑓
deg
𝜙𝑚
-𝐶𝜃
deg
𝜃𝑚
deg
𝜙𝜃
Wh/kg
𝐸𝑠
𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
g
-𝑘
-𝑅𝑒
𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑝
-𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
min
𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
g
g
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
%
𝑃𝐹

0.28
0.11
2.6
404
44
30
4.7
64
16
343
308
0.75
2,071
0.16
100
50
468
10.7

0.28
0.09
3.1
479
53
23
5.5
63
7
399
306
0.81
1,613
0.15
110
47
446
10.7

0.28
0.06
5.0
303
38
39
5.5
69
-17
389
22
0.30
1,177
0.18
111
38
84
45.7

0.29
0.10
2.9
358
59
24
0.6
60
11
317
141
0.82
2,206
0.19
136
34
263
12.8

262

Designs
0.28
0.11
2.4
364
28
56
5.2
63
-14
396
131
0.42
2,587
0.20
143
31
270
11.4

0.25
0.06
4.0
460
86
15
2.9
70
-9
383
128
0.96
1,034
0.14
167
30
196
15.2

0.26
0.11
2.4
315
52
28
1.2
67
15
354
166
0.85
2,093
0.17
189
15
259
5.7

0.27
0.03
9.1
784
93
16
3.5
58
5
384
26
0.40
623
0.18
206
3
47
6.2

0.29
0.04
7.1
373
60
17
5.2
53
2
388
38
0.46
653
0.14
234
1
57
2.2
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